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HOW AND WHY,

ANY new departure must at times cause qualms in those who have
been rash enough to embark on it. The sailing of uncharted
seas is no matter to be lightly undertaken, and the launching of

a new journal is very much on all fours with such a venture.
However, having made up our minds that our hobby was in some

danger of stillbirth, or at least of arrested development, from the lack
of an organ to further its growth and interests, we faced the lions in
the path. After many alarms and excursions, to-day sees the " Cigarette
Card News," the child of our brainstorm, make its bow to, we hope, an
expectant and appreciative world. In the fond eyes of its parents, it
is a promising babe. Whether the promise is fulfilled depends more
upon the reception accorded it by those it was created to serve than its
originators, and in this respect it is signally unlike any other infant.

Having indulged in our weakness for metaphor, we must turn to
more concrete matters, the aims, opinions and contents of our paper,
to wit. Since we first announced the forthcoming publication of the
" Cigarette Card News" we have been encouraged in the task by a large
number of commendatory letters received from collectors. Many have
been kind enough to declare that we are filling a long-felt want. So we
arc, but only if our contents pass the standards which must be applied
to any specialist journal, and which it must maintain if it is to live.

In our belief, the principal tests are accuracy, readability and
informativeness; everything published should be of interest and
service to either the specialist or general collector. Now, the heaven-
sent writer on specialized subjects is not easy to find anywhere. In
the case of our hobby, where the written word has up to now been
singularly lacking, he "(or she) is about as rare a bird as a complete set
of Wills' 1895 Cricketers. We felt, therefore, a certain amount of the
explorer's pride of discovery when we first read the contributions of
Lady Margaret MacRae, C. H. Matthews, C. T. Gregory, R. H.
Malcolm and the rest of our galaxy. Seriously, they know what they
are writing about, and they can write about it, and that was what we
wanted. You may have a very sketchy knowledge of your subject if
you write for the "Daily Snippet," provided you can converse in the
current jargon. But someone who would not know the difference
between "Wills' "Railway Locos" and Phillips' "Railway Engines,"
and would care less, is no good to us, even if he contrived, as he
doubtless would if he knew* the tricks of the trade, to grind out a
chatty article.

Lady MacRae and Mr. Matthews are among that small band, to be
counted almost on the fingers of one hand, who put serious card
collecting on the map. They possess two of the finest collections in
existence, and a? catalogue of either would, we fear, cause the demon
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of covetousness to rise in the breasts of most of our readers. One
day, if we are lucky, we may be able to give some account of them.
We hope the contributions of these collectors are only the forerunners
of many articles giving us the benefit of their extensive knowledge,
and we are proud to welcome them to our pages.

Mr. Gregory is dealing with the subject of issues made abroad.
We believe these will attract increasing interest in this country; so few
collectors at present have any idea of the beauty and variety of the
Dutch and German series, to mention only two, and we think these
articles will quicken their curiosity and add to their knowledge.

Many of our readers, are, we know, keen on aviation sets. Mr.
Malcolm is an authority on this matter, and we live in the expectation
that he will go further into his fascinating theme.

We all know there is no other hobby that has anything like the
educational value of Card Collecting. Mr. Evans writes on this, and
as he is a member of one of the largest firms of educational publishers
in this country, he may be conceded to have the backing of knowledge.

Every collector agrees that the urgent need of the hobby is a
Standard Catalogue. Of course we are convinced of the superiority
of our pastime to the cognate one of philately; but we can never look
the latter in the face until we can counter the massive tome of Messrs.
Stanley Gibbons with something as authoritative. We have a number
of tasks to tackle, but this we regard as the most pressing- and
important, and we are making a start by collating, collecting and
publishing all the available information on the different British
Manufacturers. These articles should form a sound foundation for
the Standard work. We have had much assistance from the Manu-
facturers, which we gratefully acknowledge. The contribution in this
issue, compiled from the records of Messrs. W. £ F. Faulkner, is an
instance. But not all have records, and others only partial ones; there
is a field for research here equalling or surpassing that which lay before
the early pioneers of philately. C.L.B., who is undertaking this
onerous work, will welcome the collaboration of his readers. If they
have information, particularly about early and little known issues, it
will be gratefully received.

We could dilate on our various channels of endeavour for some
pages yet; but we know our printers will remind us that they have
much else to squeeze into a limited space. Two points, however; we
have the usual Aunt Sally or Editor. He will welcome quite impar-
tially brickbats or bouquets, so let him have them. Secondly, a hobby
journal must be essentially an information bureau. The publishers in
their capacity of dealers are asked innumerable questions. Send them
to us instead. Verb. Sap.
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WHY I COLLECT.
By LADY MARGARET MACRAE, O.B.E., J.P.,

Y ES, why? Why does anyone make any sort of collection?
suppose there are various reasons. Some of us are born collec-
tors and have to collect something for peace of mind. In my

life I have collected all sorts of things. As a child I was encouraged
to collect for, I suppose, educational reasons, as much as to keep me
employed out of lesson time.

I think my first collection was stamps—most children start that
hobby; from the grown-ups' point of view it is useful as teaching
geography, history and also that most important of things, the power
of observation. Later I found my collection useful as an asset for
providing sometimes much needed cash. But to my mind, unless you
have much spare time and really technical knowledge, Stamp Collecting
is a snare : there are so many forgeries, and it is difficult to make up
your mind what to go in for and what to avoid. Are you going to
specialise in one country; in War stamps; in a group of countries; or
an Empire; in the stamps of Centenaries and such like—or in the pot
boilers of the small countries which find collectors a great convenience
for replenishing their depleted treasuries? Anyhow, I found Stamp
Collecting beyond my means and my time.

Among my other collections were eggs, dried flowers, butterflies
and geological specimens—but somehow none of these were very
satisfying.

Then an opportunity came which gave me a chance of an interest
in conchology, both extant and extinct. This was a very great joy
and for years I spent almost all my free hours collecting either on land,
sea or fresh water, from the rare, tiny and most marvellously chiselled
specimens which only a practised eye can find on the tops of hills in
the Highlands, to the big fossil starfish and other specimens in the *
burning Libyan Desert. In the evenings there was the mounting,
setting up, cleaning, classifying and so on. But it is after all a clumsy
collection and needs much room—and much time. True there can be
no forgeries, but there is much expense in buying and exchanging with
collectors in other continents if one goes in for it in a big way. Then
also as one gets older, the collecting becomes more difficult—the
stooping and tramping about in wet grass, seaweed and so on.

So, finally, I have come to collecting a " far, far better thing " :
Cigarette Cards. Even these are becoming rather a big problem, but
they have all the advantages and. as far as I can see, none of the
disadvantages. Expense if you like, but that is as you wish yourself.
Even if von only collect to mouth from hand, as it were; I mean from
your own and your friends' packets of cigarettes, what interest is to be
found in even such a collection. Often we have solved conundrums
such as "what is the rig of that ship? "; " Which is the oldest College
in Oxford or Cambridge? ": " What is the date of such and such a
school?"; and manv more bv having recourse to the collection of
Cigarette Cards. Then the older ones are of great interest politically
and in many other ways. It is a collection which can be made by
older people without being tiring. It is a constant interest to see
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what the next set of a give* maker will be. In fact, it seems to me
to be the ideal collection, and as long as human nature is what it is
there will be collectors. There are those, as I have said, just cannot
help it; there are those who want to feel they have what nobody else
has. There is the story of the conchologist who had one example of
a shell of which there were only two known specimens; the owner of
the second specimen died and his collection was sold. The almost
unique specimen was bought by the owner of the other, who put his
foot on it saying, " Now there is only one and I have it "! This is
indeed the unworthy collector. Then there is the man who wants to
possess the whole of something. There is the tale of the man who
wanted to collect what nobody else had ever collected, so he chose
echoes, and bought all the pieces of land he heard of and could acquire
where there were known echoes. One day he went to inspect a place
and found it had just been bought by a rival echo collector!

There is so much to be said for a collection of Cigarette Cards
that it would need more space than is available to mention all the
" pros" and enumerate all the answers to the "cons". To put it
shortly, it is an excellent education for the young, a matter of constant
interest to the middle aged, and a most splendid hobby to those who
are older. When people retire from business or get to an age when they
cannot take an active interest in outdoor matters, they need a hobby.
We all know that such a thing is a necessity at such times, and what
can be better than to collect Cigarette Cards? You- have colour,
beauty in many of them, and great and varied interest of all sorts. It
has been said that wireless has brought dissension to many families
owing to everybody wanting a separate programme; a collection of
Cigarette Cards will be useful -to all in solving problems and dissensions
on many subjects. When at school my boy was told to write an esray
on his name: a Mitchell cigarette card was a much easier way of

t sending him the family history than a large fat volume, -out of which
it would have taken him an endless time to collect his facts.

AVIATION SETS.
By R. H. MALCOLM

I HAD no idea that I was a collector of cigarette pictures until
asked to write this contribution. I then discovered what had been
obvious to our genial Editor, that I was not only a collector but a

specialist, because my collection is probably the most complete aviation
one in the country, comprising every aeroplane and airship that ever
flew, and a good many that never did ! It is a striking example of the
way in which cigarette card collecting dovetails into any other collec-
tion round any particular subject, whether it be aviation, door
knockers, or anything else. No collection is complete without the
cigarette cards "appertaining thereto" as the dictionary says.

In aviation, pictures are essential. You can see more in one
glance at an aeroplane than by reading yards of description. They are
most technical, and complicated to the last degree, and whilst there
are scores of books about modern planes, the books about antiquated
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planes are difficult to find. It will thus be readily understood how
interesting, useful and informative is a set like the old Wills set of
50 which is approximately 25 years old. Here we have, in effect, a
series of fifty little coloured plates of early types of aeroplanes, up to
what was then the very latest. Whilst these are all the more interesting
to anyone with a little knowledge of aeroplanes, they are most
intriguing to anyone, since we are all more or less familiar nowadays
with the once amazing sight of an aeroplane. Indeed, one of the
chief advantages of cigarette cards is that they were not produced for
specialists, but with the object of being as interesting as possible to
everybody. And they are. Your particular hobby may be a bore to
other people, but the cigarette cards about it certainly aren't! In fact,
they may open people's eyes for the first time to the absorbing features
about any particular subject.

Among my aviation cards are two extraordinary sets of German
cigarette cards. * (The really interesting thing about one is that it
isn't paid for yet, the Cigarette Card Co. being under the erroneous
impression that the money is quite safe.) Apart from that, however,
these sets would delight any collector. The first runs to no fewer
than 234 cards, sub-divided with Teutonic thoroughness into particular
classes. The second is 216 cards—strange numbers for sets in our
view. My German is pretty bad when aided by a good dictionary, so
German aviation books convey little to me, and that probably exactly
the wrong way round, but see how cigarette cards fill the gap! Here
is practically every German aeroplane ever made, all in colours, with
markings—I can see all I want to know, and also, of course, enjoy that
peculiar satisfaction we all get from handling a complete, attractive,
rare set in mint condition.

Here again is the Imperial Airways set, suitable for boys and
skirls of all ages from six to sixty, consisting of bird's eye views of
the air trip to 'Paris and Brussels, and in its special little album, issued
bv Saronv. But I have said enough I think, to show how useful and
entertaining aviation cards are in themselves, and I should think that
they are among the sets with a sound investment value.

A NEW USE FOR CIGARETTE CARDS—'^^^^
give more than this brief selection. Other subjects will be dealt with
in subsequent issues of the magazine.

Teachers and lecturers will realise the immense possibilities of
cigarette cards when used in conjunction with Evans' Universal
Projector. The surprising magnification of a small cigarette card to
full screen size will astonish and delight any class or audience. Evans'
Universal Projector will also project on the screen any other type of
printed matter, such as postcards, snapshots, book and magazine
illustrations, as well as solid objects. It is supplied as a complete
projection outfit, including a screen and stand, and all fittings
necessary for immediate use, at a price less than that charged for a
good lantern. A free descriptive leaflet will be sent on application
to Evans Brothers Ltd., Montague House, Russell Square, London,
W.C.I.



A NEW USE FOR CIGARETTE CARDS

T HE educational value of cigarette cards is appreciated by every
practical teacher. They provide accurate illustrations with
concise and reliable information in a convenient form. As

every normal child has a natural interest in collecting cigarette cards,
the teacher can direct this instinct into profitable channels in a new
and attractive manner.

By means of a remarkable new Episcope, Evans Universal Pro-
jector, any cigarette card can be enlarged to five feet square, with
every detail beautifully reproduced in brilliant colours. This machine
enables you to illustrate lessons and lectures with magnificent pictures
on the screen, and obviates the great disadvantage of passing small
cards round the class. Modern cigarette cards are usually painted by
a highly paid artist, and are reproduced with all the advantages of the
most up-to-date printing methods, so that every set of SO cards becomes
the equivalent of a set of fully coloured lantern slides, and at a mere
fraction of the cost. (One realistically hand coloured slide may cost
as much as 10/6d., and the result would probably be no better than
that obtained from an ordinary cigarette card.)

With the cigarette cards supplied by the London Cigarette Card
Company, almost every school subject can be effectively and advan-
tageously illustrated. There are series of great educational value for
lessons in Geography, History, Science, Nature Study. Literature,
etc., as well as hundreds of sets of general interest for general
knowledge.

The teacher of Nature Study can, at a very low cost, obtain a
representative series to illustrate his lessons. The three series,
Players' " Natural History ", Adkin's " Wild Animals of the World "
and Wills' " Zoo", provide a representative collection of animals. If
insects are required, Wills' "British Butterflies" include all the
common forms as well as some of the rarer.. species. Adkin's
" Butterflies and Moths" is an excellent series, including the cater-
pillars and food plant. In the three series, Players' " Wild Birds"
and "Game Birds and Wild Fowl" and Gallagher's "British Birds",
there is a wonderful collection of bird life pictures, comprising 153
different species.

The series issued by Ogden, " Colour in Nature", provides
material for a most interesting and instructive) set of lessons on
Protective and Warning Colouration, Adaptations to Nature, Mimicry,
Seasonal Colour Changes, etc. The Wills' " Wonders of the Sea" is
a first class set, most valuable for teaching purposes as are Morriss'
"At the Zoo Aquarium" and Hignett's " Life in Pond and Stream" and
Cavander's " Peeps into Prehistoric Times".

All the cards mentioned have been specially examined as to their
suitability for reproduction with Evans' Universal Proiector. and they
can be recommended as a cheaper and more effective substitute for
lantern slides, which are easily broken and difficult to store. Many
other sets in the same subjects are available, but it is impossible to

Continued on page 5
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EVANS' UNIVERSAL PROJECTOR, the wonderful new British Made
Episcope de Luxe, will bring a new joy to the hobby of collecting
cigarette cards, and provide delightful entertainment for yourself
and your friends by enlarging even the smallest card as a
beautifully coloured and brilliantly clear reproduction on the screen.

It also enables the teacher or lecturer to illustrate almost any subject
with magnificent full screen size pictures from any of the wide range
of series listed in this catalogue. The surprising magnification of even
a small cigarette card to five feet square will astonish and
delight any audience. Every detail on each card is clearly visible.
Every set of cigarelte cards thus becomes the equivalent of a
set of fully coloured lantern slides at a mere fraction of the cost.

Apart from cigarette cards, any piece of printed matter or solid
object can also be reproduced in colour or in black and white.
Your holiday postcards and pictures, stamps, cigarette cards, book
illustrations, your own sketches and drawings, are all transformed
by this apparatus to full poster size—with the original colour retained.

EVANS' UNIVERSAL PROJECTOR is simple, safe and inexpensive.
It is supplied with a screen, screen stand, the lamps—in fact, every-
thing ready for immediate use, and its operation is simplicity itself.

SEND FOR FREE DESCRIPTIVE LEAFLET.

Messrs. EVANS BROS., Ltd.,

Montague House, Russell Square, London, W.CJ.
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ERRORS AND VARIETIES,
By C. L. B.

VERY few collectors study their cards in the same way as a
specialist studies stamps, yet they will repay study, difference of
paper, errors of description, etc., are all to be found in a large

number of series. These are in no case common, and in many instances
the errors must be of extreme rarity.

Quite a number of errors and interesting varieties are to be found
in recent series of Carreras cards, some of which are illustrated in
this article.

I append a list of known errors and varieties, which, while it is
not intended to be either exhaustive or conclusive, may interest
Collectors generally, and should be of assistance to those who may tje
contemplating taking up this fascinating branch of the hobby.

CARRERAS, LTD. Figures of Fiction, No. 21. Uncle Tom
was originally issued with flesh coloured feet (see G. Plate I). TMs
was later corrected.

Regalia Series. Printing on back considerably out of centre
and doubly printed, the two printings being about -J" apart.

Notable M.P.s Description on back off-centre to the extent of
half the width of card.

A NEW CATALOGUE
will be issued early in October containing particulars of over 700 sets.
This will be sent without further application to all customers who
applied for our 1333 Catalogue.

PRICES OF MANY SETS HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY J to £
as compared with the 1933 list.

We are not continuing our monthly Bargain Lists on the past scale
after the issue of the new Catalogue, because
WE INTEND MAKING THE WHOLE OF IT A SPECIAL BARGAIN

LIST by means of OUR GIFT COUPON SCHEME.
Now Read this Carefully.—On every order for sets or odds we receive we
shall send you One Coupon for each complete 6d. of the value of the order.
For example—For an order value 1/3 you receive 2 Coupons.

»> » O/*- >» AU ,,
The Coupons will be valued at |d. each, and you may exchange them
at that value for any Sets, Albums or Accessories listed in our Catalogue
THINK WHAT THIS MEANS.—While you are buying the sets or
odds at prices, in most cases little, if any, above our Summer Bargain
rates, you are saving up towards those Sets or that Album you want
but cannot afford at |he moment.

IF YOU HAVfJ NEVER APPLIED FO& A CATALOGUE
send at once for ®ne, post free, to

.The LONDON CIGARETTE CARD Co., Ltd.,
47, Lionel Road, Brentford, Middlesex.



School Emblems. No. 7 is to be found with number omitted
(see B.I and B.2).

Fortune Telling (Head). A distinct printing can be collected,
the chief difference being that the numerals frame are in brown instead
of black. Some of the numerals differ and No. 4 is particularly
noticeable. In the large series I have a card where Fortun of Fortune
Telling is missing, due, no doubt, to some paper coming in contact
with cards during printing.

Tapestry Cards. Pictures double printed in one colour only
(blue).

Famous Escapes. Large, No._ 1, Winston Churchill's Escape
from Pretoria exists with picture depicting escape of Napoleon III!

Greyhound Racing. Number missing (see C). This is
undoubtedly due to paper coming into contact with card during
printing. The writer also possesses a large card where printing on
back is inverted and off centre to the extent of at least an inch.

Alice in Wonderland. I have had an opportunity of examining
several hundred thousand cards, and have found interesting varieties,
which will be described in my next article.

(To be continued.)



We propose to build up a Standard Catalogue from lists which will appear
monthly in this journal, and eventually be collated, extended and published in
book form. They cannot appear alphabetically here; we have conducted a
considerable amount of research and have been promised material, dates of
issue, etc., which will be published as received. We take this opportunity of
gratefully acknowledging the help we have had in this matter from many of the
firms concerned/—Editor.

A FOREWORD,
By CHARLES H. MATTHEWS.

H AVING been asked to write a foreword to this series of lists, it
is with particular pleasure that I do so, for I have been for
many years interested in the fascinating hobby of Cigarette Card

collecting and know from my own experience how really essential a
good Catalogue is to a collector, and particularly to one who has only
just embarked on the hobby. When I commenced collecting twenty
years ago, I quickly realised the need of such a catalogue, and even-
tually faced the rather formidable task of compiling one. Finally it
was typed and distributed to several of my collecting friends, and that,
I believe, was actually the first attempt to issue a document of that
description with any degree of completeness. Since then, of course,
innumerable series of cards have been issued, and these lists now
being issued in the " Cigarette Card News" will form a basis for the
first up-to-date printed Catalogue. It is to be hoped this venture will
meet with the success it deserves. Collectors are bound to find it of
inestimable assistance in the pursuit of their hobby.

The value of the advertisement derived from the issue of these
miniature pictures has been fully realised by many firms of manu-
facturers, etc., with the result that the output of cards has increased
to an amazing extent during the past few years, and the keen collector
if he is to keep up to date, will find his task by no means easy. The
acquisition of a Catalogue is really essential.

People not interested in the hobby are apt to smile in a superior
way and to express the opinion that it is a small boy's hobby; but the
man without a hobby of some kind is an abnormal kind of creature,
and what more instructive or interesting one could one have than the
collection of these delightful little cards. The same kind of thing
used to be said of stamp collectors, and one has only to look at the
extent to which Philately has grown to see tlie silliness of such futile
remarks. Without wishing to disparage in any way the kindred hobby
of stamp collecting, the Cigarette Card collector has really grounds for
claiming superiority for it over that of the philatelist. There is
scarcely a subject under the sun which has not been at some time or
another dealt with in a series of Cigarette Cards, and the fortunate
possessor of a good collection has to his hand a first class encyclopaedia
rind nvninture picture nailery to which he can turn with the certainty
of finding therein reliable and authentic information. A good collec-
tion is. Indeed, a source of delight and instruction. Having got
together a collection of complete sets of cards now well over the two
thousand mark. I think I am well qualified to assess its value.

I believe that these lists, and the journal generally, will form a
real " guide, philosopher and friend" to the collector.

10 THE CIGARETTE CARD NEWS
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W. & F. FAULKNER.
Owing to pressure on our space, we regret we have to hold over the list

of issues of above firm until the November issue. The first number of a new
journal of this type must necessarily be introductory; we could have filled the
number twice over and still omitted much of interest. We know that this
feature is of primary interest to most of our readers, and from one to two^pages
will be devoted to the lists in all future numbers until the different British
manufacturers have been covered. Editor.

GERMAN CARDS.
The first article of the series on German issues has also been held over

until the next issue for the reasons stated in the foregoing paragraph.—Editor.

OUR MONTHLY COMPETITION,
Do you want to win 10/- worth of cards? All you have to do is to place

the list of sets below in their order of popularity as decided by the numbers
sold by the London Cigarette Card Co., Ltd., from 1st March, 1933, to the 30th
June, 1933. A Certificate from ;the Company giving these numbers is in the
possession of the Editor.

The Reader wnose solution agrees most nearly with the actual order of
sale will receive a voucher entitling him to select setts or odd cards from the
Catalogue of The London Cigarette Card Company, Ltd., to the value of 10/-,
and the solution next nearest, a voucher value 5/-.

If more than one solution is received of equal merit, the Prizes will be
equally divided among their senders.

RIMS AND INSTRUCTIONS FOR ENTRANTS.
1. The decision of the Editor as to award of prizes is absolutely final, and no

correspondence will be entered into on this or any subject in connection
with this competition.

2. The printed form at foot only may be used for solutions; no entries will be
considered if sent in any other manner.

3. Competitors must write their name and address in block letters in the space
provided on the form.

4. Mutilated or altered entry forms will be automatically disqualified.
5. Employees of " The Cigarette Card News" or The London Cigarette Card

Co., Ltd., are not eligible to compete.
6. Entries must be received bv the first post on Thursday, 12th October. The

result will be announced in the November issue of the " Cigarette Card
News".



HOW DO YOU HOUSE YOUR COLLECTION?
You cannot retain your cards in good condition, or display them to
advantage if you push them anyhow into old scrapbooks or cheap
albums, or keep them loose. Many of your Sets are going up in value,

but they are worth nothing if soiled or damaged.
THE RIGHT ALBUM MAKES AN ORDINARY COLLECTION GOOD,

A GOOD ONE BETTER.
We now offer Albums manufactured solely for us, better and stronger
than any other make at LOWER PRICES THAN ARE BEING

ASKED FOR INFERIOR ALBUMS.
Very strongly bound in brown rexine, lettered in gilt, with adequate
provision for expansion, and in the slip-in type ease of insertion and ample

margin for displaying the cards
YOU CANNOT BUY A BETTER ALBUM AT ANY PRICE

in fact
YOU CANNOT BUY A BETTER ALBUM AT ALL.

Types stocked, and prices—
A. Album to hold 1000 small cards, standard size, 7/6
B. Album to hold 600 large cards, standard size, 8/-
C. Blank Album for odd size cards, 50 pages 8/-
Oorner Mounts for use with C do not damage cards 6d. 100

When ordering state whether large or small are wanted.
Postage extra—One Album 9d., Two 1/- Mounts, 1 to 6 packets

of 100, l*d., 7 to 12, 2d.
The LONDON CIGARETTE CARD Co., Ltd.,

47, Lionel Road, Brentford, Middlesex.
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ON PRICES. THE PRESENT,

O NCE upon a time, Card Collecting was so much a matter of
"swopping" that it is safe to say 90 per cent, of Collectors,
even six years ago, had never paid cash for a card. There

were few dealers, their clientele mainly the handful of pioneer enthu-
siasts who survive to-day as the pillars of the hobby. Most beginners
did not know they could buy cards at all, and so questions of price
never troubled their minds.

The multiplication of more or less serious collectors by hundreds
per cent., with the advent of the 800/1000 set Catalogue, and dealers
who regard the business of selling cards as their raison d'être, has
changed all that. To-day anyone who means to have a collection, as
distinct from a mass of a few hundred or thousand miscellaneous
cards, would have to make "swopping" his whole time avocation, if
he would gain his end thereby. Even then he could hardly hope to
fill all needs, and the average condition of most of his sets would be
sure to fall far short of modern standards.

We think most of our readers know this. However much they
may exchange (and good luck to them in it) they all have recourse to
the dealer more or less. Prices present and future are naturally of
vital interest to them.

Are the present run of Catalogue prices justified? Will they rise
or fall in the immediate future? Many ask these questions, and their
plans as collectors depend to a large extent on the answers. We do
not wish to be oracular in the matter, for it is human to err, but we
have opportunities of observing the tendency of the factors on which
these answers depend, which the private individual has not. So we
feel qualified to make a cautious pronouncement on the subject.

We suppose many buyers believe that the prices' of sets are
arbitrarily fixed to suit the dealers' pockets. It would be very nice
for these gentlemen if this were so. Really, of course, our old friend
the law of supply and demand steps in as usual. Modern Series
issued by the great manufacturers are available in large quantity and
good condition, and the price of a few pence per set asked leaves but
a small margin of profit. Competition sees to that. The issues of
smaller independent makers are so minute in comparison that in most
cases, from the start, they fall into the category of medium priced
sets, say within the 2/- to 7/6 range. Older series vary greatly in
quantity obtainable and condition. The wastage has been so large in
hundreds of these that there are several which no dealer has seen as
a complete set. If one ever does, his price will be commensurate
with the time, trouble and expense involved in procuring it. Many
others are known to be available in quantities from two to thirty or
forty sets. These fetch to-day from 10/- to £10. This seems huge
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to the old timer, no doubt. But it must be remembered that they are
selling at these figures, and when sold are nearly as difficult to replace
as the extreme rarities. Then again there are a few old issues which
can be had in quantity as Manufacturers' Remainders. There is one,
over thirty years old, which is on the market at under a shilling.
Further, some series are immensely popular, others are not, and this
factor offsets to some extent the relative scarcity or otherwise.

To sum up, we believe that present Catalogue prices are an
honest attempt to offer Collectors their requirements at us near
true market value as is humanly possible. With little data to go on,
mistakes have naturally been made in both directions. The Autumn
Catalogues will, in consequence, show changes up and down. Rela-
tively, the largest will be in some of the commoner issues, for an
increase or decrease of 3d. in the price of a set listed at 9d. means a
change of 33* per cent.

Next month we shall have something to say on the far more
difficult problem of the future price trend. No doubt we shall incur
the usual fate of the prophet in his own country, though we are not
really claiming the gift of divine inspiration, but merely trying to draw
logical inferences from facts which are brought to our notice nearly
every day.

THE ENQUIRY CORNER,
C.L.B. will be pleased to answer any queries you may have, and to

give assistance with your problems generally. Correspondents must
write on one side of paper only, and enquiries reach us by the 9th of
the month for answers to be published in the next succeeding issue.

Answers to Correspondents.
P. WATSON, (i) Card No. 4 originally depicted pre-war standard

of the H.A.C.; corrected to show post-war standard with Great War
battle honours, (ii) and (iii) This information will appear in the
series of articles, " The Foundation of a Standard Catalogue, (iv)
Card No. 24 originally showed white shorts; corrected to blue.

THE DUBLIN CIGARETTE CARD CLUB,

T HE inaugural meeting of the above Club, the first of its kind,
we believe, to be regularly constituted, was held on 10th October.
It owes its existence to the enterprise of Mr. H. D. Wilson, the

well known Dublin collector, and should be of great service to the
hobby in Ireland. Those interested should communicate with The
Secretary, 8, Albert Villas, Donnybrook, Dublin. A brief report of
the proceedings is appended.

" It was proposed by Mr. J. Walsh, and seconded by Mr. D.
Lawlor, that Mr. H. D. Wilson take over control of the Club until
such time as the number of members warranted the election of
a Committee.

" The rules of the Club were drawn up and approved, and
the meeting declared closed."
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GERMAN CIGARETTE CARDS.
By C. T. GREGORY.

AFTER the War cigarette smoking in Germany increased to a
large extent, and a good many manufacturers, as an advertising
medium, began to enclose picture cards with their cigarettes.

Most of the early issues were on paper, some even coming from
the printer in perforated sheets, like stamps. Later on, a more
satisfactory thin card similar to our own was used.

These pictures were plain or coloured photos, but soon artistic
paintings and drawings became more general, and sporting subjects
were the first to receive attention, personalities, action photographs
and instruction in every branch being found. Then came cards
covering a world wide range of general interest, travel pictures and, of
course, the ubiquitous " Film Star" series followed.

The modern trend of ideas in Germany is reflected in the cards
being issued now, military uniforms of almost every regiment formed
since the time of Frederick the Great being depicted. One curious
feature of German cards is that a number of firms issue identical
cards at the same time. All supply attractive albums for the cards;
they thoughtfully print the reading matter applicable to each card close
to the space provided.

One of the earlier issues from Germany is on glazed paper and
illustrates footballers and games. Then there is in several sizes a
large number of cards in many series of all forms of sport from
boxing to ski-ing.

A very rare set of particular interest from Greiling (Dresden) is
one of the current coins of the world sub-divided into some forty
series, one for each country. Both reverse and obverse of each coin
is shown in relief and is the actual size of the original.

Another early set is a " History of the Automobile" from Waldorf-
Astoria (Munich). This is somewhat peculiar, as a third are large
coloured cards, whilst the other two-thirds are small photographs of
motor-car engine parts. This firm issues some fine large reproductions
of famous pictures.

One of the largest series is "Arms of Towns", by Garbaty
(Berlin); it numbers over a thousand in forty-two sub-series. They
are small, about the size, of Phillip's Pinnace " Footballers". A
further set of badges of sporting associations has, also, been issued.
A rather fine lot of "Arms" with gilt borders come from Abdulla
(Berlin).

The firm of Massary has issued a series of practically every known
flag of the present day; also, further, house flags of shipping companies
of the world, guild and workers' association flags and historical flags.

At least eight different manufacturers issue "The World in
Pictures", now comprising eight albums. The first four are of general
interest in small divisions of three or six each; the fifth represents
birds; and the last three (slightly larger cards) are flags. The
" Salem" factory and Waldorf-Astoria have similar cards which are
complete in themselves.

It will be seen that to collectors who would like something new,
there is a large and very interesting field to explore.

(To be continued.)



RAILWAY SUBJECTS.
No. 1. WHY CIGARETTE CARDS WERE REQUIRED.

VINCENT J. BELL.

T HE peculiar fascination of Railways—their statistics, working
and control—and, one may say, their romance—has occupied
much of my spare time. In view of this I should like to account

to you for having enlisted into the ranks of all you great collectors.
How did I come to want Cigarette Cards? The answer is here.
In childhood days, I found the greatest joy in my nursery was a

model railway. This led to a natural desire to visit big stations and
workshops—thus to learn something about the Real Thing.

During the war I saw the Railways of more than one country,
and later travelled on them considerably in many outlandish parts of
the globe. The summer- of 1929 found me in Southern Europe, where
I discovered that a series of Railway Engines was being issued with
Will's " Gold Flake" cigarettes (an overseas issue, of course), and the
way in which several of these delightful little pictures were picked out
in their " pre-grouping " livery—to say nothing of the brief but
accurate description printed on the back of each card, immediately
inspired me to set about collecting them—and thanks to several waiters
and barmen, I soon possessed the full set of fifty. Unfortunately, in
subsequent travels the set either got mislaid or stolen.

However, I made up my mind to have a sort of Railway Reference
Library, and during the last few years have obtained many pictures .
and photographs; as well as articles of interest—mostly in the form
of books, magazines, postcards and from publicity literature, all very
interesting, yet inconvenient to handle; certainly impossible to form
into any sort of sequence without ruthlessly cutting books, etc., to
pieces in order to get various classes of locomotives together.

From, 1930, when Wills issued another set (in England) of
"Locomotives" and Churchman a set of " Landmarks in Railway
Progress," I became more and more convinced that it was Cigarette
Cards I required in order to build up a kind of encyclopaedia of
railway matter. I collected some, but during a long illness was
obliged to discontinue the hobby, and again the ones I had collected
got mislaid. I might add that at this period I had no idea that such
a thing as an album existed exclusively for Cigarette Cards, neither
was I aware that anyone went in seriously for collecting on a large
and scientific scale.

Quite recently I noticed an advertisement which appeared in the
" Railway Magazine," but I ignored it, thinking that the London
Cigarette Card Co., Ltd., would be a ramp, with possibly a couple of
sharps asking fictitious prices for much thumbed, dirty and incomplete
sets, and trading on the ignorance of small children, and therefore I
continued only with such material as could be obtained from books,
publicity literature, etc.

Suddenly it occurred to me that if I wrote to the Imperial
Tobacco Company of Great Britain & Ireland, Ltd., they should be
able to put me in touch with someone who might have a collection of
cigarette cards, and such a discovery might possibly lead to an intro-
duction to another person who had specialised in Railway subjects,
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and who, perhaps, could be induced to dispose of some duplicates at a
reasonable price.

Imagine my surprise when the Imperial Tobacco Company wrote
back advising me to visit the London Cigarette Card Company! A
few days I summoned up sufficient courage and went. Yes, I was
frightened and embarrassed, because I had pictured myself among a
crowd of shrill infants trying to swop cigarette cards, and I still did
not believe it could be a grown up hobby.

My amazement was beyond description when I found myself in a
room entirely surrounded by heavens knows how many million
cigarette cards. I might say (and its pretty near the truth) that the
entire house seemed filled with drawers, cabinets, cupboards, albums,
boxes and packing cases—to say nothing of whole tables literally
overflowing with cigarette cards, of every description, subject, size,
age, amount and price—I mention prices because some sets are very
rare, especially the.pre-war series, and have a standard according to
their condition and demand.

This is how I met C.L.B. Imagine him among this colossal
tonnage of cigarette cards, cool, calm and "collected" (sorry!) and a
shrewd judge of human nature, realising one's bewilderment, and in
my case prescribed an excellent cup of tea to steady me down.

Eagerly I perused his very comprehensive Catalogue, and, to my
intense surprise, discovered that he had complete sets (clean ones) of
every Railway cigarette card known to have been issued. How he
came by all these is a mystery to me, but that is entirely his own affair,
and it is quite sufficient for us collectors to realise that he has them!

Next month (unless there is a storm of protest) I shall give you
details and propound to you some interesting truths in connection with
railway cards, and will explain to you how I have taken various groups
from each set and arranged them in their correct sequence, and have
already made up an album into a most interesting book. I believe
that I have a complete set of every issue since 1906—thanks to C.L.B.
—who went to earth like a terrier and popped up smiling with every
set I wanted (as well as some not yet catalogued).

My collection is interesting because, in British Railways alone I
have cigarette cards depicting scenes from the earlier horse-drawn
trains prior to the building of any locomotive, and through every stage
of construction and working right up to giant high pressure and
compound (as well as electrically driven) locomotives of modern times.
In Foreign and Colonial Railways I have pictures of locomotives,
trains, and scenes of every railway of any consequence in the world,
and much valuable data from the printed information on the back of
each card.

Other contributors have already written about collecting cigarette
cards, and have set out many interesting reasons why they have
adopted the hobby, cultural and educational, and as I have been
invited to contribute my remarks anent Railway Cards, I must also
say that since meeting C.L.B. I have become an enthusiast in various
other subjects. I am possibly the latest to start collecting, and my
immature mind on the subject may cause the veteran collector to smile
sardonically and request the editor to rule me out, but for all that I
have eagerly absorbed their own contributions, so hope they will pass
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over my humble story, excusing it as the weak voice of a tenderfoot
calling to others in the wilderness.

Kindly accept my apologies for talking so much about myself;
having made my bow, I shall continue in the next article (subject to
protest) to give you a proper abstract or digest of the real Thing.

(To be continued.)

AN INTERESTING TRICK,

T AKE a set of Player's " Derby and National Winners," and tell
your friends you have an exceptionally good memory, and to
prove it can give the number of any card in the set by simply

looking at the picture.
How it is done. There are three factors, all dealing with the

year of the race, and when these are memorised you can do the trick
without difficulty. They are :

I. Derby Winners Deduct 7 from the last two figures of year,
e.g., Derby 1914 : 14—7 is 7, the number of the card.

II. Grand National. Up to and including 1918, add 19 to last
two figures of year, e.g., Grand National 1907 : 7 plus 19 is 26.

III. Grand National. From and including 1919, add 18 to last
two figures of year, e.g., Grand National 1922 : 22 plus 18 is 40.

One card depicts the winner of the Grand National in 1918 and
again in 1919, but which ever you select you get the same result.

NOTES ON CURRENT SERIES
By C. L. PORTER.

S ERIES now current, and immediately past current, are well up
to the average in point of interest and design. One or two, I
think, are outstanding in merit, and the majority should be

very popular during the next few years. The list in this article is
of those now coming to hand in fair quantity; in some cases complete
sets are procurable without difficulty. Others, just making their
appearance are not yet easy to get in full.

Abdullah. Cinema Stars. A series of 32 (in colour). A
nicely got up set of movie celebrities.

Carreras. London Views. Splendid series of 27, likely to
make a great appeal to those who specialise in fine photographic cards,
and sure to be popular generally. Plenty of complete sets available.
Issued abroad.

Lambert & Butler. Map Series, Find Your Way. A com-
petition set not especially noteworthy.

Pirates and Highwaymen. Series of 25 (re-issued). I can
see a run on this by those who have not got the original set. All the
most famous "walk the plank " and " high toby " experts, with their
histories. Good stuff. Past current, and sets are plentiful.

Sarony. Cinema Stars. 50. Quite good of its kind, but I
think this subject is being overdone. (Talkie fans won't agree). Real
photographs. Continued on page 22



EVANS' UNIVERSAL PROJECTOR, the wonderful new British Made
Episcope de Luxe, will bring a new joy to the hobby of collecting
cigarette cards, and provide delightful entertainment for yourself
and your friends by enlarging even the smallest card as a
beautifully coloured and brilliantly clear reproduction on the screen.

It also enables the teacher or lecturer to illustrate almost any subject
with magnificent full screen size pictures from any of the wide range
of series listed in this catalogue. The surprising magnification of even
a small cigarette card to five feet square will astonish and
delight any audience. Every detail on each card is clearly visible.
Every set of cigarette cards thus becomes the equivalent of a
set of fully coloured lantern slides at a mere fraction of the cost.

Apart from cigarette cards, any piece of printed matter or solid
object can also be reproduced in colour or in black and white.
Your holiday postcards and pictures, stamps, cigarette cards, book
illustrations, your own sketches and drawings, are all transformed
by this apparatus to full poster size—with the original colour retained.

EVANS' UNIVERSAL PROJECTOR is simple, safe and inexpensive.
It is supplied with a screen, screen stand, and lamps—in fact, every-
thing ready for immediate use, and its operation is simplicity itself.



THE FOUNDATION OF A STANDARD CATALOGUE
I. British Manufacturers' Issues

Cigarettes and Tobacco.
MESSRS. W. & F. FAULKNER Branch of The Imperial Tobacco, Ltd.

This well known firm was established in 1838, and has been a
branch of the Imperial Tobacco Company since the inception of the
latter.

Many collectors will wonder why even the current and recent
series of Cigarette Cards issued by Messrs. Faulkner are so difficult to
obtain, whilst the earlier issues are, without exception, extremely rare.

The reason is that the firm specialises in shag: and other pipe
tobaccos, and their output of cigarettes is limited. The following are
the brands of their cigarettes in which "stiffeners" (the trade term for
cards) are packed.

Bright Flaked Virginia, Reform Virginia, Falconer Virginia,
Sweet Rosemary (Empire grown).
The first recorded series of cards consisted of twelve stock

designs, printed and supplied by Albert Hildesheimer. This series,
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known as "Puzzle Pictures," was issued in 1898. From this date
various series were brought out culminating in a beautiful set of cards
(forty) entitled " Our Gallant Grenadiers," issued in 1903 or 1904.

Between about 1904 and 1922 no further cards are recorded,
though it is possible that one or two issues to which exact dates cannot
be assigned appeared about 1904. In November, 1922, a stiffener
advertising a new series, " Prominent Racehorses," arrived, followed
by the series itself, which was followed by others in regular succession.

Among the series issued prior to 1904 were a number of comic
sets, " Football Terms," " Nautical Terms," etc. The various terms
employed are given in order that Collectors may have a record for use
in " Want Lists," etc.

At the time of writing I have not been able to trace any records
of issue of two series of Actresses and a very impressive series,
" Kings and Queens of England." Any information on this point
would be welcomed.

It should be noted that all cards issued by this firm are small.
Those dated 1904 and earlier are squarer than the now standard size
for small cards, adopted by the Imperial Tobacco Co. Since 1922,
when the cards have been printed by Messrs. Mardon, Son & Hall, the
standard size has, of course, been used.
Date of No. in Title and brief description.

issue Set
1898 12 Puzzle Pictures. Printed by Albert Hildesheimer. No

printing on back.
1899 12 Historical Costumes of the Grenadier Guards. Design

registered 10th July, 1899. Same printer.
1899 12 Sporting Terms. Design registered 19th July, 1899.

Same printer. The terms used are " The Favourite";
"Two to One"; "A Flat Race"; "A Sweepstake";
"A Double Event"; "A Non Starter"; "Won in a
Canter"; "Backing the Field"; "A Snip"; "Top
Weight"; "A Good Tip"; "An Outsider".

1899 12 Nautical Terms. 1st Series. Design registered 8th
July, 1899. Same printer. Terms printed below picture,
and are : " Two Bells" ; " Prepare to Board " ; " Splicing
the Brace"; " Stow Down"; " Full Speed Ahead";
" Running before the Breeze" ; " Hard a Port " ; " Stand
By"; "All Hands to the Pumps"; " Prepare for Action";
"Cast Off"; "Dog Watch".

1899 12 Military Terms. 1st Series. Design registered July
10th, 1899. Same printer. Grey background. Terms
used : " Fall Out " ; " Eyes Right " ; " Mark Time" ;
"Salute"; "Present Arms"; "Attention"; "Double";
" Halt "; " Charge" ; " Shoulder Arms" ; " Quick March" ;
" Stand at Ease".

1899 12 Military Terms. 2nd Series. Design registered on 20th
Julv. Same printer. Grey background. Terms used :
"Under Fire"; "Retire"; "To Arms"; "Left Wheel";
" Forlorn Hope" ; " Fortunes of War" ; " Right about
Face" ; " Foraging " ; " C.B." ; " Recruiting " ; " Top
Score" ; " Fall In".

1899 12 Military Terms. 2nd Series. As above, but with white
instead of grey background.

1899 12 Police Terms. Design registered llth July, 1899. Same
printer. Terms used : " Police Court"; "A Smart
Capture".; "Pass Along, Please"; "Stop, Thief";
"Guardian of the Peace"; "On the Beat"; "The Thin
Blue Line"; "Rabbit Again"; "Point Duty"; "Where
Duty Calls"; " Investigating a Mystery "; " One of the
Best".



NOTES ON CURRENT SERIES-continued
Will's. Do You Know, 4th Series. Continuation of the

well known and very interesting issue.
Ogden. Smugglers and Smuggling. Series of 50. This is

It. Smuggling in all its variations up to the most modern methods.
Fine for the boy, young and less young. (I include myself in the roll
of the latter.) Difficult to get complete at present.

Player's. Aviary and Cage Birds. 50. Bird sets are always
popular, and this should be no exception. The colouring and confi-
guration are wonderfully true to life. A few sets have been seen
complete.
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Date of No. in Title and brief description.
Issue Set
1899 12 Policemen of the World. Stock designs, numbered 1-12.

Same printer.
1899 12 Cricket Terms. Design registered 6th September, 1899.

Same printer. Terms used : " How's That " ; "A Maiden
Over" ; " Leg Before" ; " Leg Stump " ; " Over" ; " Slip';
" Stumped " ; '" Caught " ; " Run Out " ; " Leg Hit " ;
" Wide" ; " Fielding".

(To be continued.)

ERRORS AND VARIETIES.
By C. L. B.

CARRERAS, LTD. (continued). Alice in Wonderland.
(References are to plate on page 9 of October Number.)

Large Cards. I. Red number in upper left hand corner omitted.
II. No. 3 with figure reversed, thus g

III. Number in lower left-hand corner omitted.
Small Cards. I. Red number in upper left hand corner omitted

(see F.F.)
II. Blue instead of Red number and larger figure

(see E.1 and E.2)
III. Red No. 11 instead of 14 (see D.1 and D.2).

Playing Cards and Dominoes. One of the most interesting
series of errors known is to be found in the numbered series (small
cards). Normally the hearts suit are numbered from 1—13, and the
diamond suit 27—39. The errors consist of the suit showing numbering
and dominoes as in diamonds but with heart emblems. It is difficult
to understand how this occurred as the variety is not known in the
earlier unnumbered printing (see A.1-A.2 and error A.3). No. 21,
the six of clubs, is to be found numbered 21 c.

In the large series the writer has one card where the right hand
playing card is numbered whilst the left hand bears no number. Cards
are also to be found with no sign of perforation or cutting out.

British Costumes. Mr. Sands informs me that he possesses a
large card where the coloured framework on the bark has been omitted.

Happy Family. Small series. Pronounced double impression
on back nearly *" apart.

Old Staffordshire Pottery. Pronounced double print giving
appearance of ornamental lettering under picture.

(To be continued.)
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OUR MONTHLY COMPETITION.
The October Competition proved exceedingly popular, but entrants were

sadly astray in their estimates. Only one competitor was successful in placing
even 4 sets correctly : Mr. L. Herron, The Briars, Freshfield. near Liverpool;
and the First Prize voucher for 10/- has accordingly been sent to him.

Mr. A. G. Bidmead, Oldfield, Bulkington Lane, Nuneaton, and Mr. C. P.
Sands, 4, Karonga Road, Fazackerley, Liverpool, each had three correct placings
With such a small percentage of accuracy, we have decided that it is fairer to
divide the second prize, than to attempt to differentiate in order of merit, and
vouchers for 2/6 each have been sent these competitors.

The actual order of merit was : 1 Kensitas Playing Cards; 2 Wild Animals
of the World; 3 Railway Locos.; 4 Landmarks of Railway Progress; 5 Motor
Races; 6 Strange Craft; 7 Empire Railways; 8 London Zoo Aquarium; 9
Australian and English Test Cricketers; 10 British Butterflies.

MONTHLY COMPETITION-NO, 2,
Will be on the same lines as that of last month's, as so many competitors

have asked us for another try, but in order to reduce the speculative element
somewhat, only 8 sets have been selected. The period of sale covered is from
1st May, 1933, to 30th September, 1933. Prizes will again be vouchers for 10/-
and 5/- worth of sets, etc., to be awarded to the nearest and next nearest
solutions.

RULES AND INSTRUCTIONS FOR ENTRANTS.
1. The decision of the Editor as to award of prizes is absolutely final, and no

correspondence will be entered into on this or any subject in connection
with this competition.

2. The printed form at foot only may be used for solutions; no entries will be
considered if sent in any other manner.

3. Competitors must write their name and address in block letters in the space
provided on the form.

4. Mutilated or altered entry forms will be- automatically disqualified.
5. Employees of "The Cigarette Card News" or The London Cigarette Card

Co.. Ltd., are not eligible to compete.
6. Entries must be received by the first post on Saturday, llth November. The

result will be announced in the December issue of the " Cigarette Card
News".



HOW DO YOU HOUSE YOUR COLLECTION?
You cannot retain your cards in good condition, or display them to
advantage if you push them anyhow into old scrapbooks or cheap
albums, or keep them loose. Many of your Sets are going up in value,

but they are worth nothing if soiled or damaged.
THE RIGHT ALBUM MAKES AN ORDINARY COLLECTION GOOD,

A GOOD ONE BETTER.
We now offer Albums manufactured solely for us, better and stronger
than any other make at LOWER PRICES THAN ARE BEING

ASKED FOR INFERIOR ALBUMS.
Very strongly bound in brown rexine, lettered in gilt, with adequate
provision for expansion, and in the slip-in type ease of insertion and ample

margin for displaying the cards
YOU CANNOT BUY A BETTER ALBUM AT ANY PRICE

in fact
YOU CANNOT BUY A BETTER ALBUM AT ALL.



ON PRICES, THE FUTURE.

I N these commercial days nothing is of such perennial interest to
humanity in general as the future trend of prices, and there is no
field of prophecy where the acknowledged expert is so likely to be

wrong. We are not economic experts or prophets; if we try to assume
their role, it is because collectors, being decidedly human, are mani-
festing considerable interest in the question of future values of cards.
Admittedly the ground is dangerous, but the observer in close touch
with the situation may venture to make a fairly confident forecast.

The financial side of the hobby is new. There is a fascination
in the idea that another decade may see an enhancement in values
comparable to that which took place in the early years of philately.
Conversely, there is the fear that a purchase of anything but cheap
sets might turn out a very poor investment.

We are definitely on the bull side, and have complete faith that a
gradual price rise is inevitable—that, anyway, two-thirds of the series
now being sold will be dearer, and many much dearer, in, say, two
years' time. Admittedly, high prices depend upon the continued
growth and popularity of the hobby. Few people not in daily touch
with all grades of collectors can realise the extent to which growth and
popularity have already reached. In eighteen months the number of
customers of one firm of dealers increased about fifteen hundred per
cent., although they had several hundred on their books at the com-
mencement of the period. In the first few weeks of the new season, this
firm reports that there has been no falling off in the number of new
recruits, rather the reverse. The factor of continuously increasing
interest seems assured, barring unforeseen upheavals.

The most striking feature about a majority of these new enthu-
siasts is that they take the hobby so seriously. They are not buyers
of the 6d. set only, the scarcer issues exercise an irresistable attraction
to them. Now it may be taken as axiomatic that supplies of any sets
at present making 5/- upwards are strictly limited, and the mere
continuance, much less expansion, of the present demand must raise
prices very steeply. No one is going on selling something for 10/-
which, if held for a short time, will fetch £1. The fact is that supplies
of all but the most modern series do not keep pace with the demand;
in every other business this would result in the steady rise we forecast,
and card collecting can be no exception.

We are not going to attempt to say how far an increase will be
carried. It may be that philatelic history will repeat itself, and that
in years to come real rarities will make prices comparable to those of
the scarcer stamps. We are not sure that this will be altogether
desirable. One of the most attractive features of the hobby to-day is
that the collector of quite moderate means can aspire to a fairly repre-
sentative collection. It will be a pity if the long purse spoils that.

No. 3, Vol. I. DECEMBER, 1933. Twopence.
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But the same thing applied to stamp collecting in its early days, and the
parallel is only too likely to be carried to the same conclusion.

We know quite well that the genuine collector is not out primarily
to make money. But it is no unpleasant thing to feel that expenditure
on a hobby is not wasted, in the sordid sense, and that one has got
something in return of tangible and rising value. As regards Cigarette
Card collecting, we think the reasons we have adduced will justify our
faith that this is so.

THE ENQUIRY CORNER,
C.L.B. will be pleased to answer any queries you may have, and to

give assistance with your problems generally. Correspondents must
write on one side of paper only, and enquiries reach us by the 9th of
the month for answers to be published in the next succeeding issue.

Answers to Correspondents.
B.L.F. (W.6.) Player's " Regimental Colours and Cap Badges"

(a) First series, thick card, poles of Standards sloping; issued with
blue back only. 2nd series, thinner card and poles upright. First
issue with blue backs, later with brown.

W.P. (Parkstone). Wills "Musical Celebrities." There were
two series, the second being marked " Second Series" just under
numeral. In the second series some of the original cards were with-
drawn and replaced with others, the latter being quite a distinct
printing from the rest of the series. The second series is much
scarcer than the first.

GERMAN CIGARETTE CARDS,
By C. T. GREGORY.

FILM Star Series of various sizes have been issued, mainly
photographic, of which one set of over eight hundred is parti-
cularly good. The " Salem" factory has issued a very showy

lot with gold backgrounds. One or two famous German films have
been illustrated, but these cards are not very good.

" With Eckstein Round the World" is a travel series, both
coloured and plain, in about four hundred cards. One of the finest
photographic sets is " Beautiful Germany", and "A Trip Round
Europe" is another good set of a similar type.

There are a number of series representing military uniforms. The
" Sturm" factory issue of 720 cards, divided into three epochs of
modern German history, shows us those of many regiments. Others
depict those in use immediately before the Great War, whilst uniforms
of other nations are also shown. The Navy is not forgotten, for there
are several " Ship " series, and one of naval uniforms.

Aeronautics is well represented. Two sets from Garbaty illus-
trate the history of aircraft, and the present day planes with their
distinguishing marks. Of course, the feats of the " Graf Zeppelin"
receive attention, as there are several series showing the construction
and travels of that famous airship.
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Some of the finest current cards are those issued by Waldorf-
Astoria. These are large, in seven albums so far, and covering a wide
range of subjects, the latest being reproductions of historical portraits.

All these later cards from Germany are of a very high standard
and compare very favourably with those issued in this country; some,
in my opinion, surpassing them.

METHODS OF COLLECTING FOR BEGINNERS
By "SET "

A MONG the various ways of collecting Cigarette Cards, the
" Personal " is perhaps the commonest and most interesting.
By the " Personal" way I mean collecting the cards from

packets of cigarettes smoked by oneself. You will be long in getting
complete sets by this method, but it is by far the most satisfying.

Then there is collecting by exchange, by buying, by begging, or
perhaps I should say asking for the cards from non-collecting smokers.
In this connection I should like to give a word of warning to more
junior collectors; do not pester people in the street for cards. It is
just as easy to get cards from your elder brothers, your father or
uncles; even sisters and aunts may be a help nowadays; or to ask your
friends who do not collect to ask their relations. It is surprising how
many cards you can acquire this way.

Returning to my main subject, I will deal with the various methods
one by one.

Personal Collecting. In order to make any sort of a collection
by this method one has to be a very heavy smoker, although some
manufacturers, Players and Wills especially, sell their cigarettes in
packets of five, and you thus get one card to every five cigarettes
instead of one to ten or twenty. This way of collecting is a satisfactory
means of ensuring that all your cards are absolutely clean and perfect.
When you have collected the series issued by one firm, you may go on
to another, or alternatively collect two series together by smoking
different brands on alternate days. Of course you may be a smoker of
one brand only, and may not care to do this.

Collecting by Exchange. Is simply an extension of the above,
giving a wider scope to your collection. The two methods combined
are most suitable to those who do not smoke heavily. The best way
of exchanging is to form a small club, pool all the cards, and when a
series is finished they can be made up into sets and distributed among
the members.

Collecting by Buying. This is the least interesting method, but it
gives the widest scope to the collector, and if you strictly confine your
purchases when a buyer to a firm which guarantees condition, and will
exchange any cards sent out which may not come up to standard, it
will ensure this most important particular. By buying, all sets are
available. It is best to start with the more recent and cheaper sets,
until you get the basis of a collection. Then you can go further afield
into the older and rarer, and, of course, more expensive sets. (The
London Cigarette Card Co. issue a very comprehensive Catalogue.)
Even if you cannot afford the more expensive sets at first, it is well



worth the trouble saving up for them. Occasionally, you may be able
to buy a small collection entire for a few shillings, and if the seller is
not aware of the real value of the cards you can sometimes obtain a
real bargain in this way.

Collecting from Non-Collectors. Really only a variation of the
second method; the difference is that you cannot be sure of always
getting perfect cards. However, you are certain to get a few good
ones from this source, which will help you materially.

Before starting, decide on the type of collection you want. Some
concentrate on certain types of cards : that is, they collect only sets of
Birds, or Aeroplanes, or combine sets of Birds and Animals in a
Natural History collection, or Aeroplanes and Cars, etc., in a
Mechanical one. Personally, I collect any and every card I can get,
and I find this the most generally interesting way.

When dealing in my next article with methods of arranging cards,
I shall go more fully into this question of types of collections.

NOTES ON CURRENT SERIES
By C. L. PORTER.

THERE are no actual new issues to report this month, The series
I am dealing with have been in circulation for some weeks;
" Garden Flowers" for over two months. Unfortunately, in

the case of Wills issues the packing of miniature playing cards in most
of their brands is greatly restricting the number of cards coming to
hand, and complete sets are very hard to get. I have only seen two
or three sets of " Garden Flowers", and so far nothing but odd cards
of the other Wills series.

I hear on good authority that Carreras and Gallaghers definitely
will issue cards with most of their brands on the expiration of the
coupon schemes. Presumably the Imperial, U.K., and Phillips, at all
events, will follow suit. If too much re-issuing is not done, we are
due for an interesting time, and these Notes will want a lot more space
than the Editor may like,

United Kingdom Tobacco Co., Ltd. (Drapkins). Cinema
Stars. Series of 50 small cards. Exactly similar to the Sarony issue
mentioned in last month's Notes. This series has also been issued
abroad without name.

Wills. Garden Flowers. Series of 50 Small Cards. Entirely
different from the previous Wills Flower issues. Well designed and
colouring especially good.

Wills. Arms of the Public Schools. Series of 25 large cards.
This is a welcome extension of their previous "Arms" issues, which
have always been popular, and deservedly so. As the high standard of
preceding issues is fully maintained, collectors should make a note of
this one. But my previous remarks as to scarcity are only too
applicable here.

Wills. Cathedrals. Series of 25 large cards. I think this is
the finest set I have seen for a very long time. The fine architecture
of the originals is faithfully reproduced, and beautiful colouring makes
them absolute works of art. Not many about yet.

THE CIGARETTE CARD NEWS
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RAILWAY SUBJECTS.
No. 2—FURTHER INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

By VINCENT J. BELL.

A LMOST daily one picks up one's newspaper to find some account
of further developments, or noteworthy speed record, on
our British Railways. Most of our great railway groups have

now voted considerable further expenditure for the betterment of
track construction, new rolling stock, and a general freshening up of
many stations and bridges. This is, of course, justified by better
trade and increased revenue from passenger traffic. People are using
the railways this year more than they have done of late, and attractive
fares, with considerably faster travel, offer " de luxe" conditions over
longer distances at reduced rates.

My reason for pointing this out is that we all know how crowded
are our roads, and as they become more and more congested, delay in
reaching your destination is inevitable. Consequently, travel by fast
train (in many cases non-stop) becomes a matter on which the public
will sit up and take notice. The Railways are taking a genuine interest
in your welfare—why not yourself take an interest in their doings?

As I pointed out in my last article, I have always been an enthu-
siast on all matters appertaining to railways, but I am not asking you
to do as I do ! My idea is to try in some way without becoming
technical to interest you in the card collections, which are unique in
giving most accurate representation and descriptions of trains, loco-
motives and other subjects of absorbing interest to those people who
are devotees of our railways.

It is my intention, therefore, in following articles, to describe the
pictures issued by tobacco companies in full sequence of issue. You
will readily appreciate that it is no light task, because the large number
of railway cigarette cards deal with such a variety of subjects that
a single article can in many cases describe only one set. I think it is
imperative that the intending railway specialist collector should decide
first which is his favourite branch of this diversified subject.

For instance, Hill's Railway Centenary, comprising seventy-five
uncoloured cards in two series, is possibly an ideal start for such a
collector, as the set starts with early locomotives and follows right up
to the modern giants. There are also a few cards in the series
showing some of the earlier methods of working, which cannot fail to
interest the genuine enthusiast. Other pictures in the set depict early
railway stations, signals, etc.

I do not know of a better series than this for forming the nucleus
of your collection, though I may mention Churchman's set of " Land-
marks of Railway Progress", fifty cards in all, beautifully coloured
and extremely interesting. Either of these (but it is nicer to have
both) will start you off on any branch of this subject which you like
best.

In Churchman's issues are coloured pictures of early locomotives,
" Brighton in one Hour", the first water troughs, 102 miles per hour on
the G.W.R., and many others of unusual interest. You will understand
from the foregoing how difficult it is to start describing everything
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at once, and I trust you will be patient with me and look forward to
further articles on the subject, which I do hope will help in building
up your railway collection.

CARDS FROM HOLLAND.
By C. L. B.

S EVERAL unusual and beautifully coloured series have been
produced by Messrs. Verkade. A rather unique idea in the
later series is that collectors who have made up complete sets of

ordinary cards are entitled to receive a certain number of extra large
cards under specified conditions.

The writer has seen eight complete series, and odd cards of four
others. The district series, Friesland and several other provinces,
were issued prior to the War. The issues enumerated below are all
large cards, of oblong shape.
1. Friesland. Issued 1914. Series of 144 cards from paintings of

scenery of this famous Dutch province.
2. De Veckt. November, 1915—November,^ 1916. Series of 144.

views of the province similar to the Friesland series.
3. De Tysel. November, 1916—November, 1917. Series of 144

Cards of the same type as the foregoing.
4. Herfst-Album. An old series of 130 or more Cards representing

bird, insect and plant life.
5. Winter-Album. 144 Cards. Similar to No. 4.
6. Texel. Another District series, consisting of 132 Cards, some-

what similar to Nos. 1, 2 and 3, but on thinner card. 12
cards only are devoted to scenes of the province, the remainder
representing bird, insect, marine, etc., life characteristic of
this part of Holland. This and the following series are most
beautifully got up and coloured. Additional to the set are 14
extra large cards (3*" x 5*") all depicting scenes of the
district, lettered A—N.

7. Cactussen. Series of 120 Cacti. The additional series of 19
extra large cards are of two sizes (3" x 3*" and 3*" x 7*")
lettered A—s.

8. Kamerplanten (Hot House Plants). Another wonderfully
coloured series of 132 cards. The additional series of 10
extra large cards are lettered A—J, and are 3*" x 5*" in size.

9. Vetplanten. Series of 126 cards of rock plants, etc., with 18
additional cards (extra large) size 3*" x 7*", lettered A—R.

10. Paddenstoelen. Series of 132 cards, representing toadstools
and fungi. Additional series of 12 extra large cards, lettered
A—i, in two sizes (3" x 3*" and 3*" x 7*").

11. Mijn Aquarium. Series of 126 cards. Subject, fish and plant
life, suitable for small fresh-water aquarium. Exceptionally
fine additional series of 10 extra large cards in three sizes
(2* x 7*"; 2*" x 8"; 3*" x 7*").

12. Zeewateraquarium en Terrarium. Series of 126 cards of
marine and land life, including snakes, lizards, etc. Very
beautiful additional series of 9 extra large cards in three
sizes (2" x 7*"; 3*" x 5*"; 3* x 7*").



EVANS' UNIVERSAL PROJECTOR, the wonderful new British Made
Episcope de Luxe, will bring a new joy to the hobby of collecting
cigarette cards, and provide delightful entertainment for yourself
and your friends by enlarging even the smallest card as a
beautifully coloured and brilliantly clear reproduction on the screen.

It also enables the teacher or lecturer to illustrate almost any subject
with magnificent full screen size pictures from any of the wide range
of series listed in this catalogue. The surprising magnification of even
a small cigarette card to five feet square will astonish and
delight any audience. Every detail on each card is clearly visible.
Every set of cigarette cards thus becomes the equivalent of a
set of fully coloured lantern slides at a mere fraction of the cost

Apart from cigarette cards, any piece of printed matter or solid
object can also be reproduced in colour or in black and white.
Your holiday postcards and pictures, stamps, cigarette cards, book
illustrations, your own sketches and drawings, are all transformed
by this apparatus to full poster size—with the original colour retained.

EVANS' UNIVERSAL PROJECTOR is simple, safe and inexpensive.
It is supplied with a screen, screen stand, and lamps—in fact, every-
thing ready for immediate use, and its operation is simplicity itself.

SEND NOW
FOR FREE DESCRIPTIVE LEAFLET TO.

Messrs. EVANS BROS., Ltd.,
Montague House, Russell Square, London, W.C.1.
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THE COLLECTORS' MISCELLANY.
A bi-monthly journal for collectors of Stamps,

Books, Cigarette Cards, Curios, etc.
YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION—l/6d. Post Free.

Specimen copy sent on request.
PARKS, Printer, Windsor Road (CC),

Saltburn-by-Sea, Yorks, England.
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THE FOUNDATION OF A STANDARD CATALOGUE
I. British Manufacturers' Issues

Cigarettes and Tobacco.
MESSRS. W. & F. FAULKNER Branch of The Imperial Tobacco, Ltd.

Date of No. in Title and brief description.
Issue Set
1900 12 Football Terms. 1st series. Design registered 16th

February, 1900, and printed by Albert Hildesheimer. The
terms used are: "Half Time"; "Hands"; "Touch";
"Centred"; "Held"; "Over the Line"; "Off Side";
"Full Back"; "Kick Off" ; "Centre Forward"; "Half
Back " ; " Penalty Kick ".

1900 12 Football Terms. 2nd series. Design registered 16th
February, 1900, and printed by Albert Hildesheimer.
Terms used " Corner"; " Mark your man"; "A Good
Try"; "A Good Pass"; "A Good Throw In"; "Collar
Him Low"; " Rushing the Goal Keeper" • "A Miss Kick" ;
" Scrimmage"; " Dropped Goal " ; " Over the Bar" ;
"Missed"; "What Ho, She Bumps".

1900 12 The Language of Flowers. Printed by Albert Hildes-
heimer. Inscribed " Grenadier Cigarettes".

1900 12 The Language of Flowers. As above, but inscribed
" Nosegay Cigarettes".

1900 90 Our Colonial Troops. Designs prepared and printed by
Tillotson & Son, size of card and style of printing are
similar to preceding series. No printing on back.
Inscribed "Grenadier Cigarettes".

1900 90 Our Colonial Troops. As above, but inscribed "Union
Jack Cigarettes".

1900 12 Kipling Series. Printed by Causton & Sons. The
following quotations were used and illustrated: " Whilst
their daddy hammered Paul"; " There are girls he
married secret"; " He saved the Empire"; " Son of a
Lambeth publican, it's all the same to-day"; " When
you've shouted " Rule Britannia"; " There are girls he
walked with casual"; "A gentleman in khaki ordered
South " : " Pass the hat for your credit's sake": " Duke's
son, cook's son, son of a hundred king's"; " Each of them
doing his country's work"; " He chucked his job and
joined it": "Wiping something off the slate".

1900 12 Coster Series. Printed by Causton & Sons. Expressions
illustrated are : " Up the Pole" ; "Arf a Mo' "; " Lor-lu-
Me"; " Garn, I wish yer meant it"; " What Ho, She
'Bumps"; " It's a bad job abart you"; " Oh, chise me,
Girls" ; " Strite, no 'ank " ; " Ain't 'e a korf drop '; " Not
'arf " ; " Hoo-ah-h-h "; "A little bit of orl rite".

1900 12 Nautical Terms. 2nd Series. Printed by Tillotson &
Sons, inscribed " Grenadier Cigarettes'. Terms used:
" Lay To" ; " In Tow" ; " Changing Her Course" ; " With
the Tide"; "Bringing Her To"; "Crossing the Bar";
" A Sudden Squall " ; " Setting the Jib " ; " Striking
Colours" : " Light on the Larboard Astern" ; " Scuttled ";
" Hard Astern".

1900 12 Nautical Terms. 2nd Series. As above but inscribed
" Union Jack Cigarettes".

1901 20 Cricketers Series. Printed by Barclay & Fry. Black
"and white photos. Ornamental design on back in choco-
late. (Similar series issued by Charlesworth & Austins,
Bakers, and Rutters.)

1901 25 Boer War Series. Printed by Mardon, Son & Hall.
Black and white photos of scenes, etc. Ornamental
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bate of No. in Title and brief description.
Issue Set

design on back similar to preceding series but differing
in detail.

1901 16 Royal Family. Black and white photos, of which 11
represent Queen Victoria at various ages.

1901? 12 "Ation " Series. I.E., words ending in "ation". Printed
by Causton & Sons, and inscribed " Grenadier Cigarettes".
Words illustrated are : " Invitation"; " Consultation"
" Acceptation" ; " Jollification" ; " Multiplication"
" Temptation" ; "Aggravation" ; " Mortification" ; " Con
glomeration" ; " Salvation" ; "Affectation" ; " Sensation"

1901 12 Golf Terms. Coloured series .similar to " Football
Terms", etc. Printed by Causton & Sons. Inscribed
" Grenadier Cigarettes". Terms used : "A Tee Caddy"
"A Nasty Lie"; "A Rub of the Green"; " Giving it

Socks" ; " Well Forward " ; " Pressed from Behind "
" Fore" ; "Agriculture"; " Two to One against Bogey "
"A Halved Match"; "Two Up and One to Play"
" Caught in a Bunker".

? 25 or 30 Eminent Actresses. Printed by Forbes Litho Manfg.
Co. Design on back in chocolate, very similar to Mardon,
Son & Hall design, differing only in slight details.
Messrs. Faulkner show 22 different in their records. No
name under pictures.

? 25? Eminent Actresses. Not recorded, but presumably
printed by Mardon, Son & Hall, as design on back is the
same as their " Boer War" series. Pictures in deep plum
colour. No names.

? 25 or 30 Eminent Actresses. Not recorded. Brightly coloured
pictures with drab border. Names of actresses at foot,
and inscribed " Golden Whiffs" beneath names and also
in black on back.

1902 12 Street Cries. Similar to Coster Series, etc., printed by
Causton & Sons, and inscribed "Grenadier Cigarettes".
Cries illustrated are " 'Ave a Teaser, Mum"; "All 'ot";
" Meat, Meat " : " Who'll 'ave a Cooler" ; " Swe-e-p " ;
" D'ye wa-a-a Coal " ; " Milk-o ! " ; " Scissors to Grind " ;
" Extry Speshul! "; " Will you buy my sweet Lavender";
" Muffins" ; " Those tormenting flies, catch 'em all alive".

1903 40 Our Gallant Grenadiers. A beautiful coloured series,
illustrating battles in which the Grenadier Guards took
part. As this series was issued after the formation ,of
the Imperial Tobacco Co. it was presumably printed by
Mardon, Sons & Hall.

? 40 Kings and Queens of England. Striking series in colour,
(or 51) with brown backs. Not recorded. Issued after 1901, as

King Edward VII is illustrated. Similar series issued by
Singleton & Cole.
Note. All the following series were printed by Mardon,
Sons & Hall.

Nov. 1922 1 Temporary stiffener, printed in blue, announcing the
forthcoming issue of " Prominent Racehorses".

Jan. 1923 25 Prominent Racehorses of the Present Day. Printed in
colour from originals specially , painted for Messrs.
Faulkner,

Jan. 1924 25 Prominent Racehorses of the Present Day. 2nd Series.
1923/4 1 • Calendar for 1924. Folding Card.

Apr. 1925 50 Celebrated Bridges. Coloured series issued in con-
junction with Messrs. Edwards, Ringer & Bigg.

Feb. 1926 25 Our Pets. Coloured series issues in conjunction with
Messrs. Edwards, Ringer & Bigg.
Variety—Not printed on back (Nos. 14 and 16).

July 1926 25 Our Pets. 2nd Series.
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Date of No. in Title and brief description.
Issue Set

,Jan. 1929 25 Angling. Coloured series issued in conjunction with
Messrs. Stephen Mitchell & Sons.

May 1930 25 Old Sporting Prints. Coloured series issued in con-
junction with Messrs. Stephen Mitchell & Son. Still
current November 1933.

This concludes the issues of Messrs. Faulkner. Next month I
am dealing with the post war issues of Messrs. J. Player & Sons, from
October, 1922, comprising nearly 100 series.

(To be continued.}
ERRORS AND VARIETIES,

The continuation of C.L.B.'s articles on this subject is unavoidably
held over until next month, owing to extreme pressure on our space.

EDITOR.
MONTHLY COMPETITION-NO, 2,

In spite of the number of sets being reduced, the solutions received were
worse attempts than last month. Two competitors only succeeded in placing
even three sets in their correct order, and the first prize has accordingly been
divided between them, and vouchers for 5/- each forwarded to Mr. J. Westley,
.74 Beulah Hill, Upper Norwood, S.E.19; Mr. W. R. Chamberlin, Windlesham
House, Southern Cross, Brighton.

Five entrants placed two sets in their right order. With this small percen-
tage, it was quite impossible to differentiate the remainder in order of merit,
and the second prize of 5/- has also been divided, and vouchers of 1/- each
sent to • Mr. E. Holden, 31 Russell Street, Liverpool, 3; Miss Joyce Butler, Oak
Bank Alderley Edge, Cheshire; Mr. S. Cane, 7 Jesus Terrace Cambridge;
Mr. J. M. Cox, " Billinghurst," Catisfield Road, Fareham, Hants.; Mr. J, E,
Wheater, 288 Great Horton Road, Bradford, Yorks.

Owing to the extreme pressure on our space, we are not holding a compe-
tition this month. We shall resume this feature in January, with an entirely
new departure.

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT,
Owing to the very heavy cost of production, we are increasing period

subscription rates as under. These rates were originally fixed post free to show
our appreciation of the support of those who subscribed to the journal on its
original inception, in some cases months before it was published. The increase
merely adds the cost of postage, and we hope that our readers, who have been
generous in their praises of the first two numbers, will not object to this modest
addition. . .

We never expected the paper to be a paying proposition from a commercial
standpoint, and this addition will not render it so. Our object is to supply an
obvious necessity to the hobby, and to give collectors the greatest possible value
without incurring too large a loss. We hope to be able to continue to do so.

The increase will not, of course, in any way affect existing subscriptions.
—Editor.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
GREAT BRITAIN & IRELAND. POST FREE. ABROAD. POST FREE.

Single Copy, 2*d. Single Copy, 3d.
3 Months 7*d. 3 Months 9d.
6 Months 1/3 6 Months 1/6

12 Months 2/6 12 Months 3/-
STOP PRESS,

CURRENT SERIES. We can now offer ex stock the following:
Ogden, Smugglers and Smuggling. Per set 50 10*d.
Westminster. Australia. 1st Series, Per set 36 2/-

Postage extra. Rates as 1934 Catalogue.
THE LONDON CIGARETTE CARD CO., LTD.,

Cambridge House, Cambridge Road, Chiswick, London, W.4. (Advt.)



HOW DO YOU HOUSE YOUR COLLECTION?
You cannot retain your cards in good condition, or display them to
advantage if you push them anyhow into old scrapbooks or cheap
albums, or keep them loose. Many of your Sets are going up in value,

but they are worth nothing if soiled or damaged.
THE RIGHT ALBUM MAKES AN ORDINARY COLLECTION GOOD,

A GOOD ONE BETTER.
We now offer Albums manufactured solely for us, better and stronger
than any other make at LOWER PRICES THAN ARE BEING

ASKED FOR INFERIOR ALBUMS.
Very strongly bound in brown rexine, lettered in gilt, with adequate
provision for expansion, and in the slip-in type ease of insertion and ample

margin for displaying the cards
YOU CANNOT BUY A BETTER ALBUM AT ANY PRICE

in fact
YOU CANNOT BUY A BETTER ALBUM AT ALL.

Types stocked, and prices—
A. Album to hold 1000 small cards, standard size, 7/6
B. Album to hold 600 large cards, standard size, 8-
C. Blank Album for odd size cards, 50 pages 8/-
Corner Mount for use with C do not damage cards 6d. 100

When ordering suite whether large or small mounts are wanted.
Postage extra—One Album 9d., Two 1/- Mounts, 1 to 6 packets

of 100, l*d., 7 to.12, 2d.
The LONDON CIGARETTE CARD Co., Ltd,
Cambridge House, Cambridge Road, Chiswick, W.4



CHRISTMAS, 1933. NEW YEAR, 1934,

T HIS issue of the " Cigarette Card News" will be in the hands
of its readers on or before Christmas Day. We, therefore, take
this opportunity of tendering them our most sincere wishes for

a very happy Christmas, as well as a most prosperous New Year. As
regards the latter, may their collecting aspirations receive complete
satisfaction; and may they also have their full share of that much
desired revival of material prosperity which seems at last, after many
and bitter disappointments, to be slowly coming a fact.

No. 4, Vol. I. JANUARY 1934. Twopence.

TAKING STOCK, AND AFTER,
A L T H O U G H this number is only our fourth, the beginning of a

new year seems an appropriate time for some enquiry into the
results of our venture, it is certainly the traditional date for

a pronouncement on future policy. The opinions of readers are some
guide as to past success or failure : the first three numbers had a most
flattering reception from them, which afforded us lively pleasure. How-
ever, in spite of all the nice things which were written and said, we are
vividly aware that much still remains to be done. To our greatest
defect we intend to plead guilty immediately, though with a plea for
mercy owing to extenuating circumstances. The paper is too small.
Information of vital interest to collectors is of such extent, and
every month we have to put aside so much that should see the light
at once. Articles have to be compressed, and rigid economy of space
practised in every way. The obvious solution—to increase the number
of pages has, unfortunately, the equally obvious disadvantage, the
paper will cost more. There are two ways of covering that increased
cost; to raise the price per copy, or to add considerably to the
number of subscribers. For many reasons we give a decided vote to
the second course, and we believe our readers will do the same, in
which case they can be of great help. For there are many keen
collectors who have not yet given us their support. Either they intend
to subscribe, and keep putting off their application, or they have not
yet learnt that the " Cigarette Card News" lives, moves and has its
being. Now if only one in three of our present subscribers persuaded
a waverer, or obtained a subscription from one who was previously
unaware of our existence, we could proceed forthwith to our immediate
goal, the enlargement of the paper to sixteen pages. We hope for a
response which will enable us to achieve our aim with the February
number.

On another page we print particulars of our new competition.
This will give a chance to those with ideas for improvement, and in
airing them the possibility of winning a useful prize. We hope to get
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something of value here. Anyway, competition or not, your suggestions,
appreciations, yes—and your grumbles if you have any, are asked for,
and will be valued.

THE ENQUIRY CORNER,
C.L.B. will be pleased to answer any queries you may have, and to

give assistance with your problems generally. Correspondents must
write on one side of paper only, and enquiries reach us by the 9th of
the month for answers to be published in the next succeeding issue.

Answers to Correspondents.
J.R.W. (N.16). National Types of Beauty. Two different pic-

tures of No. 36 are to be found, and are equally common. We do not
know the reason of the change, but possibly it was withdrawn at the
request of the subject of the photo.

W.B. (N.1). Faulkner's Our Colonial Troops, Cricketers Series
and Our Gallant Grenadiers are numbered. It would be almost
impossible to describe many of the unnumbered series.

AJ.C. (Taunton). Reply unavoidably held over until next month.

NOTES ON CURRENT SERIES
By C. L. PORTER.

S EVERAL interesting new series have come to hand during the
past month. They are the forerunners of numerous issues
during the coming year, I hope. I understand that Messrs. Wills

have re-issued Strange Craft in place of Do You Know (4th Series).
This seems likely to be a stop gap arrangement during the transition
from coupons and playing cards to picture cards. I trust so, for it
would be a pity if this great firm did not signalise the close of the
coupon era by a really distinctive new issue. Not that "Strange
Craft " is not an excellent series, but a re-issue hardly seems to meet
the case.

A brief description of new series seen.
J. PLAYER & SONS. Characters from Fiction. A series of

25 large cards. Reproductions from original drawings by H. M.
Brock of leading characters from well known novels. Short extracts
from the books and a descriptive note on each character are given.
Really good series. I have not seen a complete set at the time of
going to press, as the issue commenced at the end of October only.

Fresh Water Fishes. Series of 5O small cards. Issue com-
menced on 22nd November, and consequently only a few odd cards
have vet come to hand. There are distinct departures from the usual
practice in this series. The cards have adhesive backs, for gumming
into special albums which can be obtained free. This idea seems to
have been borrowed from Germany, where, however, the gumming of
the cards has to be done by the collector. I think it is a pity it was
not left optional in this case, as many people will not want to fix the
cards permanently, more particularly as the descriptive matter printed
under the space for each card in the album is not so full as that on
the backs of the cards. It is a very interesting set. and will appeal
to Natural History devotees. No transfers are issued with this series.
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HIGNETT BROS. & CO. A.F.C Nicknames. A series of SO
small cards. Figures humourously depicting the various nicknames
of Association Football Clubs, on an oval background of the particular
club's colours. Notes on the reasons for the nicknames and short
histories of the clubs are printed on the backs. This series is out of
the ordinary, and decidedly attractive. It is a pity that owing to the
local and restricted nature of the issue, it is never likely to be available
in quantity at a popular price.

TYPHOO TEA. Wonder Cities of the World. A series of
25 oblong cards, 4" x 1 15/16". Views of various ancient cities repro-
ducedjn sepia, apparently from etchings, occupy 3" of the card's width
the remaining space being filled with a short description of the place.
So far I have only seen No. 18, Athens (the Acropolis and ruins of
the ancient city).

GODDARD & SONS. Collection of Old Silver at the
Victoria and Albert Museum. Series of 9, issued by the well
known plate powder manufacturers. Cards, 3J" x 2-J". I have the
complete set, though I am not sure of the correct title, which is not
printed. I expect to have this information for next month's Notes.
A very artistic and well produced set. Each piece of plate shown
against a background of mauve velvet (apparently). There is a small
vignette in the right hand upper corner of a man or woman in the
costume of the period of each work depicted. Description and hall
marks given on backs. I like this series very much, and it is well
worth a place in any collection.

WILLS. Homeland Events. 54 small cards. This series
hardly comes under the heading of new issues, but up to now it has
always been very difficult to get complete. There are now ample
supplies at a reasonable price, and this series of real photographs of
interesting events in this country will appeal to many.

LA CIGARETTE ORIENTALE DE BELGIQUE. S.A.
Famous Men throughout the Ages. This is a foreign series of
merit, comprising 100 large cards. They approximate closely in
dimensions to the British large standard size, and represent notable
figures of all countries and times. The deep rich colouring makes
them very attractive in appearance. Explanatory matter on the backs
is printed in both French and Flemish. Altogether a very interesting
set, and it is the only recent European issue, with the exception of the
same firm's " Film Stars", which is obtainable in quantity in this
country at a reasonable price.

ERRORS AND VARIETIES,
The resumption of C.L.B.'s articles is again delayed for reasons

touched upon in our leading article !—EDITOR.

RAILWAY SUBJECTS,
The continuation of Mr. Bell's articles is also held over, for a very

unfortunate reason, the ill health of our contributor. We trust he will
soon be restored to complete health, and be able to resume his
interesting articles.—EDITOR.
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GERMAN CIGARETTE CARDS.
By C. T. GREGORY.

As an appendix to the articles on the subject in preceding numbers,
the following tentative list of German cards may be of interest. It com-
prises only such cards as are known to me; additions or corrections
will be welcomed. The Editor has been kind enough to promise me
space for these from time to time.
ABDULLA & COMPANY, Berlin. No. in Set

Arms of Countries. Series 1 Europe )
Arms of Countries. Series 2 Other Continents ) 220
Arms of Foreign Cities. Series 3 150
Motors. Series 1 150
Motors. Series 2 150
Motoring Round the World with Abdulla 160
National and International Sports—Records (Series 1 and 2)

(Sepia photographs) 400
Soldiers of Present Day European Armies 50

ADLER COMPANY, Dresden. .
Races of Mankind (Large—Sepia photographs). Series 1 100
Races of Mankind (Large—Sepia photographs). Series 2 100

ASS-KOM-GES., Munich.
Original Pictures of the World War, 1914-18 240

AURELIA, Dresden.
Wearers of the Women's Beauty Crown, 1930-33 150
Arms of German Guilds (Large) Series 1 160

A. BATSCHARI.
Film Stars (in 5 Series) 719
Historic Flags 240
Sound Film Stars

HANS BERGMAN, Dresden.
Caricatures (by Walter Trier) 100
Beauties of the World. Book 1—Germany ?
Beauties of the World. Book 2—Other Countries ?
Chinese Series ?

ARNOLD BONINGER, Duisberg and Andernach.
Our Young Navy ?

"-BONITAS-KABARETT "
Actresses (paper) 30

BOSTANJOGLOU.
Humourous Sports Series ?

" BRAVOUR " DUNJE & SOHN, Berlin.
Film Stars. Series A 208
Sport Stars—Series B 156

MARTIN BRINKMAN. Bremen.
Big Game Hunting 192
German Castles 120
German Navy 120
The World's Mercantile Marine 200

" BULGARIA," Dresden.
Film Stars (small glossy photographs—2 Series) 420
Flags of Europe. Series 1 (1-200) 200
Flags of Other Countries. Series 2 (201-400) 200

(As in " The World in Pictures" Series, see under " Constantin.")
Regimental Flags 256
Sports Photos (glossy photographs) ?
The Fight for the Third Empire 273

" CASANOVA."
Football (sepia photographs) ?

" CLUB-LIGA," Dresden.
Beauties of the World (1929-32—glossy photographs) 190
Beauties of the World (1933—glossy photographs) 56

(To be continued.)
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THE FALL,
By W. A. JEFFREYS.

I T was without doubt the most important assignment with which I
I had been entrusted. The editor wished me the best of luck, the

rest of the staff threw me envious glances as I passed through the
office, proudly conscious of the fact that I was the most favoured man
on the paper at that moment.

For was it not my special privilege to interview the Count of
Domania on his first, and probably only, visit to this country. This
mysterious personage, said to be the most powerful financier in all
Europe, was yet one who had made it his hard and fast rule to direct
his far-reaching operations from the seclusion of his mountain chateau.
Only by the magnetic forces of the greatest industrial crisis in history
had he been drawn to England.

Ministers of State, commercial magnates, and financial experts
regarded the advent of the Count with bolstered hopes and great
confidence. He was the one power in the civilised world who could
put this country on its feet again, and his unsolicited entry was hailed
with delight.

I left my taxi a hundred yards from the hotel and walked this
short distance. My new collar was killing me, one shoe pinched, and
I was acutely conscious of the fact that I had gashed myself nicely
under the ear when shaving. However, the honour of my paper was
at stake, so with a stout heart and shivering knees I strode through
the imposing doorway. I had interviewed celebrities many times
before, but film stars and even our own British statesmen were vastly
different from this relatively unknown and tremendously important
visitor from central Europe.

" Would m'sieur wait? "
The room was as comfortable as could be expected, but I hated

the thought of delay.
I had pored over every detail of the two small pictures, framed

and glazed, that formed the sole distraction provided by a thoughtful
management. By Jove, how much longer?

A soft step outside the door.
" Come this way, please, m'sieur." And the model secretary

preceded me along a gorgeously carpeted corridor. A respectful
pause; a gentle tap upon the door; I entered.

Before me stood the greatest, the most discussed man in Europe.
His masterful eyes burnt into me. Stocky figure; hands elapsed
behind back.

I made my bow. Automatically, my fingers dipped into my waist-
coat pocket. I straightened, and with my most impressive flourish
presented my card, feeling my self-confidence returning in a flood.

The financier did not move. I remained, as a statue, and my
confidence flooded out again. I felt myself getting red from that
devilish new collar up.

A horrible premonition assailed me ... I could stand it no longer.
I forced my gaze downwards, and saw displayed in my trembling

fingers the last card that my youngest son wanted for the set of
Birds of All Nations.
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OGDEN'S "GUINEA GOLD" AND -TABS" CARDS.
By C.H.M.

ONE of the earliest series of cards, which, I am afraid, does not
receive the attention it deserves, but to which I at least have a
distinct bias, is the series of photographic cards issued with

Ogden's Guinea Gold and Tabs cigarettes about the end of last century
and the commencement of the new one. It may be that the excep-
tionally large number of cards issued, and the fact that many of these
bore no identification letter, title, or number, has tended to make many
collectors less keen on them than they would have been had they been
able clearly and distinctly to identify the various issues, for un-
doubtedly a definite means of identifying a particular issue is a great
boon and saves the endless time and trouble caused in endeavouring to
" place" the various cards in an unidentified series.

My keenness for Guinea Gold and Tabs photos no doubt arises
from the fact that it was the coming into my possession of one of these
particular cards some 35 years ago that really started me on the hobby
of cigarette card collecting, although actually it was not until some
ten years or so later that I began in real earnest to collect. I well
remember the particular card I first received; it was a charming
photograph of the lovely Lily Hanbury, one of the most beautiful
actresses at that time on the English stage.

The first issues of the Guinea Gold were unnumbered and con-
sisted chiefly of photographs of actresses, and the number of these
cards ran into the thousands. How many were actually issued it is, I
believe, impossible to tell, but I have over 3,500 different photos of
actresses alone, whilst there are innumerable photos of famous people,
such as generals of the Boer War, leading athletes, footballers,
cricketers, etc.

During the course of the South African War the firm issued the
first of the numbered series, consisting of 200 photos of famous
people, warships, etc., and for holding these photos a special album was
issued with a brief printed description below the space for each card.
This Numbered series was afterwards extended until 1148 cards had
been issued. These were followed by the issue of three further series
of a very highly finished nature, the cards having a fine glossy surface,
and bearing a title and number. The " New Series I " consisted of
400 cards, and was followed by " New Series B" with a similar
number, and " New Series C " with 300 cards. The subjects dealt
with in these series were of an extraordinarily varied character, and
anyone who has the good fortune to possess complete series has in his
precession a portrait gallery comprising all the famous men and women
of history from the time of Julius Ceasar onwards.

Other cards issued included a Beauty series of 50 cards depicting
most beautiful actresses of the day, a series of photographs of the
paintings of J. M. W. Turner, the imortal artist; London Street Scenes
and Prominent Officers and Men engaged in the Boer War, whilst
many cards of a large size were also issued.

At the same time as these cards were being issued with the Guinea
Gold cigarettes other cards of a somewhat similar but rather cruder

(Continued on Page 44)



EVANS' UNIVERSAL PROJECTOR, the wonderful new British Made
Episcope de Luxe, will bring a new joy to the hobby of collecting
cigarette cards, and provide delightful entertainment for yourself
and your friends by enlarging even the smallest card as a
beautifully coloured and brilliantly clear reproduction on the screen.

It also enables the teacher or lecturer to illustrate almost any subject
with magnificent full screen size pictures from any of the wide range
of series listed in this catalogue. The surprising magnification of even
a small cigarette card to five feet square will astonish and
delight any audience. Every detail on each card is clearly visible.
Every set of cigarette cards thus becomes the equivalent of a
set of fully coloured lantern slides at a mere fraction of the cost.

Apart from cigarette cards, any piece of printed matter or solid
object can also be reproduced in colour or in black and white.
Your holiday postcards and pictures, stamps, cigarette cards, book
illustrations, your own sketches and drawings, are all transformed
by this apparatus to full poster size—with the original colour retained.

EVANS' UNIVERSAL PROJECTOR is simple, safe and inexpensive.
It is supplied with a screen, screen stand, and lamps—in fact, every-
thing ready for immediate use, and its operation is simplicity itself.
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Ogden's Guinea Gold and Tabs Cards—continued from Page 42
nature were being issued with the firm's Tabs cigarettes, the subjects
as with the Guinea Gold card's comprising an almost endless range of
subject. Several of the series were identified by means of a letter of
the alphabet and numbered, but a vast number of cards were issued
without any such means of identification. The lettered and numbered
series commenced with the "Series A" issue of 150 cards, followed by
" Series B " with 300 cards (several of the photos in this series are

We have been fortunate in obtaining stocks of the very
interesting series La Cigarette Orientale de Belgique S.A. Famous
Men throughout the Ages. A series of 100 cards, representing
famous historical figures of all times and nations. Very beautifully
reproduced from portraits, etc. While the stock lasts we can offer

a limited number of sets surplus to our regular requirements
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transposed—163 and 173, 166 and 174 36 and 37); " C " series of 350
cards; "D" series with 200 cards; "E" series with 120 cards; "F"
series with 420 cards; and an unlettered but numbered series of 120
cards. The " C " series has the first. 200 cards numbered on the back,
the numbers 201-300 have the number on the bottom left hand corner
with plain backs, whilst the cards 301-350 are numbered on the top
right hand corner of the front, one edition of the latter being of a
semi-glossy nature. This " C " series is really an issue of 470 cards
(as is actually stated to be so on the backs of some of the cards), for
the unlettered series of 120 cards above-mentioned is really a continua-
tion of the " C " series, the 120 cards in this series added to the 350
bearing the letter " C " making up the total of 470. In the " F"
series the first 200 cards are numbered on the top left hand corner of
the front, the next 120 cards have the number on the front and back,
whilst the cards 321-420 have the number on the bottom left hand
corner of the front and have plain backs.

Of the unlettered and un-numbered cards, the majority consist of
actresses, of which at least a score of different series were issued, but,
as stated, other series cover an extremely wide range of subject,
including Photos of Imperial and International Interest, Heroes of the
Ring, Leading Athletes, Our Leading Footballers, Leading Cricketers,
Leading Generals of the Boer War, Prominent British Officers,
Leading Favourites of the Turf, Notable Coursing Dogs, etc. The
pity of it is that so many of these series were issued without any title,

letter, or number to serve as a guide to the collector.
(To be continued.)

THE FOUNDATION OF A STANDARD CATALOGUE
I. BRITISH MANUFACTURERS' ISSUES.

CIGARETTES AND TOBACCO.
Messrs. JOHN PLAYER & SON Branch of The Imperial Tobacco

Company, Limited.
Issues FROM MAY 1920 TO DATE.

I am indebted to Messrs. Players for the dates of issue of
their modern series. These are so well known that a detailed descrip-
tion is unnecessary. I have appended the 1934 Catalogue prices of
The London Cigarette Card Co., Ltd.

SMALL CARDS. Date Cat.
Title No. in set of Issue Price

Cries of London, 2nd Series 25 Oct., 1922 - . 7
Struggles for Existence 25 Feb., 1923 6
Players, Past and Present 25 May, 1923 1 3
Miniatures 25 June, 1923 6
Characters from Dickens (re-issue) 50 Oct., 1923 1 6
Army Corps & Div. Signs 50 March, 1924 1 6
Natural History 50 June, 1924 1 6
Drum Banners and Cap Badges 50 Sept., 1924 2 0
Army Corps & Div. Signs (2nd series) 100 Feb., 1925 3 0
Racing Caricatures 40 Aug., 1925 1 6
Dogs 50 Sept., 1925 1 6
Gilbert & Sullivan 50 Dec., 1925 1 3
From Plantation to Smoker 25 March, 1926 4
Cricket Caricatures—Rip. 50 Tune, 1926 1 0
Football Caricatures—Rip. 50 Aug., 1926 9
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Date Date of Cat.
Title No. in set of Issue Issue Price

Ireland
Straight Line Caricatures 50 Dec., 1926 7
War Decorations and Medals 90 March, 1927 4 0
Game Birds and Wild Fowl 50 June, 1927 10*
Football Caricatures by " Mac" 50 Sept., 1927 1 0
Gilbert & Sullivan (2nd series) 50 Dec., 1927 10*
Flags of the League of Nations 50 March, 1928 8
Products of the World 50 June, 1928 9
Footballers, 192S 50 Oct., 1928 7
Sailor Head (advertising card) 1 Jan., 1929 1
Footballers. 1928-29 (2nd series) 25 Feb., 1929 4
Dogs' Heads 50 April, 1929 9
Hidden Beauties 25 July, 1929 4
Curious Beaks 50 Oct., 1929 Aug., 1930 7
Association Cup Winners 50 Jan., 1930 8
Regimental Standards & Cap Badges 50 March, 1930 7
Cricketers, 1930 50 June, 1930 8
History of Naval Dress 50 Sept., 1930 Dec., 1930 7
Fire Fighting Appliances 50 Dec., 1930 Apl, 1931 7
Military Head-dresses 50 March, 1931 7
Wild Animals' Heads 50 June, 1931 Aug., 1931 7

Tranfers 50 Tune, 1931 Aug., 1931 6
Dogs 50 Sept., 1931 Nov., 1931 7

Transfers 50 Sept., 1931 Nov., 1931 6
Poultry 50 Dec., 1931 7

Transfers 50 Dec., 1931 6
Butterflies 50 15 Mar. 1932 Aug., 1932 7

Transfers 50 15 Mar. 1932 Aug., 193? 6
Dandies 50 8 July, 1932 Dec., 1932 7
Your Initials Transfers 26 8 July, 1932 Dec., 1932 4
Wild Birds 50 28 Sept. 1932 Sept. 1933 7

Transfers 50 28 Sept. 1932 Sept. 1933
Boy Scout and Girl Guide Patrol Signs

and Emblems 50 14 Jan., 1933 7
„ Transfers 50 14 Jan., 1933 6

Derby and Grand National Winners 50 10 Apr. 1933 May, 1933 7
Transfers 50 10 Apr. 1933 May, 1933 6

Aviary and Cage Birds 50 13 July, 1933 7
Transfers 50 13 July. 1933 6

Fresh Water Fishes (adhesive backs) 50 22 Nov. 1933 —
SPECIAL IRISH NAMES

Wrestling and Ju-Jitsu 25 May, 1925 2 6
Live Stock 25 Aug., 1925 3 6
Wonders of the World 25 Aug., l926 2 0
Race Horses 25 Dec., 1926 4 0
Irish Place Names (1st series) 25 Aug.. 1927 3 6
Irish Place Names (2nd series) 25 April. 1929 3 6
Treasures of Ireland 25 May, 1930 4 0

* Artillery in Action 12 May, 1920 —
*British Live Stock brown backs 25 Jan., 1923 —
*British Live Stock blue backs 25 ? 50
*Characters from Dickens 10 June 1923 2 0
*Natural History (1st series) 12 Nov., 1923 2 6
*Dogs 12 April, 1924 3 0
*Natural History (2nd series) 12 Sept., 1924 2 6
Old Sporting Prints 25 Dec., 1924 3 0
Mount Everest 20 June, 1925 2 6
*British Pedigree Stock 20 Nov., 1925 4 0
*Gilbert & Sullivan 25 April, 1926 2 6

*Extra large size
Ships Models 20 Sept. 1026 3 0
Dogs' Heads (1st series) 20 Dec., 1926 36
Fables of Aesop 25 March, 1927 2 6
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Date Cat.
Title No. in set of Issue Price

Wild Animals' Heads 25 July, 1927 1 3
Architectural Beauties 25 Nov., 1927 1 6
Gilbert & Sullivan (2nd series) 25 Jan, 1928 1 6
Dogs' Heads (2nd series) 20 May, 1928 2 6
Clocks, Old and New 20 Aug., 1928 3 0
Game Birds and Wild Fowl 25 Nov., 1928 2 6
Sailor Head (advertisement card) 1 Jan, 1929 6
Picturesque Bridges 25 Feb., 1929 1 3
History of Naval Dress 25 July, 1929 1 9
The Nation's Shrines 25 Oct., 1929 1 6
Picturesque Cottages 25 Dec, 1929 1 3
A Nature Calendar 24 April, 1930 , 1 6
Country Sports 25 Sept, 1930 1 3
Portals of the Past 25 Dec, 1930 1 3
Treasures of Britain 25 April, 1931 1 3
Picturesque London 25 Sept, 1931 1 3
Ships' Figureheads 25 Dec, 1931 1 3
Dandies 25 May, 1932 1 3
Aquarium Studies 25 Sept, 1932 1 3
Wild Animals' Heads 25 Dec, 1932 1 3
Dogs 25 May, 1933 1 3
Characters from Fiction 25 Oct., 1933 —

(To be continued).

MONTHLY COMPETITION-NO, 3,
We offer this month prizes similar to our two preceding competi-

tions for
The Two best Suggestions for additional features
in " The Cigarette Card News."

Letters containing your suggestions must not exceed 150 words, and
must be written on one side of the paper only. Give your reasons for
advocating your idea clearly and concisely. The Editor reserves the
right to withold both or one of the prizes if in his opinion the sugges-
tions received are not of sufficient" merit or originality. The result
will be announced in our issue of February, and the successful letters
printed in that or a succeeding number. Entries must reach us not
later than first post on llth January, 1934. This competition is
governed by the rules of Competition No. 2.

" The Cigarette Card News" is issued monthly from the offices of the
Publishers, Cambridge House, Cambridge Road, Chiswick, London, W.4, to
whom all communications should be addressed. Publication date,.25th. Adver-
tisement Rates will be forwarded on application; latest date for copy, 10th of
each month.

GREAT BRITAIN & IRELAND. POST FREE). • ABROAD. POST FREE.
Single Copy, 2*d. Single Copy, 3d.
3 Months 7id. 3 Months 9d.
6 Months 1/3 6 Months 1/6

12 Months 2/6 12 Months 3/-

We are asked by the London Cigarette Card Co., Ltd., to point
out that the price of Typhoo, Ltd.'s Animal Offence and Defence and
Whilst We Sleep were transposed in their 1934 Catalogue. The latter
should be 5/-, the former l/3d., per set.

The London Cigarette Card Co., Ltd., now offer full supplies of
Player's Aviary and Cage Birds—7d. per set of 50; transfers 6d.
Postage extra—(advert.)



HOW DO YOU HOUSE YOUR COLLECTION?
You cannot retain your cards in good condition, or display them to
advantage if you push them anyhow into old scrapbooks or cheap
albums, or keep them loose. Many of your Sets are going up in value,

but they are worth nothing if soiled or damaged.
THE RIGHT ALBUM MAKES AN ORDINARY COLLECTION GOOD,

A GOOD ONE BETTER.
We now offer Albums manufactured solely for us, better and stronger
than any other make at LOWER PRICES THAN ARE BEING

ASKED FOR INFERIOR ALBUMS.
Very strongly bound in brown rexine, lettered in gilt, with adequate
provision for expansion, and in the slip-in type ease of insertion and ample

margin for displaying the cards.
YOU CANNOT BUY A BETTER ALBUM AT ANY PRICE

in fact
YOU CANNOT BUY A BETTER ALBUM AT ALL.

Types stocked, and prices—
A. Album to hold 1000 small cards, standard size, 7/6
B. Album to hold 600 large cards, standard size, 8/-
C. Blank Album for odd size cards, 50 pages 8/-
Corner Mounts for use with C do not damage cards 6d. 100

When ordering state whether large or small mounts are wanted.
Postage extra—One Album 9d., Two 1/- Mounts, 1 to 6 packets

of 100, 1*d., 7 to 12, 2cl.
The LONDON CIGARETTE CARD Co., Ltd.,
Cambridge House, Cambridge Road, Chiswick, W.4
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EXIT COUPONS.

W ITH the passing of the old year, the era of coupons in packets
of cigarettes closed, we hope for ever. Not that we take any
stand, on moral grounds or otherwise, against gift schemes in

this or other form. On the contrary, we think the complaints of
unfair trading which have been raised from time to time both ridi-
culous and undignified. The hoarder of coupons was, in nine cases
out of ten, bent on acquiring something which in ordinary circum-
stances he or she could not afford, or did not want sufficiently to spend
real money on. In fact, coupon gifts undoubtedly added to the total
volume of trade, rather than diverted it from existing channels.

Our reason for pleasure at the disappearance of the schemes is
the purely selfish one of the collector. The vogue of coupons and
playing cards was bringing new issues almost to the vanishing point,
-and we are certain that the growth and well-being of the hobby could
not be maintained solely on back issues. More particularly does this
apply to the beginner, whose interest is usually aroused, in the first
instance by cards in cigarettes he or his relatives smoke. The virtual
disappearance of new issues must in time have acted as would the
replacement of postage stamps by other methods of franking on
philately. If you do not see an object you can hardly regard it as of
interest.

We hope the new issues projected will be of a type and quality
to stimulate afresh the zeal of those whose zest may have flagged
during the coupon era. From such advance information as we have,
we confidently expect they will.

CARD CONSCIOUS.

T HE above caption may now be applied to the daily and weekly
press, judging by the articles recently appearing in the " Morning
Post" and "Answers". Best of all, both these journals treated

the matter as a genuine item of news interest. None of the ironical
"small urchins craze", but accurate exposition of facts relative to a
serious hobby. There is a moral for many collectors here. We know
quite a few who still seem rather furtive, and faintly ashamed of their
pursuit. Let them take heart and seek rather to make converts than
to conceal their own interest. They have a hobby at least as intellec-
tually worthy as any other; and in many ways more so.

THE ENQUIRY CORNER,
C.L.B. will be pleased to answer any queries you may have, and to

give assistance with your problems generally. Correspondents must
write on one side of paper only, and enquiries reach us by the 9th of
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the month for answers to be published in the next succeeding issue.
Answers to Correspondents.

A.J.C. (Taunton). (1) Player's Life on Board a Man of War in
1805 and 1905. 50 cards in set 24 illustrating life in 1805 and 26 in
1905. (2) See reply in December issue. The only way to distinguish
Drum Banners is by the thickness of the card. (3) Gems of French
Architecture is much scarcer than the other two series, due, in the
writer's opinion, to being issued during a great paper shortage (owing
to Great War) and was probably withdrawn on this account. A very
rare printing exists on rough brownish paper. (4) The London
Cigarette Card Co., Ltd., was registered as a limited liability company
in January, 1931, but traded for some time before that date as a
partnership. (5) Not in this country. (6) No, Ogdens have issued
four different series of Birds, and two series of Birds' Eggs. (7)
Records not available at the moment, but we cannot remember such a
series being issued. (8) F. & J. Smith issued a series of Shadowgraphs
and this may have been issued abroad by Wills or Players.

NOTES ON CURRENT SERIES
By C. L. PORTER.

There are not many new series to deal with in my notes this
month. There was hardly time, at going to press, for the cards
replacing coupons to have made their appearance. The following have
come under notice.

Ogden A.F.C. Nicknames. A series of SO exactly similar to
the Hignett's issue commented on last month.

Kensitas (J. Wix & Son). Here a series of 48 flags on silk,
* The Flags of the British Empire," have replaced the coupons.
Silk insets are not everybody's money, but these are very well done,
It is a pity that an issue with this title should be inscribed "Printed
in U.S.A."

Churchmans. I am informed that a new series, Famous
Ties", has just made its appearance, numbering 50 small cards, but
have not yet seen any, and must defer detailed comment until next
month.

Lambert & Butler. I understand that another " Motor
series is contemplated here, but none have yet been seen.

Goddard & Sons. I am informed by Messrs. Goddard that the
series on Old Silver I referred to in last month's notes has no definite
title. Presumably that which I attached to It in my comments will do

' as well as any other, as it accurately describes the series.
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SELFISH,
BY LADY MARGARET MACRAE.

P ERHAPS this is an unkind or severe heading? Would it have
been better to recall the old children's story book and .headed
these few words " No-eyes".

The direct reason for this rushing into print is a paragraph I
have just read in a daily paper, wherein someone bewails the fact that
he (or she!) has bought a packet of cigarettes which contained, instead
of a coupon, a card. The paragraph calls it "one of those things with
arms on it ", who incidentally is. publishing these just now—perhaps
it was one of Wills School Arms—then surely, a box not a packet.
However, to return—the writer says will the nuisance of small boys
asking for cigarette cards begin again? If so, why not? He might
save himself the trouble of being asked perhaps by handing the card
at once to the nearest small boy, or keeping it safely hidden for his
own small boy, if he is lucky enough to have one, or his friend's small
boy if not.

It will be a blow to a growing industry, and a great disappointment
to many, old and young, if the issue of cigarette cards ever ceases.
And what a loss to those who have the instruction of children in their
keeping. Until one has collected and enjoyed the enormous variety
of interests exploited and explained by cigarette cards one cannot at
all realise the help they could be if properly utilised.

Sometimes young people of my acquaintance have asked me to
get them certain sets which they have seen in my collection, and which
told them in a simple easy way and small compass about some matter
of interest to them. Motor car marks, machinery, ships, birds—have
all been among these.

I admit I do get bored with the almost countless repetition of
Film Stars—more or less clothes, more or less done in colour, and in
picture or photograph, but all " featuring ", I believe this is the correct
expression, practically the same people. However, there is interest to
be found in all the sets.

Of how great interest for instance, to us elder people, are the
Ogden photographs of the South African War. Of course, to young
people even the Great War is only a matter of history, and not much
more exciting than Napoleon's, Nelson's or Wellington's campaigns.
But even these young people may get help from Player's set of
Napoleon; how many of them would know the story of the sentry
without these. Wills' Nelson Times and Fry's Days of Wellington
must surely help to make more alive the people about whom they must
learn, even if History is to them a dreary subject, as it is, for instance,
to those mathematically or mechanically inclined.

Carreras British Prime Ministers is a set of greatest interest. I
remember being told as a child of that wonderful act of courage on
the part of Lady Beaconsfield which I daresay may be new to some
of my readers. It was her habit always to drive to the House with
her husband, when he was to make an important speech, and on this
occasion as she was gathering her dress together (they were voluminous

(Continued on Page 54)
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GERMAN CIGARETTE CARDS,
By C.T. GREGORY,

No. in Set
Sport Champions (very small) ?
The Zeppelin World Tour (glossy photographs) 264

" CONFREIA," Dresden.
Film and Stage Artists (glossy photographs) 144

- Races of Mankind. Series A 60
" CONSTANTIN," Hanover.

Scenes from Famous Films (large and small sepia) ?
(Including " The Nibelungs" and " Frederick the Great")

The World in Pictures
(NoTE : In eight albums; 1 to 4 general series; 5, Birds; 6, Flags
of Europe; 7, Flags of other Countries; and 8, Historic Flags.)

" DELTA," Dresden.
Actresses (Large photographs) 100
The World in Pictures (see also under Constantin) 1,408

ECKSTEIN (HALPAUS), Dresden. .
Artistic Dances (Photographs) 312
Flags of Europe (Series I : 1-200) 200
Flags of Other Continents (Series II : 201-400) 200
Peoples of the World in Pictures . 258
With Eckstein Round the World. Series I: Germany 200
With Eckstein Round the World. Series II : Other Countries 200

(NOTE : Large and small, both photos and coloured)
" ENGELHARDT." ' 196

Views of Germany (Sepia photos. : Series I) 196
(Also issued as an unnumbered series)

" ENVER-BEY," Berlin. „
Men of Genius and Their Work 72

" FLORIDA," Leipzig.
Sports Series (Sepia photos.) ?

GARBATY, Berlin.
Arms of all Countries (Small) 1,060
Arms of Sports Associations. Series 1 : Football (Small) 800 ?
Arms and Flags of All Nations . - 306
Conquest of the Air (History of Aviation) Series I 234
Conquest of the Air (Modern machines with distinguishing

marks) Series II 216
German Homeland 144
Ships 252
Novelty Series : Motives painted on wood 84

GREILING, Dresden.
Current Money of the World 650
General Interest Pictures ?
Sports Series ?

(There are a verv large number in these series com-
prising : personalities: Instruction in inter alia—
physical culture, boxing, cycling, flying, football,
hockey, horse-racing, jiu-jitsu, motoring, rugby,
swimming, tennis, aquatic sports, winter sports, and
1928 Olympiade).
The first issued were photographs, large and small,
on paper with perforated edges. Then three sizes
coloured, the largest on thicker card.

HALPAUS, Breslau.
Football Play. Series I
With Carl Hagenback Big Game Hunting 320

" ITALIA," Heidelberg.
German's National Rise, 1813 200

JASMATZI, Dresden.
Elsa Kruger (an actress). Series I (paper) 100 ?
Elsa Kruger (an actress). Series II . 100
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We have received the following from the London Cigarette Card
Co. Ltd. " The photograph enclosed shows what we believe to be
the first exhibit of Cigarette Cards ever displayed at a public exhibition.
The exhibit aroused very great interest; we are pleased to say as much
among adult visitors as the more juvenile. It was rather surprising
to find the large number of both categories who had been collecting
for some time but who were unaware of the state of organisation
reached by the hobby. Business was quite satisfactory, and a large
amount of literature was distributed. The Cigarette Card News was
favourably commented upon by many as an unique departure in
journalism."

Film Stars (glossy photos.—see also Bulgaria) 719 ?
Sound Film Stars ?
The World in Pictures (see Constantin) 1,408

JOSETTI. Dresden.
Film Pictures (photos.—3 Albums) 816
The Fight for the Third Empire (as Bulgaria) 272
The World in Pictures (see Constantin) 1,408

(To be continued.)
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SELFISH—Continued.
in those days) after getting into the carriage, the footman shut the
door with one of her fingers in it: rather than upset England's Prime
Minister on the .eve of a speech, for her welfare, this great woman
made no sound or movement; but when her husband was safely
arrived, drove straight to a doctor.

Lord Salisbury was in his spare time a great chemist: Mr.
Gladstone I always think of in connection with the pleasant story that
whenever anyone sent him a book, he immediately sat down and wrote
a, letter of thanks for the book " which I am looking forward to
reading with the greatest interest ", how long the " looking forward "
might last was another story!

Lord Rosebery started in life with three great objects : to marry
the richest woman in England, to win the Derby, and to be Prime
Minister; and how many of us can say that we have attained the
objects which we set out to attain as he did. He was the last mart
to drive himself in London in a "cabriolet", usually known as a
"cab ", with a tiny boy called a "tiger" standing behind. The "cab"
is now in the London Museum, and I can remember seeing him drive
it in Berkeley Square.

However, I might go on like this for long enough—or should I say
too long—but I felt I must write at least a few words to show there
was another point of view from that of the writer in the daily paper,
who deplores the fact that small boys may again ask him for cards,

RAILWAY SUBJECTS,
As Mr. Bell is most unfortunately still indisposed, we are com-

pelled to further postpone the continuation of his articles under this
title. We print below a contribution by him received prior to his
illness. ,

FROM ONE THING TO ANOTHER,
THE "AFFINITY" OP SETS.

BY VINCENT J. BELL

ONCE you have started to collect cigarette cards you will become
—like the farmer—never finished! Although a mere novice
in the subtle art of collecting, I write this because I feel that

Some interesting contributions will be forthcoming from readers on
how they started, and how any particular subject chosen for a start
allied itself immediately to other subjects.

In my " Railway " article I have mentioned that I have become
an enthusiast on other subjects, and here are some outstanding
examples of how "one thing leads to another".

In the first instance, take Railways : a collection of locomotives
does not seem complete without the set of Railway Working, and this
naturally leads one into the Centenary series (75 cards).

. In Wills' sets and Lambert & Butler's there are Foreign and
Colonial Locomotives which automatically interest the collector in
Empire Railways and Famous Expresses, etc. Then Railway Working
as well as Churchman's Landmarks in Railway Progress inspires one

(Continuer on Page 58)
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SARONY "MUSEUM" SERIES. A Real Find.
By C.L.B.

' It is not generally known that during the currency of the Museum
Series a small printing of about 5,000 cards only, i.e., 200 sets, was
made with an advertisement in blue of Sarony Cigarettes on the back,
and in place of any descriptive matter the following reference to the
series,

''Apart from their value from an educational point of view, an
unique feature of the Sarony Cigarette Cards, Museum Series, is that
they can be sent in for binding (without charge) after the set has been
collected."

These special cards were used only at exhibitions, and completed
sets will undoubtedly be one of the rarities of the future. In fact, it
can be assumed definitely that not more than 130 complete sets are in
existence.
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ERRORS AND VARIETIES.
SOME NOTES ON PLAYER'S RECENT ISSUES.

Army Corps and Divisional Signs. Card No, 36 (and possibly
others) exist with "Players Cigarettes" and description of sign omitted
from front of card. Card No. 13, "The Guards Division" with
" Player's Cigarettes" at foot as well as top of card, and " 19th Corps"
just under sign as well as " Guards Division". The writer also pos-
sesses this card with the eye so badly centred as to be outside the
shield,

Association Cup Winners. Several cards have been seen
without any printing on back.

Characters from Dickens. No, 32 of the 2nd series of 25
depicts Silas Wegg walking off towards left edge of card, whilst in the
same number of the re-issued series of SO he is walking in the opposite
direction. In the first instance his timber leg is the right, in the second
it is the left. Which is correct ?

Drum Banners and Cap Badges. Cards may be found with a
very decided pink tinge, and the writer also has one with printing
badly off centre. Six cards, Nos. 36, 41, 42, 43, 44 and 49, were
originally issued with " battalions" instead of " batteries" in inscription
below picture. This error was subsequently corrected to " Batts.".
The corrected card is scarcer than the error.

Dogs (Heads). Back evidently damaged and No. 5 together
with " O " of " DOGS " and " BOR " of " BORZOI " redrawn.

Footballers 1928. No. 24 was originally issued showing B. O.
Male wearing white instead of blue shorts. This was corrected.

Game Birds and Wild Fowl. In some cards, frame line and
black portion of printing very badly off centre.

Gilbert & Sullivan. Cards exist with no printing on back.
Hidden Beauties. Blue colour nearly J" off centre to left.
Players, Past and Present. The writer possesses card No. 1

where the red printing has undoubtedly been omitted, thus showing
a yellowish clad Mephistopheles.

Regimental Standards and Cap Badges. Card No. 4 origi-
nally depicted the pre-war King's Colour whilst the corrected card
shows the King's Colour presented to the Regiment on June 25th,
1928, and bearing eleven battle honours.

Struggle for Existence. No printing on back.
Wild Animals' Heads. The original printing of the transfers

was inscribed " Wild Animals' Heads" only. This was corrected to
"A series of 50 Wild Animals' Heads". The early printing is quite
scarce.

OGDEN'S "GUINEA GOLD" AND "TABS" CARDS.
The continuation of C. H. M.'s article being in the form of a list

of these cards is given under "The Foundation of a Standard Cata-
logue", as the writer is the leading authority on this subject.
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FROM ONE THING TO ANOTHER-Continued.
to think of Construction of Trains and Engineering Wonders, then
Speed.

Speed and Engineering Wonders both rapidly lead on to Ships
and Shipping, and at this stage a great variety of interesting cards on
Mercantile, Naval and Aircraft subjects follow.

Cigarette Card Collecting is an extraordinary hobby—in that you
find so much distraction in a multitude of pleasing contrasts combined
with " personal appeal ", and. in an astonishing variety from which to
choose your collection. (To be continued.)

THE FOUNDATION OF A STANDARD CATALOGUE
I. BRITISH MANUFACTURERS' ISSUES.

CIGARETTES AND TOBACCO.
Messrs. OGDEN'S, Branch of the Imperial Tobacco Co., Ltd.

GUINEA GOLD AND TABS CARDS.
We are indebted to C.H.M. for the following :

Date of No. in Description,
issue set

GUINEA GOLD PHOTOS
1900? (1) 4000? Actresses (Un-Nod. series)

(2) 250? General interest (Prominent People, Generals, etc.)
(Un-Nod.)

(3) 250? do. (large)
»•• (4) 25? London Street Scenes (Un-Nod.)

(5) 40? Paintings by J. M. W. Turner (Un-Nod.)
• 1901? (6) 1148 Actresses, Prominent People, etc. (Nod. 1/1148)

(7) 50 " Beauty Series" (Titled and Nod.)
1902? (8) 400 Photos of General Interest (very glossy cards,

Nod. and titled " New Series 1 " )
(9) 400 do. " New Series B"

(10) 300 do. " New Series C"
"TABS" PHOTOS.

(1) 150 SERIES A : Photos of General Interest (non-glossy,
lettered "A" and Nod., with description on back)

(2) 200 SERIES B : (non-glossy Lettered "B " and Nod.,
with description on back. Nos. 36, 37, 163, 164,
173 and 174 transposed.)

(3) 250 SERIES C: (non-glossy, lettered and Nod., with
description on. back. First 20.0 cards inscribed
"This series consists of 200 cards";.Nos. 201/300
lettered and Nod. on front bottom left-hand corner
and sem-glossy; Nos. 301/350 Nod. on top right-
hand corner of front, semi-glossy, description on
back and inscribed " This series contains 470
photos.")

(4) 200 SERIES I) : Photos of General Interest (Nod. on
top left-hand corner on front, lettered "D" with
description on back, semi-glossy)

" (5) 150 SERIES -E: Photos of General- Interest (glossy,
lettered and Nod. on front below picture, Nod.,
lettered " E " and description on back)

„ (6) 420 SERIES F: (glossy, Nod. on top left-hand corner
of front, lettered and description on back " 420
subjects". Nos. 201/320 glossy photos like Series
" E ", lettered and Nod. on back and also Nod. in
small type with title below picture on f ront ; Nos.
321/420 glossy and Nod. on bottom left-hand
corner of front like Nos. 201/300 of Series " C ",
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Date of No. in Description,
issue set

plain backs except for words " This series consists
of 420 photos."

(7) 150 UNLETTERED SERIES: Photos of General Interest:
(glossy photos like " Series E," No. and title, on
front below picture; really a continuation of Series
"C", the 120 added to the 350 of "C" series
making 470 as mentioned on backs of Nos. 301/350
cards,

* „ (8) 75? Actresses and Actors: (Un-lettered and Un-Nod.
series, glossy, plain backs, " Ogdens" in white type
same style as this type on deep black border below
picture and "Cigarettes" in writing style.

* These may constitute one series.
* " (9) 120? Prominent Athletes, Footballers, Cricketers,

Cyclists, etc., same style as (8) series, plain backs,
un-lettered and Un-Nod.

(10) 160 Actresses, etc. (Un-lettered and Un-Nod., glossy,
plain backs, similar to (9) series)

" (11) 50 Actresses (un-lettered and Un-Nod., semi-glossy,
without name of Actress on front, " Ogdens Tabs
Cigarettes" in big letters and name of actress in
oblong on back, deep black borders)

" (12) 175? Actresses (glossy, thin cards, name on bottom of
front, plain backs, same style as " E", unlettered

- and Un-Nod.)
„ (13) 150 (Glossy photos of Actresses, Generals, Cricketers,

Footballers, Fire Brigades, etc., plain cream backs,
Ogden's name on front in capital letters in white
oblong with "Cigarettes" beneath, unlettered and
Un-Nod.)

„ (14) 100 (Non-glossy photos of Castles, Dogs, Actresses,
etc., with description in oblong on back; unlettered
and Un-Nod.)

„ (15) 25? Views of Foreign Cities, etc. (thin, glossy cards
like " E " series, plain white backs, unlettered and
Un-Nod.)

1899/1900 (16) 400? Photos of Imperial and International Interest,
Heroes of the Ring, Imperial Interest, Leading
Athletes, Members of Parliament, Coursing Dogs,
Our Leading Footballers, Leading Favourites of
the Turf, Prominent British Officers, Leading
Generals of the Boer War, Leading Artistes of the
Day, Our Leading Cricketers, etc., similar style to
" B" and " D" series, unlettered and Un-Nod.)
(To be continued.')

ERRATA. J. Player & Sons. The following errors occurred
in the list given in January issue. The heading, " Special Irish Names"
should read " Special Irish Issues". Above " Artillery in Action" the
heading, " Large Cards" should be inserted.

MONTHLY COMPETITION-NO, 3,
Our readers did not evince any readiness to come forward with

the suggestions for new features which we had expected. In fact, not
one single entry was received for this competition, much to our
surprise. In view of the pressure on our capacity at the present time,
we propose to drop this feature until it is possible to enlarge the
journal. So many of our readers, we know, would prefer all available
space to be devoted to the hobby itself, and we concur in their views.



You cannot retain your cards in good condition, or display them to
advantage if you push them anyhow into old scrapbooks or cheap
albums, or keep them loose. Many of your Sets are going up in value,

but they are worth nothing if soiled or damaged.



No. 6, Vol. I. MARCH, 1934. Twopence.

LARGE CARDS.

D EALERS tell us that for every large card five or more of the
small variety are sold. We wonder why the words "cigarette
cards" imply "small cigarette cards" to so many collectors,

especially the less advanced and the beginner. Of course, there is the
price question. Large cards are generally (not always) dearer than
their smaller brothers of corresponding series. But we do not think
that this is the whole of the reason or even the greater part thereof.
Possibly the fact that the sale of packets of 10 cigarettes is the
majority of the trade accounts for it to some extent. The beginner
collecting cards from his own and his friends' smokes, sees the small
cards chiefly, and the association of ideas colours his whole collecting
existence. Be that as it may, we do think that the man who bars
large cards loses a good deal of the full pleasure he should derive
from his hobby. We are not at all sure that were we commencing a
collection to-day we should not confine our collection to large cards,
whenever possible. WHY? Well, the large card, depicting the same
subject as a small series, must enable a better reproduction of detail
to be given, and a less crowded general effect. This should have
especial weight among those who collect as an adjunct to another
hobby. We have in mind particularly the very numerous clan of
railway enthusiasts, who find cards a handy and ready means of
reference on many phases of their hobby. Unfortunately, some of
the best railway sets are only procurable in the small size. There are
also the botanist, the zoologist and many others, to whom this consi-
deration applies with equal force.

There is an even more weighty reason. If large cards are
omitted from a collection, it is a deliberate rejection of so many series
of the greatest interest and beauty. To take one instance only : few
collectors would deny that the recent Wills' issue, " Cathedrals", is
really outstanding. Anyway, we have not met one who does. Yet
these are not issued as a small card—they would lose much of their
appeal if they were. Player's British Livestock and Country Sports,
Millhoff's Engand, Historic and Picturesque, and many others,
appealing to a wide diversity of interests, come to the mind as further
support to the argument.

We have heard it said that large cards take up too much album
space : and if collecting is to be reduced to a question of housing, the
greatest number at the least expense, there is something in this. Even
so, the finer display obtained by fewer and better cards to a page
must surely outweigh such an unworthy consideration.

We have no intention of decrying the small size card as such, and
in any case the general Collector must use them as the basis of his
collection in view of the number of series issued in this size. Our
intention is to point out that too many go to the other extreme, and
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ignore the larger variety without any real knowledge of its value and
potentiality. We are pleading for balanced collections, with the large
card taking its rightful and worthy place.

THE ENQUIRY CORNER.
C.L.B. will be pleased to answer any queries you may have, and to

give assistance with your problems generally. Correspondents must
write on one side of paper only, and enquiries reach us by the 9th of
the month for answers to be published in the next succeeding issue.

Answers to Correspondents.
N.S.H. (Belfast). (1) Cavanders Homeland series. Small set

of 50, afterwards increased to 54 by the addition of 4 cards. Two
different pictures exist of several of the cards. Large set of 50. Issued.
Later, a set of 56 inscribed " REAL PHOTOS" only on back. First 50
similar to original issue. (2) Churchman issued only one set of
Musical Instruments. (3) Franklyn Davey's Historic Events is
similar to Wills' issue. (4) Lambert's Coronation Series issued about
1902 consists of 12 cards. (5) Mitchell's and Hignett's Arms and
Armour are similar to Player's issue. (6) Player's Large Series of
Regimental Uniforms consists of 10 cards. (7) Wills issued one series
of Aviation in the British Isles, but two similar series, one of 75
cards, were issued abroad.

NOTES ON C U R R E N T SERIES
By C. L. PORTER.

A MIXED bag indeed this month ! Two really good new issues,
one weak effort, and far, far too many reprints and re-issues.
No doubt the latter is a passing phase due to the necessity of

finding stopgaps until newer and better things are ready—a consum-
mation devoutly to be wished. The following are new appearing:

Churchman. " Famous Ties." Series of 50 small cards.
Naval, Military, University and Public School Ties. Well done, and
there is a good public for this type of series.

Carreras. " Gran'pop." Series of 50 cards, reproducing
most of the best known of Lawson Wood's famous " Monkey " car-
toons. This is certainly original and likely to be popular. The
printing is excellent. Issued in both large and small cards with
" Black Cat " Cigarettes.

" Palmistry." A series of 50 small cards explanatory of the lines
etc., of the hand, as indicated by the title. Hand shown in natural
colour on a blue ground. Issued with " Turf " Cigarettes.

Gallaghers. " Champions." 48 small cards. Portraits (very
well done in colour) of outstanding personalities in every branch of
sport. A series of real topical interest, and bound to have widespread
appeal. To my mind the best of any series of the type for some
years past.

Lambert & Butler. The promised " Motor" series has not yet
materialised. Instead, a reprint of the well known History of Aviation
printed in light reddish brown instead of the original greyish green, is



WILLS' "KINGS AND QUEENS OF ENGLAND."
By C.L.B.

T HIS series, though rare, is of great interest to the specialist.
There are two very distinct printings differing mainly in

the length of the picture, the length of the shorter being 2 7/16"
and of the longer a full 2*".

There is a corresponding difference in the length of the card,
whilst the longer ones are also very slightly wider.

The series, as the name implies, consists of beautifully produced
and coloured pictures of the Kings and Queens of England, from
Alfred the Great to Victoria. Later five other cards were added,
namely, Edward VII and Queen Alexandra, The Prince and Princess
of Wales and Prince Edward of Wales.

The addition of these five cards, which exist only in the longer
series, tends to prove that the first printing consisted of the shorter
pictures and that this printing was issued before 1900, probably before
1897 as there is no mention of the Diamond Jubilee on the short card
representing Queen Victoria, whilst on the longer series this date,
together with date of birth and death, is added to the information on
the back.

If the second printing (long cards) appeared with the additional
five cards referred to, then the issue must have been made after June,
1902, as this date is referrd to on the back of the card representing
King Edward VII.

A very rare printing of the first (shorter) series has the back
printed in brown instead of grey. Was this an experimental printing
or one for issue abroad?

It will be seen from the foregoing that the series may be classified
as under:

1897-1900 Kings and Queens of England, first printing,
grey back, short card SO

„ „ brown backs 50
1902 ? ,, longer pictures and cards 55

(Continued on Page 68) -
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being packed. Of course, this is a good set, but it is very plentiful; there
must be few who have not got it. A second series bringing it up to
date would have been a winner indeed. I present this idea to Messrs:
Lambert & Butler for what it is worth.

Wills appear to be still packing "Strange Craft" re-issued,
indifferently with " Do You Know", 4th series. I wish they didn't.
The latter series is still hard to get in consequence of this procedure.

Millhoff's (and apparently Godfrey Phillips). A pack of
miniature Playing Cards, with a geometrical pattern in blue on back,
is being issued. With all the will in the world to praise, I really must
say I think this is a poor affair. Surely playing cards have merited a
merciful demise. I do hope that this represents a stopgap only, and
that something better is in preparation.

Player's. " British Butterflies." A series of 25 large cards.
I am informed that these supersede Characters from Fiction, but I
have not seen a card yet.
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GERMAN CIGARETTE CARDS,
By C. T. GREGORY.
Tentative List continued. No. in Set

"KARMITRI," Berlin.
Sports (sepia photos.) Series I (also, large series) 120
Sports (sepia photos.) Series II 100

KOSMOS," Dresden.
Arms and Flags of Towns. Album A 150
Arms and Flags of Towns. Album B - - 250
The World War. Volume I ?

WALTER KREBS, Dresden.
Penniless Round the World (glossy photos). Vol. I—Asia 240

" KRENTER," Berlin.
Red Indian Series. (Large) 200

"KYRIAZI," Hamburg.
German Heroes (from the Great Elector, 1640-1918) 240
Types of Ships of all Times (Album A—1-48) 48
Types of Ships of all Times (Album B—49-96) Special Ships 48

"LANDE"
Film Stars (Silk). Album A, 175 small and 25 large 200

LESSING, Dresden.
Athletics (Photos—paper). Large ?
Boxing (Photos—paper). Large ?
Football (Photos—paper). Large ?

LOWRY-ORIENT, Berlin.
Beautiful Germany (glossy photos). Series I (140 small and 60 lge.) 200
Beautiful Germany (glossy photos). Series II (140 small and 60 lge.) 200

MACEDONIA, Dresden.
Film Stars (photos.) ?

MAHALESI, Gera.
Culture and Beauty of the East (small photos) 180

MANOLI, Berlin.
Film Stars (glossy photos). 5 Series 719
The World in Pictures (see Constantin) 1,408

MASSARY, Berlin.
FLAGS;

Who Knows the Country, Knows the Flag. Album I 850
Flags and Banners of Workers' Associations. Album II 1,500
House Flags of Steamship Companies. Album III 1,000
Historical Flags. Album IV 500

MELACHRINO, Hamburg.
Do You Know? (Reprint of Wills' 2nd Series) 50

(To be continued.)

CIGARETTE CARDS WITH FEMININE APPEAL
By MISS LIPSTICK.

Y ESTERDAY the Editor informed me that the old type of
cigarette card was returning to favour, and expressed his delight,

• " For," said he, " it is an excellent way of imparting instruction."
Yes ! To small boys, from the age of five to fifty! But what

about Us—the backbone and salvation of the country? After all we
do represent the greater portion of the population (aren't we taunted
with that fact every day of our lives?), and we do smoke cigarettes.
Why, then should manufacturers of cigarettes consider us beneath their
notice.

Let me tell them we are not the slightest bit interested in the
uniforms worn by soldiers in the Peninsular Wars. The domestic
history of birds, beasts, reptiles and fish leaves us stone cold. A series
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of brawny footballers and cricketers leaves our hearts untouched. We
just do not like them.

SMOKE AND SLIM.
And, as I said before, if there are surplus women, and they buy

cigarettes, why shouldn't cigarette cards have a feminine appeal ? For
instance, they might have a series of diet "cards. Buy So-and-So's
Cigarettes, and Slim in a Week! They'd have to start a whole new
factory to cope with the demand. All Eve's daughters would buy
their daily packet—and diet!

Beauty hints would be another sure seller. Perhaps—" Care of
the Eyebrows" in one packet, " Cultivate that Cupid's Bow" in the
second, and so on until every feature had been beautified ! Or " Massage
for Tired Muscles" in six movements. Having bought one we'd have
to buy the other five!

Ideas are endless. A series of Fashion Hints would intrigue
every woman, and what about Cookery Hints for the domestic-minded?
They'd adore the latest recipes, and think how valuable such a collec-
tion of cards would be!

Perhaps, if all women smokers agitated, something might be done
about it, but I have an uneasy feeling that it would have to be a
very great agitation to even ruffle the surface of male selfishness!

However, in a spirit of hopefulness, I present to manufacturers
my idea for Brighter Cigarette Cards For Women!

(By courtesy of the " Glasgow Record")

OBITUARY.
We regret to announce the recent death of Mr. Thornton, of

Liverpool, who was well known in the North and elsewhere for
many years past as a collector and dealer.

ERRORS AND VARIETIES.
FURTHER NOTES ON PLAYER'S RECENT ISSUES.

By C.L.B.
Dandies. To Mr. A. L. Mabey I am indebted for information

on a very interesting error or anachronism.
In the first printing of card No. 43, Disraeli is depicted as a young

man of twenty-two, with the outlines of Westminster including the
Clock Tower (Big Ben) in the background.

The anachronism lies in the fact that Disraeli was twenty-two in
the year 1826, whilst the Clock Tower was not built until 1858 (see
Card No. 3 of Churchman's The Houses of Parliament).

The error was discovered and the Clock Tower erased, leaving,
however, a discoloured smudge. Later again, the whole of the back-
ground from top of ornamental railing was obliterated leaving a uni-
coloured background.

It will thus be seen that three varieties of this one card can be
collected.

Fire Fighting Appliances. The writer possesses Card No. 5
with black printing in front. "Player's Cigarettes" and description
of picture and frame have been omitted. Other numbers possibly exist.

(To be continued.)



NOTES ON MY COLLECTION,
By THOMAS W. LAMONT.

I HAVE been interested in cigarette cards ever since I could read—>
and probably much earlier; but until three years ago I had not
made the intriguing discovery that other men also were interested

collectors. The discovery was made by the chance request for a
cigarette card from a compatriot of mine at work on a bench near me;
and those of you who have the Fever badly may best imagine with
what delight I heard my countryman tell me that I could have another
hundred or more if I cared to call on him that night. And did I not
care! To my inexpressible delight, I returned home late that night
the proud possessor of some two hundred cards, including some highly
prized numbers of Engineering Wonders, Products of the World,
Wills' earlier Cinema Stars series, Do You Know? Mythological Gods
and Goddesses and Wonders of the Past—to mention only a few of
the most treasured. The realisation that I was not alone in my
shameless boyishness was comforting, but the mere fact of such a
hefty fillip to my collection of some eighteen hundred cards was suffi-
cient to carry me with unabated enthusiasm right to the chance
discovery a year ago of the existence of the London Cigarette Card
Company.

Between 1927 and 1930 my interest had waned considerably,
chiefly because I was seldom in contact with smokers who had cards
with their cigarettes; and save for the noteworthy acquisition of
thirteen or fourteen of the superb Gallery Portraits by /. M. W.
Turner, and a few of the exquisite Art Treasures, also issued by
Milhoff, I had not added to my collection. But with the arrival of
the eagerly awaited Catalogue, I was literally agog with excitement,
and I read and re-read the Catalogue as formerly I had read gramo-
phone record catalogues for their literary value. I had mental orgies
with such series as Wordsworth's Country, Recruiting Posters, Scot-
land's Story, Humourous Drawings, and Aesop's Fables. Then I wept
biter tears of contrition when I remembered the valuable old sets of
cards I had sold recklessly in my extreme youth, and realised how
priceless they and their duplicates would have been to me now!
Allied Army Leaders, Military Motors, the innumerable Raemakcrs
Cartoons, which fantastically fixed themselves in the mind; the Dickens
and Thackeray studies, incomprehensible but oddly fascinating; the
quaint Cries of London; the glorious Regimental Uniforms and
Victoria Cross; the impressive Wonders of the World; treasured
First Aid and Physical Culture, and Wrestling and Ju-Jitsu and
Famous Inventions—these and countless others half-forgotten; two
thousand in all—and sold to enable me to buy a miserable toy-theatre
I too speedily tired of, and a box of cigarettes I smoked until I felt
as sick as a little pup !

To think of retrieving my loss as speedily as my impatience
demanded was beyond all possibility, since the sets enumerated would
alone cost me four pounds ! and would only be a fifth of the whole.
Yet, on reflection, I think this was all to the good, since I dismissed
that high fancy and forthwith set about securing as many cards as

(Continued on Page 69)
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Wills' " Kings and Queens of England—continued from pLge 63

In the opinion of the writer the second printing (long cards) is
the scarcer.

In going through several hundreds of these cards for the purpose
of writing this short article, the writer found an extremely interesting
error, viz.-—

Portrait of Henry IVth, 1399-1413, with description on the back
of Edward IV, 1461-1483.

In the first printing it is also possible to collect three varieties
of Queen Victoria's card :

~(a) Small portrait with general description on back;
(b) Similar portrait with tabulated list of events on back.
(c) Larger portrait as in 2nd series (longer) with tabulated list

of events on back.
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Notes on My Collection—continued from page 66

my limited means allowed, with the private consolation that I would
make good my loss as soon as I easily could. The result was the rapid
completion of several treasured series such as Railway Engines,
Household Hints, Lucky Charms, Speed, Strange Craft and Wild
Flowers, whilst there was a steady increase in the accumulation of
complete sets. (I would observe in passing that these lists are woe-
fully incomplete, since really representative lists would make wearisome
repitition.)

Then, as I took my hobby with ever increasing seriousness, I began
to keep strict records of my purchases, with very satisfactory results,
as you will now see. I may be unnecessarily meticulous, but I think
that many of you will agree with me that there are compensations in
being able to find at a glance any one thing one wishes to know about
the monetary side of one's hobby. For instance, I can tell immediately
that in ten months I have purchased two thousand, two hundred, and
nine cards from the London Cigarette Card Company, costing thirty-
two shillings and fourpence nett. A typical entry would be :

No. Price Plus
Ancient Egypt (large) SO 9d.
South Africa. 2nd series 36 l/6d. . .
Our Empire. (small) 30 5d. (1*d. postage
Natural History (odd) 6 *d. (l|d. P.O.
Wonders of the World (Cohen Weenen)

30 l/9d. (3*d. postage
3rd November, 1933. Total, 152 4/5*d.

Then, of course, if one wished to take the pursuit to its logical
conclusion, there would also be an analysis of subjects and one of
firms, with, possibly, an analysis of the various makes of cigarettes
under one firm—but this would be a little too meticulous for even me!
1 find that mounting the cards takes time enough, although that part of
the hobby is the most important from the observational point of view.

(To be continued}

THE DUBLIN CIGARETTE CARD CLUB.
We have received a letter from the Honorary Secretary of the

club, in which he informs us (inter alia) that it is open to corres-
ponding members in the provincial districts of the I.F.S., and also to
residents of Northern Ireland. The annual subscription for such
members is 2/6d. We understand that arrangements have been made
under which all members will receive special discounts on their pur-
chases of cards when made through the club. Those interested should
apply to the Secretary, Dublin Cigarette Card Club, 8, Albert Villas,
Donnybrook, Dublin.

The London Cigarette Card Co. Ltd. informs us that the offer of
second-hand Albums made on Page 22 of their 1934-Catalogue is
withdrawn, stocks having been sold out.
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LARGE COLLECTIONS.
We notice an article in a recent issue of a daily journal, referring

to the collection of 91,000 cards possessed by Mr. Home, a railway
guard. The writer goes on to say that Mr. F. D. Holmes, of Plymouth,
has over 600,000. We certainly had no idea there was a collection of
this size in private hands. Particulars of it would be most welcome
and of general interest we think. If this meets Mr. Holmes' eye,
perhaps he would get into touch with us. Up to now, we had thought
the T. Jeston White collection held the size record, but this did not
exceed 250,000 cards. Do any of our readers know of outsize collec-
tions, other than those of some of our regular contributors? If so,
we should like to hear about them.

THE FOUNDATION OF A STANDARD CATALOGUE
I. BRITISH MANUFACTURERS' ISSUES.

CIGARETTES AND TOBACCO.
Messrs. OGDEN'S, Branch of the Imperial Tobacco Co., Ltd.

GUINEA GOLD AND TABS CARDS (concluded).
We are indebted to C.H.M. for the following :

Date of No. in Description,
issue set

„ (17) 50? (Same as (16) in style but with white background
to photo)

,., (18) 75? Actresses (deep black borders, name of actress m
plain white oblong on face of photo, plain backs,
" Ogdens" in white line oblong and " Cigarettes"
beneath picture)

„ (19) .50? (Same style as (18) but name in larger white
oblong and larger printing, Un-Nod.)

„ (20) SO? Actresses (same style as " B" and "D" series,
name of actress in small white letters on black
border at foot, with "Ogdens" in capital letters
in white line oblong and " Cigarettes" in white
below photo, " Leading Artistes of the Day" on
back, unlettered and Un-Nod.)

„ (21) 50? Same style as (20) but plain backs and without
" Leading Artistes of the Day ")

(22) 50? Same style as (21)
„ (23) 50? Same style as (22) but without name of actress

on card.
(24) 200? (Same style as "B" and " D ", plain backs, Nod.

on front corner)
(25) 200? (Sydney issue, Nod. 200/400? on back)
(26) 200? (Same style as (25) but Un-Nod.)

FROM ONE THING TO ANOTHER.
THE "AFFINITY " OF SETS (concluded).

By VINCENT J. BELL
Another example is one which I like to term "Army".
Here is its sequence : Arms and Armour, Military Uniforms,

Military Headdresses, Flags, Colours, Crests and Drum Banners of
every regiment (several good sets here), Divisional and Corps signs
and badges (150 cards), Medals, Orders of Merit and War Medals
(great variety), buttons and badges, Clans and tartans, even unto
Player's 1933 set of Boy Scouts and Girl Guides.
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One album I have (containing 1,000 cards) gives possibly the
best example of "affinity ".

It starts with Arms and Flags of Countries, Flags of the League
of Nations, Empire Flags, Crests of Foreign Cities, Counties, Home
Counties, British Borough, Town and Cities' Arms and Crests,
Company Arms, Bishopric Arms, County Seats and Arms, School
Arms and Badges to School (Old Boys) Ties!

Lastly, an album on "Nature". The nucleus of this collection
begins with Animals' Heads, followed by Dogs' Heads and Dogs (by
the same painter); then some Dogs of other issues. Then, as Player's
Animals' Heads and Dogs were so excellent, their further sets from
paintings, i.e., Poultry, Butterflies and Derby and National Winners
(the last-mentioned not in this album) inspire one to collect British
Birds to follow Poultry, and other sets of Butterflies to follow Player's
Butterflies. I hope later to continue from British Birds to Foreign
Birds, through one set I have, Curious Beaks (Player's, 1929), which,
on account of Beaks of Birds of All Countries forms a definite link (or
medium) between British and Foreign Birds.

Apropos of the foregoing, it is my humble opinion that the finest
set of Birds issued, both as regards colouring and production, is
Player's past issue, Aviary and Cage Birds.

Some readers will possibly have found "affinity " in such subjects
as Film Stars and Artists; Gardens and Flowers; Fish and Marine
Wonders; Architecture and Famous Buildings; Sports and Pastimes;
Antiques and Art; which is only" mentioning a very few out of the
hundreds of interesting sets catalogued by the London Cigarette Card
Co.. Ltd. Other readers may possibly be kind enough to let new
readers and collectors into their secrets of "affinity"; I, for one,
would be interested in learning more.

TO IDENTIFY A SALMON.
Alec E. Stebman, fishmonger's manager, of Ropley Road, Bourne-

mouth, fined £5 and £2 17s. costs at Bournemouth yesterday for
purchasing an unclean salmon, said he mistook it for a pike.

Mr. Lewis Manning (who prosecuted for the Hampshire Rivers
Board of Conservators) produced two cigarette cards to demonstrate
the difference, saying :

" I think this is the first time cigarette cards have ever been
utilised in a court of law. They prove conclusively that the difference
between a pike and a salmon is very great."

Mr. F. Hellings, for the defence, said the cards showed the fish
in good condition, but at the time this salmon would be in very
poor condition.—Daily Telegraph, February 9th, 1934.
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CARDS AND EDUCATION.

F EW will deny that cigarette cards have their definite place in
imparting instruction. An immense diversity of subjects is
covered by the hundreds of series available, and concise and

accurate information given on almost every branch of human know--
ledge and activity. They are, therefore, ideal for use with such
instruments as the Evans Episcope, as they enable facts in what we
may term tabloid form to be easily conveyed to large classes with the
minimum of individual supervision. The pupil who is interested does
not need to be forced to concentrate on his work, and any child who
is not absorbed in a display of the series used for this purpose
is certainly a rare exception. Boredom, surely the teachers' greatest
enemy, is exorcised.

Much care and expense are now lavished on the production of
cards. The modern issues, sold for a few pence to a shilling or two a
set, are really wonderful for their beauty of reproduction and fidelity
to the detail of the original, no less than the comprehensiveness of the
printed information on their subjects. It is surprising how so much
can be given, considering the severe limitations of space.

No suggestion is made that cards can take the place of orthodox
methods of teaching altogether, or even in part; but they do form an
admirable supplement to these. We hope to see this more generally
realised in the near future. The number of members of the scholastic
profession who avail themselves of their aid is certainly increasing
rapidly.

Another aspect of this matter concerns more immediately the indi-
vidual collector, but has much interest for the school master also.
Carried out systematically, the hobby tends to imbue its devotee with
methods of habit and order, and a flexibility of mind created by
adherence to a prearranged plan of arrangement, combined with the
permutations and combinations which evolve from it in a logical
manner. The recent articles by Vincent J, Bell on " The Affinity of
of Sets" and those by T. W. Lamont now appearing are examples of
the way in which this habit of mind may be developed. A systematic
brain does not mature naturally; it has to be trained. Many systems
of mind and memory development have been evolved for this purpose,
all based on the repetition of mental processes involving concentration,
combined with variations of the theme designed to overcome the ten-
dency of the mind to become automatic or inhibited when functioning
in this manner. In short, the faculty of observation is trained to
develop in association with that other faculty which makes possible
the accurate carrying out of purely routine work. These traits seem
in some measure to be independent of the type of conscious cerebration
required to acquire and store concrete facts in the memory. They also
appear to have the power, properly developed, of selecting and using
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instinctively such definite stored knowledge as is required by the
varying needs of the moment. It is hardly necessary to dilate on the
advantage in life which this power confers on those possessed of it,
over their more chaotically minded brethren.

We have nothing to say against the systems alluded to, but are
sure that at least as good results can be obtained by the methodical
pursuit of a hobby. Any hobby, but we think that Cigarette cards,
from their many sidedness, are the ideal. Brain fatigue, which makes
the path of the pupil difficult when engaged in such a task carried out
as a task, is minimised when the trainee is doing something as a
recreation. This may be a truism—but is not the less valuable for that.

Such training can be acquired until very late in life, but is natur-
ally easier to instil in the young. Boys especially are readily interested
in a hobby, though it is apt to become mere aimless acquisition of
desired objects without form or plan. This is where teachers come
in. Encouragement and suggestion in methodical planning of pupils'
"out of school " interests may entail some sacrifice of well earned
leisure; but the perceptive and adaptable type of mind developed
would amply repay the trouble. It should make the response to the
purely scholastic side of teaching both easier and of better quality.

THE ENQUIRY CORNER.
C.L.B. will be pleased to answer any queries you may have, and to

give assistance with your problems generally. Correspondents must
write on one side of paper only, and enquiries reach us by the 9th of
the month for answers to be published in the next succeeding issue.

Answers to Correspondents.
P.H.B. (Margate).—Wills' Wild Flowers. Secret mark consists

of dots in upper right and left corners of design on back. Strange
Craft, No. 4. The original printing showed the " Beta" with different
design of construction, and in red. The corrected card represents the
beacon as it is to-day. Borough Arms. Printing in red on back occurs
only in the third series, presumably the manufacturers did not consider
the extra expense involved justified, and reverted to the single colour
printing. Borough Arms, 1 to 50. We cannot say why card No. 16
was changed. Players' Countries, Arms and Flags. Yes, two very
distinct series can be collected, the main difference being the varying
thickness of cards.

R.B. (Croydon).—I am replying to your letter personally.

AN INTERESTING DEPARTURE.
Particulars will be found in our advertisement pages of the New

Issue Service inaugurated by the London Cigarette! Card Co. Ltd.
Every collector likes to be certain of the regular acquisition of new
issues, and most are painfully aware of the delay and difficulties en-
tailed'in getting complete sets of these. The Service should do away
with much of the trouble, expense and irritation of the past, and prove
a real boon.
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NOTES ON MY COLLECTION,
By THOMAS w. LAMONT (continued).

C OUNTING is, indeed, the most active and most important part
of the whole hobby. Whether one favours a staid classification
of all series of one subject in one album, or prefers -regular

interspersal or a wild disorder, the work remains of having them
accurately and fully arranged; and the examination of each individual
card, whether or not the letterpress is looked at in conjunction with
the face-side is indispensable to the work of memorising the cards.
Much ingenuity may be exercised in classifying the cards, and for
those to whom the hobby is primarily educational there will be great
profit, at the expense of a fair amount of labour, in re-arranging series
throughout the albums, in leaving cards out at random, and in deli-
berately confusing the order where sequence is important. For
example, with Landmarks in Railway Progress, or with Measurements
of Time, it might be found instructive to confuse the order deliberately
and reconstruct it mentally, whilst an occasional re-arrangement of
cards in series such as Flower Culture in Pots or Reproductions of
Celebrated Oil Paintings may afford added pleasure; whilst, again,
series like Flags of the League of Nations may be numerically and
alphabetically arranged in turn. The work may appear at first thought
tedious and unnecessary, but it is founded on a sound psychological
principle, known to the profession as " disinhibition".

My own preference is for balanced variety, and a typical album
of five hundred cards is stocked thus : Landmarks in Railway Pro-
gress, 50; Old Favourites, 25; Famous Railway Trains, 25; Wills's
Railway Engines, 50; Wonders of the Past, 50; Empire Railways, 50;
Products of the World, 50; The Railway Centenary, 75; Railway
Working, 50; Puzzle Pictures, 25; and Wills's Railway Locomotives,
50. This is a typical arrangement in an album of the standard ten-
cards-to-a-page variety, but I sometimes contrive a selection which
avoids the carry-over necessary where sets of twenty-five and fifty
cards are mingled. Readers of an analytical turn of mind will also
notice that I have placed the evolutionary series of Landmarks in
Railway Progress first, and a comparatively recent series last, with a
selection of cards giving as much refreshing contrast as possible under
limitations I shall shortly explain. This placing of evolutionary series
rounds off the attempt at an all-round balance, and is possible in many
subjects. I have already cited one, but I will append a short list,
restricted for reasons of space and also to series of my own knowledge

SHIPPING : DRESS : TECHNICS :
Ships of All Ages. English Period Famous Inventions.
Ships' Figureheads. Costumes. Interesting Experi-
Merchant Ships of Regimental Uniforms. ments.

the World. Warriors of All Engineering Wonders
Life in a Liner. Nations. Tools, and How to
Strange Craft. Gilbert and Sullivan. Use Them.

Dandies. Speed.
This is woefully incomplete, as my albums so far have been planned
out for Railways, Shipping, Aviation, Dress, Sports, Art and Wonder,
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Reference, Flora, Fauna, and Travel, with a tentative group of Litera-
ture and Music. Too strict classification will leave me with an
insufficient number of general interest series for maintaining the
balanced variety I have already referred to, and the subjects appear
capable of such indefinite expansion and inter-connection that I can
only suppose the logical conclusion to be a concert hall literally crowded
with carefully classified cards !

(To be continued)

SOMETHING YOU NEED
We have for some considerable time contemplated

the establishment of
A NEW ISSUE SERVICE.
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GALLAHER'S RECENT ISSUES.
By C.L.B.

NOW that Messrs. Gallahers have resumed the issue of Cigarette
Cards a few notes on their more recent pre-coupon series will
not come amiss.

In the opinion of the writer their two series of Zoo Tropical Birds
are among the finest of any recent issues, while the re-issue of Inter-
esting Views in colour is also an excellent set.

Compared with other firms, Gallahers' cards are scarce and, owing
chiefly to the odd size of the cards and also possibly to most series
being in sets of 100, are not very popular. Perhaps they will come
more into favour now that special albums are available in which cards
of unusual size may be mounted.

Famous Cricketers. A unicoloured series of 100 Cricketers in
action, issued 1926 or 1927.

Famous Footballers. Green backed series of 100. This issue is
interesting to the specialist, as there are 3 distinct varieties of printing
extant: (a) Picture has a grey background;

(b) Picture has a brown background;
(c) Printed on bleuté card.

(b) is scarce; (c) very scarce.
Famous Footballers. Brown back. A continuation series of 50,

differing from the first in having shirts printed in colour.
Footballers in Action- Blue back. Series of 50 cards, issued

1927-1928.
Footballers. Series of 100, in colour, red backs. Nos. 1 to 50

illustrate footballers in action, Nos. 51 to 100 are similar to earlier
series. Issued about 1928. Scarce.

Lawn Tennis Celebrities- A distinctly scarce series of 50 lawn
tennis celebrities in action. Coloured. Issued 1927-1928.

The Reason Why. This series is particularly interesting, as it
forms a very good " general knowledge" set of 100, which should be
collected with Wills' four series of Do You Know.

The Zoo Aquarium. Series of 100 cards printed in colour, and
the most important Aquarium series issued in Great Britain.

Tricks and Puzzles- Black backs. An excellent series of 100,
differing from the earlier issue of the same title.

Zoo Tropical Birds. 1st and 2nd Series, each of 50 subjects, in
colour. The first seems to be becoming quite scarce, and an interesting
error is to be found in it, i.e., No. 48, the picture is inverted, showing
nest at bottom.

Aesop's Fables. I have left this series until last, it being the final
issue before cards were replaced by coupons. Only 25 cards were
issued and the first printing is inscribed "series of 50" on the
back, this being corrected later to "series of 25". These cards.are
of standard size—small.

. . .. , .. _ ,. , , » .

We are glad to learn that our contributor, Mr. Vincent J. Bell,
has fully recovered from his recent severe illness, and we hope to
publish the continuation of his series on " Railway Subjects" in the
May issue of " The Cigarette Card News".
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NOTES ON CURRENT SERIES
By C. L. PORTER.

W E are in the thick of the post-coupon new issue season this
month. Stop gap reprints are disappearing, and the series
taking their place are well up to average in point of merit—in

some cases above it. From my point of view the one disappointment
is the disproportionate number of Cinema Star type issues. Of course
these have a very large public and as the life, as a "star", of many film
celebrities is scarcely longer than the currency of a series, I suppose
there will always be room for more. But, please, Mr. Manufacturer,
remember that there are many thousands of us whose interests lie in
other directions, and that the great majority of us smoke.

I have to apologise to my readers for a slip of the pen in last
month's notes. The Churchman series is, of course, entitled Well
Known Ties NOT Famous Ties. I now have a complete set of these,
and very effective it is. The photogravure of the schools, colleges,
teams, etc., with the ties superimposed in colour in the top right hand
corner, make these cards something quite out of the ordinary.

I notice that the most recent printing of Player's Fresh Water
Fishes is on a card with white back. There are also two distinct
shades of the original pink-backed card, one being quite dark.

New Series noted :
R. & J. Hill. As a temporary measure, this firm are reissuing

the very popular series Historic Places from Dickens' Classics, large
and small cards.

Lambert & Butler. Motor Cars. A series of 25 small cards.
This (though not officially numbered so) constitutes the fifth series
on this subject by this firm. It consists of photographic reproductions
in colour of the latest models of modern cars of all makes, and is a
good and interesting set. It supersedes the reprint in brown of the
History of Aviation I mentioned last month. I understand that a very
limited number of these were printed, and it is consequently likely to
be very scarce.

Mitchell. Famous Scots. I suppose I can hardly refer to this
as a new issue, for it has been packed for some months. However,
this firm's cards are rarely seen in the Midlands and South in these
days, and many readers may not have had the chance of observing a
specimen. The series is of 50 small cards and the portrait of the
celebrity is printed in colours in an oval on the right of the card, the
remainder being occupied by a characteristic scene from his life, repro-
duced in a variety of greenish, brownish, sepia and pinkish shades.
The subjects are taken from all periods of Scottish history, and it is
quite an outstandingly interesting set.

Milhoff. The Homeland Series. Comprises 54 small, 56
large cards. Coloured views (photos) of scenes in the British Isles.
This is in part a reproduction of the Cavander issue under the same
name a few years ago, but over 20 cards are entirely new. It also
differs in having no verses printed on the back. It is much better
produced and coloured than the Cavander set. In every respect a fine
issue of great artistic merit. Packed with " De Reszke" Cigarettes.

(Continued on Page 82)
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THE PRESS DURING THE MONTH,
The " Bazaar" now has a monthly series of articles on cards from

the pen of S. F. Braham. The first appeared in February, and was
more or less of a general review of the hobby. The second, in the
issue of March 6th, dealt, inter alia, with some of the foreign cards.

THE COLLECTORS' MISCELLANY.
A bi-monthly journal for. collectors of Stamps,

Books, Cigarette Cards, Curios, etc.
YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION—l/6d. Post Free.

Specimen copy sent on request.
PARKS, Printer, Windsor Road (CC),

Saltburn-by-Sea, Yorks, England.
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These articles are informative and well written, and excellent illus-
trations are given.

The " Confectionery Journal" of March 8th publishes an article
entitled " Stiffeners Back Again", which deals briefly in a chatty
manner with the history of the cigarette card. We notice the writer
states that Wills' Ships of 1895 was the first "fag card " series proper.
Many people (among whom we include ourselves) were under the
impression that Wild Animals of the World, similar to the Adkins'
issue, preceded this by about a year, though Ships and also Soldiers
were certainly among the very earliest.

GERMAN CIGARETTE CARDS,
By C. T. GREGORY.
Tentative List continued. No. in Set

MONOPOL, Dresden.
Film Stars. (Hand coloured photos.) ?
Sport Photos (and Album A). approx. 1,000
Trip into the Outer World (Europe—glossy photos.) 400
Welcome Comrades! Uniforms of the 20th Century. 360

NESTOR-GIANCAUS, Mainz.
International Sports Champions. 102 ?

NEUERBERG, Koln.
Four Hundred Years of Fashion (and large series). 280
German Peasant Costume. Series I. 196

» II. 196
German Uniforms of the 19th Century. 252

ORAMI, Dresden.
Heroes of the Air (glossy photos.) x 220

ORIENTLISCHE COMPANY (ALVA), Bremen.
Flag and Standard Bearers. 192

PREUENSGOLD.
Astronomical Series. 110

KEEMTSMA, Altona.
Folklore. 150
German Birds. 200
Historical Miniatures. 200
Modern Paintings. 150
Olympiade, 1932. 200
Wonders of Animal Life. 150
World Pictures. 200

(To be continued.)

SUBJECTS FOR SERIES,
By E. MAITLAND WOOLF.

I REMEMBER, over ten years ago, a very popular series of cigar-
ette cards entitled Cries of London. That series, to my mind,
might now be introduced again, but of different composition. "Any

Cigarette Cards, Sir ?"; " Remember the Guy"; "Star, News,
Standard "; "All the Winners"-—would surely be more appropriate
than the old cries depicted ten years ago.

Then, there is a way to serve a severe lesson to those impossible
people who persistently employ figures of speech. Why not a set of
cards illustrating those figures of speech ?

A certain class of person is often described as " the sort of man
who would pinch the milk out of your tea if you were not looking ".
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Let us have a picture of this man. How is he going to steal the milk
without also stealing the tea?

Then, what about the "finger in the pie"?. What kind of a pie
is it? Is it an apple pie or a pork pie, or is it a veal and ham pie?
Perhaps it is really only one of the kiddies' mud pies. Now, if we
could see it on a cigarette card we should know for sure.

Pictures would also be interesting if they were to illustrate the
phrases "smelling a rat" and "nipping it in the bud". So much for
that series.

A set of cards for the " What-I'll-do" people would also arouse
general interest. Individual cards would be set apart for Hitler, Sir
Oswald Mosely, Lady Astor, and perhaps even for Sir Stafford Cripps.

Finally, it would be a good plan to issue some blank cigarette
cards so that those people who are always grumbling about the bad
designs on the cards could draw their own. The reverse side would
be printed with full directions.

Notes on Current Issues—continued from page 78
What The Stars Say. Series of 50 small cards, dealing with

Astrology and its ramifications by " Graphael ". Consists of represen-
tations of Zodiacal Signs, Birthday Badges, Houses of the Planets, etc ,
printed in black and colours on white. As cards there is nothing
very meritorious in this series; but it certainly has the merit of novelty,
for I do not know that anything else of this nature has ever been
issued. With " De Reszke" Cigarettes (Minors).

Godfrey Phillips (and Associated Companies). Cinema
Stars. 32 small cards. Photographs of leading stars of the moment,
of both sexes. The printing is partly in colour (hair, clothing,
jewellery). Matt surface. Good of its kind.

Stars of the Screen. 54 small cards. Portraits in colour (from
photos) in an ornamental frame, oval in shape. In a sense, an ampli-
fication of the preceding series, though the design is quite different.

Stage and Cinema Beauties. Series of 35 small cards. Photo-
graphs of actresses prominent both in the theatre and on the films.
Printed in subdued natural colours, with short biographies on backs.
Well produced.

Player's. British Butterflies. I now have this series of 25
large cards, alluded to in February " Notes". It is a very good one,
the colouring being most true to life. An excellent description of the
size, habits, etc., of each species is printed on back. It might be
objected that all the pictures are of the same size, and that it would
have been an advantage to have varied them in proportion to the
differences of life size. As against this, in the cases of the smaller
Butterflies, the method adopted allows the markings to be better dis-
played. This is the second series under this title to be issued by
Messrs. Players.

Film Stars. A series of 50 small cards, succeeding Fresh Water
Pishes. Yet another celluloid queen series (the men in these somehow
do not seem to count much!) However, it is rather distinctive, as
the pictures are more in the nature of portraits than the usual coloured
photographs, though no doubt they were originally prepared from
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camera studies. This, like its predecessor, has adhesive backs, and a
special album—a practice now apparently standard for this firm's
small cards. I expect the set will have quite a vogue.

U.K. Tobacco Co. The Cinema Stars series of 50 noted in my
" Notes" for December was withdrawn after a very short life, and has
been succeeded by an entirely different issue of the same title, compris-
ing 32 small cards. The reproduction is similar to the first series,
with the matt surface, but the type on back is of a more open faced
character, and a deeper brown ink has been used.

THE FOUNDATION OF A STANDARD CATALOGUE
. 1. BRITISH MANUFACTURERS' ISSUES.

CIGARETTES AND TOBACCO.

We are indebted for the following to the courtesy of Messrs.
Carreras, Ltd.

THE HISTORY OF THE HOUSE OF CARRERAS
By JOHN ATACK.

L ET us go back 146 years. The Regent Street of Beau Nash is
thronged with Regency Bucks and their powdered wenches. The
talk is of gaming tables, of bull baiting, of bloody "mains"—and

of the excellence of the tobaccos and snuff compounded by one Jose
Josquin Carreras—Purveyor to the Nobility and Gentry.

Forward to 1850. In a humble home in South Russia is born a
son. The father is destined to conscription in the Russian Army; the
son, learning from his-parent's experience, to leave his home for the
United States of America.

Spain, London, Russia, United States. How did the fusion end
at Mornington Crescent? The answer is Bernhard Baron—and in the
name is the history of Carreras.

Picture the boy, homeless emigrant, knowing nothing of English,
seeking a job. Picture his joy at getting that job, at receiving a few
shillings a week and, wonder of all, being permitted by his employer
to sleep in a tobacco shed. The rest of the story is well-known : how
the boy dreamt of making a fortune; how he started making his own
cigarettes; how he tried to interest America in his cigarette machine,
and how, failing, he came to England to sell it for £120,000.

While young Baron was conquering Britain, the house of Carreras
had seen changes. The frills of Beau Brummell had given way to
peg top trousers, Dundreary whiskers. Then came silk top hats,
broughams, bustles. The 'Seventies saw Albert Edward, Prince of
Wales—reputed to be the best judge in Europe of a good cigar—
calling in at 7, Wardour Street (the new premises) to try the latest
blend from Havana.

To be concluded, with a list of the firm's issues, next month.
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CARDLESS CIGARETTES.

NO doubt there are very good reasons why a number of brands of
cigarettes are sent out without cards. Considerations of quality,
price, etc., may have a lot to do with it. It would be impertinent

if we appeared to be trying to teach the manufacturers their business,
and we strongly disclaim any such intention; it is possible, however,
that even they may hardly yet realise the interest created by the
reappearance of cards. We cannot help doing so, for the increased
volume of enquiries and correspondence we have recently received is
convincing testimony. Of course these mostly emanate from serious
collectors; however, for every one of these (and they now number
many thousands) there are twenty or more desultory beginners. The
latter are perhaps mainly found among the more juvenile population;
but by sheer weight of numbers they must have an influence, by no
means negligible, on the sale of particular brands. Parents, elder
brothers, relations and friends, if they have no strong individual pre-
ferences, are likely to yield to the clamour for some desired series,
and smoke the cigarette with which it is packed.

There are many excellent cigarettes sold at ten for sixpence which
have no cards. With due deference we do suggest the inclusion of
series of popular appeal with these. It must help them to compete for
the type of trade to which we have referred. In our humble (perhaps
uninformed) opinion, it is worth having.

CONDITION,

EVEN now, one is surprised at the number of collectors who could
not really define exactly what they understand by the term
'condition". Cards which are not torn across or nearly obliterated

by thumbmarks will satisfy some. Others go to the opposite extreme
and expect everything they acquire to be in the "mint " state seldom
seen except in the new issues fresh from the packet. Between these
two classes lies the seasoned collector. He has gained, by practice,
knowledge of the standard applicable to cards of varying ages and
types, and knows that mint sets of the older series (when they can be
obtained) command prices away above those in fair average state.

Such a one can look after himself; but there are the ever swelling
numbers of recruits to the hobby. Naturally it is they to whom the
unscrupulous will address their wily appeals. Tales of "very rare
series" in "spotless" condition at half to quarter Catalogue prices are
part of the stock in trade of the less reputable dealer. Beware of the
pitfalls which lurk behind these plausive offers. Buy cheaply if and
when you can; but remember that however old the set offered, if it
contains cards cracked on the face, with dogseared corners, blackened
edges, or dirt marks on backs or fronts, it is dear at one-tenth list
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price, let alone one quarter or more. Try to sell your 10/- set, bought
with such rejoicing for 3/-; if any cards in it are of the nature indi-
cated, you might get 9d. for it—or you might not.

Of course, bargains are to be picked up from time to time, and
when they are offered by firms who guarantee the condition of cards
sold by them you can safely snap them up. That is, if you know the
seller can be relied upon to implement his guarantee without endless
quibbling. This remark may seem unnecessary, but the uninitiated
would be surprised at the small number of dealers in cards who can be
implicitly trusted. The printed word is by no means always the bond,
more the pity. No doubt, as happened in philately, the black sheep
will be mostly eliminated in time. Till then, look twice and thrice at
all these tempting offers.

THE ENQUIRY CORNER,
C.L.B. will be pleased to answer any queries you may have, and to

give assistance with your problems generally. Correspondents must
write on one side of paper only, and enquiries reach us by the 9th of
the month for answers to be published in the next succeeding issue.

NOTES ON CURRENT SERIES
By C. L. PORTER.

There are a few more good and original issues this month, and
Several re-issues. These latter may be supposed to be of a transitional
nature, filling the hiatus where a new series not ready for issue at the
expected time. I owe to Mr. E. W. Jones the interesting information
that the card depicting Walter Lindrum in the Gallahers series,
Champions, can be seen in two distinct varieties. The first issue
showed the cloth of the billiard table coloured a very bluish green,
utterly unlike anything of the kind ever made. This has now been
replaced by one with the correct shade.

Series Seen.
Abdullah. Cinema Stars. Series of 32 small cards, with the

same subjects as the U.K. issue, but glossy and dark sepia in colour.
Cavanders. The following pre-coupon series have been re-issued :
Ancient Egypt. Series of 25 large cards.
School Badges. 25 small cards.
Churchman's. Well Known Ties. Following the usual practice

of this firm, a series of 12 large cards has been issued. The subjects
are a selection from the small card series.

Eastern Proverbs. 4th Series. Another 12 large card issue,
taken from the small set.

Gallaher. An excellent series of 24 cards, Dogs, has made its
appearance in the more expensive cigarettes of this firm. Champions
appear to be confined to " Park Drive." The issue noted is available
in both large and small cards, I am informed, though I have not seen
any of the latter.

International Tobacco Co., Ltd. A series of 50 small cards are
(Continued on Page 88.)
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NOTES ON MY COLLECTION,
By THOMAS W. LAMONT (Continued).

Here we arrive at the point I recently referred to as having limita-
tions—that of cross-reference. Several series of cards fit necessarily
and equally well into different categories, and, therefore, present a bald
problem to all save those fortunate enough to be able to afford duplicate
sets for each class. A few instances will suffice to show the necessary
lines of procedure for all who treat the matter meticulously.

Ships' Badges. Gardening Hints. Hidden Beauties.
Shipping. Nature. Nature.
Emblems. Reference. Science.

Military Motors. Construction of Railway Trains.
War. Railways.
Engineering. Engineering.

However, I need not dilate on the problems of the pastime to the
exclusion of the pleasures of it, especially since a wild-as-nature
scheme will probably be found the most popular form of arrangement;
and I may as well admit candidly in this connection that I reserve an
album of the three-cards-to-a-row, three-rows-to-a-page type for the
specific purpose of mounting selected odd cards with as much fresh-
ness and contrast as possible without reducing the idea to a mere
collector's bear-garden. Here is a typical page :

Top row—Indian Empire. Famous Cricket Colours. S. Africa.
Middle row—School Badges. Football Caricatures. Hares and

Hounds.
Bottom row—Views of London (Hill). Clan Tartans. The

Reason Why.
Or again, a more formal page is set up thus ;

Top row—Nature's Architects 3 cards.
Middle row—Art Treasures „
Bottom row—Pipes of the World „

But whatever arrangement is selected, the actual work of mounting
the cards should be half the fun of the hobby, and attention should
be given at that time to familiarising oneself with a fair number of
illustrations and a certain amount of letterpress—an excellent stimu-
lant to interest being that of omitting several cards at random and
mounting them at later dates.

Once again the analytical reader will notice that in all arrange-
ments suggested I have had only small cards in view—which is a
ridiculous prejudice surviving from juvenile days of collecting. The
large cards issued now are serious rivals for favour, though, in spite
of their awkward size—particularly in series such as Museum Series
and Art Treasures, where their ampler proportions admit of clearer
detail, and especially in the matter of letterpress the large cards are
charitable to one's eyesight. My own comparisons between the large
and small Historic Scenes from Dickens' Classics, from Art Treasures,
and from Ancient Egypt, and the possession of unduplicated series
of such excellence as Picturesque Old England, Modern Architecture.,
and Beautiful Homes, has inspired me to aim at the collection of a set
of large cards of all subjects issued also in small cards, and to recom-
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mend to the leading manufacturers that all small-card subjects be
issued in large also—with an appeal to avoid the ridiculous and incom-
plete splitting of large issues as occurs with Dandies, Life in a Liner,
and Ringer and Bigg's Cinema Stars. The most popular companies,
Churchman, Player, and Wills, are the chief transgressors in this
respect, and could easily remedy matters by issuing series complete
as in small cards, even if it necessitated being always one series
in arrears—or by issuing series of fifty as two series of twenty-five,
and issuing series of twenty-five as one series of twelve and another
of thirteen.

This question of large cards, indeed, is a thoroughly vexed one—
which is probably the reason for my former aversion to them. There
is the regrettable fact that fewer series are issued as large cards, and
the still more regrettable fact that even these few must in many cases
appear semi-complete. The companies, if they pay consideration to
the collative instinct of the public, as they obviously do by the mere
fact of issuing cards, ought to mend matters straightway by issuing
large cards as companions to small cards already issued.

(To be continued)

Notes on Current Issues—continued from page 86
being issued with " Summit " Cigarettes. There is apparently no title
for this set, which depicts views of well known buildings lined out in
gilt on a bronze background. This certainly gives a rather novel and
striking effect, the card presenting the appearance of a metal plate
from the front. No descriptive matter or printing of any kind on back.

Ogden's. The Story of Sand. 50 small cards. The issuers
deserve full marks for this, which is quite off the beaten track. The
series covers the uses of the substance (except as grocers' material),
flora and fauna indigeneous to it, natural phenomena, famous deserts,
quicksands, etc., in a most interesting and informative way. Excellently
produced, as Ogden's cards always are.

Wills. Arms of the Public Schools. 2nd Series. 25 large cards.
I commented favourably on the first series; this is every bit as good.
Heraldic subjects are particularly suitable to large cards in my opinion.

Trade Cards.
Ty-phoo Tea. Famous Voyages- 25 cards, of the oblong shape

and size which this firm seems to have made standard. The series
describes the most celebrated voyages of various navigators, ancient
and modern. A map of the route takes up about one quarter of the
card, left hand side, the centre is occupied by an illustration of an
incident of the voyage, and the right hand side by the printed descrip.
tion. Printed in colour.

Hyde's. Cage Birds. A series of 80 small cards (approximately
l/16th" shorter and l/16th" wider than standard), issued by the well
known birdseed firm. This is very good. I think the reproduction
and colouring equal to Player's late excellent series, and of course it
covers a wider range. Instructions on the care and feeding of each
series are printed on back. Many collectors are keen on bird series,
and they should certainly have this one.



THE ISSUES OF R. & J. HILL.
By C.L.B.

LAST month I wrote a few notes on the recent issues (pre-coupon)
of Messrs. Gallaher, and pointed out the lack of interest taken in
series of undoubted merit, owing to the cards not being of standard

size. There is no doubt, in my opinion, that much of this lack of
interest in the past has been due to the impossibility of obtaining
suitable albums, for cards of unusual size.

Gallahers did standardize their square shaped cards, but Messrs.
Hill have issued series of every conceivable size, and in several series
—notably Who's Who in British Films and The Railway Centenary—
two sizes are to be found. Their issues are consequently not popular,
yet many of the most beautiful that are to be found have been issued
by this firm.

The object of this article is not to expatiate on the many rare old
series, such as Battleships and their Crests, the various South African
War Series, the series of Statuary, etc., but to deal briefly with issues
that can be obtained in complete sets at a moderate price.

There are only four series to be had in large quantities to-day;
these are available because remainders came on the market. With the
abolition of coupons, the portion of these remainders which are still
in the firm's hands are being re-issued. The series referred to are :

Caricatures of Famous Cricketers. Large and small.
Historic Places from Dickens' Classics. Large and small.
Music Hall Celebrities. Small only.
Our Empire. Small only.

Historic Places from Dickens' Classics have been re-issued pending
a new series. Holiday Resorts, Public Schools and Colleges, The
River Thames, Views of London, and Zoological Series are all scarce
series and daily becoming scarcer, whilst The All Blacks, and the two
series of Famous Cricketers, and that of 50 Famous Footballers are
well on their way to being rarities.

In the large River Thames series, a very beautiful printing on
thick card was made and the writer classes this as one of the finest
issues made by Hill's.

A series entitled Second Series, World's Masterpieces, but in
reality a continuation of A Series of 25 Famous Pictures, was issued
in the form of fine photogravures on a very thin card, and is also a
series of outstanding merit, whilst to those interested in science,
Scientific Inventions and Discoveries (35 cards) should appeal. One
of the best railway series of recent years, The Railway Centenary, was
issued by Messrs. Hill in both large and small cards. It consists of
a set of 50, followed by a supplementary one of 25, the latter being
distinctly scarce, and was issued to commemorate the hundredth year
of railway activity in this country. It gives a brief history of railway
progress in the period 1825-1925. The large cards are to be found
with grey backs.

For the film fan, the series of Who's Who in British Films is
worthy of consideration. Many series printed on canvas were issued
by the firm, but most of them are beyond the reach of the average
collector. Two of 40 cards each, usually referred to as " Canvas
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Masterpieces", are among those more generally known, and I have
just come across a special album to hold these, which indicates that
the series were issued 20 at a time. The album gives the title as Gems
of Art. The first is rare, and complete sets of the second series are
by no means common.

UNNUMBERED SERIES.
At the request of a number of readers, we publish this month the first of a

series of lists giving titles of cards in sets which are not numbered.
J. PLAYER & SONS. Useful Plants and Fruits.

Names of Cards :
The Almond. Cocoa. India Rubber. Pineapple.
Arrowroot. Coconut. Indigo. Pomegranate.
Banana. Coffee. Juniper. Rice.
Black Pepper. Cotton. The Lemon. Saffron.
Blue Gum. Date Palm. Liquorice. Sago.
Brazil Nut. Eucalyptus. Madder. Senna.
The Bread Fruit. Fig. Medlar. Sugar Cane.
Camphor. Flax. Myrtle. Sweet Chestnut.
Caper. Gamboge. The Nutmeg. Tamarind.
Castor Oil. Ginger. The Olive. Tea.
Cayenne Pepper, Gutta Percha. Opium. Tobacco.
Cinnamon. Hemp. The Orange. Yam.
Clove. Indian Corn.

Life on Board a Man of War in 1805 and 1905.
This Series was issued in 1905-6, and consists of 24 pictures depicting life

in 1805 and 26 of life in 1905.
1805-24 Subjects.

At the Wheel. Heaving the Log. A Powder Monkey.
Between Decks during Hoisting Signals. Press Gang at Work.

a Fight. , In the Mizzen Top. Prize Money.
A Boarding Party. Manning the Yard. Receiving the Swords
A Court Martial. Man-o'-War Look. of Vanquished Foes.
Crossing the Line. A Night Attack. Reefing the Sail.
Fiddlers Green. Paying Off Pennant. Ship's Belfry.
Firing a Gun. Poop Lights of Three Swivel on Man of War's
Forecastle Yarns. Decker. Top.
Heaving the Lead.

1905-26 Subjects.
The After Barbette. Marines at Rifle Drill. The Ship's Barbers.
The Bugler. Maxim Gun. Signalling.
Cleaning after Coaling. Maxim Practice. Single Stick Drill.
Firing Exercise. Prepare to Ram. 6-in. Gun in Action.
Firing 9.2 Q.F. Gun. A Quiet Game of Smoke Headgear.
Gymnastics, Whale Isl'd. Cards. Using Sewing Machines.
Hauling a Rope. Ready to Salute. Working a Nordenfelt.
Heaving the Lead. Sail Makers. Gun.
Landing Big Guns. Serving out Rum. The Wounded Man.
Light Gun Drill.

• » _

ERRATA. " Notes on My Collection," by T. W. Lamont The
first word of the April instalment should, of course, have read
" Mounting " not " Counting- ".

NEW ISSUE SERVICE.
The first distribution has now been made. Subscribers to this

service will greatly facilitate its operation if they will forward any
duplicates of Current series, which they may wish to exchange, at the
earliest possible moment.

THE LONDON CIGARETTE CARD CO. LTD. (Advt).
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GERMAN CIGARETTE CARDS,
By C. T. GREGORY.

Tentative List continued. No. in Set
" SALEM," Dresden.

Film Stars (small photos—as Bulgaria). 2 Series. 420
Goldfilm Series (with gilt background). 2 Series 450
The Fight for the Third Reich (as Bulgaria). 273
The World in Pictures (as Constantin). 1,408
World Pictures. 270

" STURM," Dresden.
German Uniforms. Album I, Frederick the Great. 240

II, German War of Freedom. 240
,; „ III, Period of German Peace. 240

„ IV, Nazi Storm Troopers, etc. 240
" TABAKFABRIKEN," Hamburg.

Earth and Man. 72
Trip Round the World. 72

VOGELSANG, Bremen.
From the Single-Sail to the Ocean Liner. 72

WALDORF-ASTORIA.
Art Pictures (Large). (Illustrating various Schools of Painting) ?
German Orders and Medals of the War. 287
German National Guard. m 280
History of the Automobile (one-third large and two-thirds

small plates) 200
Uniforms of the German Army, 1914. 312
Uniforms of the German Navy and Colonial Troops, 1914. 96

WEINSTOCK, Berlin.
Soldiers of the Pre-War European Armies. ?

"WENESTI," ?
Actors (postcards). ?

F. L. WOLFF (SULIMA), Dresden.
The World in Pictures (see Constantin). 1,408

YENIDZE.
The World in Pictures (see Constantin). 1,408

" YRANOS," Dresden.
German Homeland (Views—glossy photos) ?

" ZUBAN."
Cigarette Manufacture (photos, paper, large) ?
Football (paper)
Arms and Views of Towns (photos, paper, large) ?
Transport of All Times

UNKNOWN.
Cinema Stars (photos) 230
Film Stars (photos)
Photographs of P. Pinna, actor (large) ?
Photographs of Lucy Draine, actress (large) ?

ERRATA. In the April list, for " Crami " read " Orami ".
(To be continued.)
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THE FOUNDATION OF A STANDARD CATALOGUE
1. BRITISH MANUFACTURERS' ISSUES.

CIGARETTES AND TOBACCO.

We are indebted for the following to the courtesy of Messrs.
Carreras, Ltd.

THE HISTORY OF THE HOUSE OF CARRERAS—Concluded
By JOHN ATACK.

Society followed the Prince in this as in his other habits. There
came to the shop the Earl of Craven, connoisseur of tobaccos. Not
for him the ordinary mixtures. He would have his own. He handed
over his own recipe—a recipe still used in the manufacture of " Craven
Mixture".

from Kirriemuir, by way of Nottingham, a young journalist
arrived in London. His name was James Barrie. For months he
bombarded editors with his prose. They riposted with rejection slips.
He tried Craven Mixture. He liked it. So much that he sat down
and wrote " My Lady Nicotine". "Arcadia Mixture" he and his
cronies called it. And "Arcadia" it remained until he was urged to
reveal its real name.

Bernhard Baron has been to a trade function, and with a journalist
walks down Wardour Street. The journalist says to Mr. Baron,
pointing to Carreras' shop : " There's a good business to buy." Some
time later the advice was translated into action, and the business
became known as Carreras Ltd.

To journalism, then, Bernhard Baron owed much. Apart from
the vast sums he spent in newspaper advertising, he was the first to
acknowledge the help given to him by journalists. To say that is not
to minimise in the slightest degree his own insight, his own predilec-
tions for the right side of a business deal, or his own native genius in
the world of tobacco.

His solicitude for those he employed may be looked upon as a
keynote in his character. His wider and more public work in the
realm of hospital and other beneficence may have had its basis in the
good feeling existing betwen himself and his great industrial family.

In going through the files of " Tobacco"—wherein is reflected the
growth of every great firm in this country—I find that the first
important reference is to the formation of Carreras Ltd. in June, 1903.
Ten years later there is a two-page spread advertisement saying that
Mr. Bernhard Baron has taken over the business of "Alexander-
Boguslavsky, and formed a company.

Still another ten years later there is announced at Carreras'
annual meeting an available balance of £148,000 and a reserve of
£205,000.

On December 1, "Tobacco"—and the newspapers of the world—
reported the opening of the Factory at Mornington Crescent.

The Twenty-fifth annual general meeting, held on December 17,
1928, revealed that the available balance was £2,357,857. At this in
celebration of Carreras' silver anniversary, a shareholder made a
presentation of a portrait of Mr. Baron.

The next account is an obituary in which, in moving prose,
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" Tobacco" pays homage to Mr. Baron. Out of the residue of his
estate 30 per cent, was left to his Trustees to distribute among
charities over a period of 20 years.

Carreras' factory is too well-known to the trade to demand a full
description of its efficiency or its amenities. All know of its unique
air-conditioning plant; the magical dust extractors; the spaciousness
and the light; the machines, each with its own electric motor—thus
eliminating shafting; the comprehensive welfare sections; the facade
of the building itself—550 feet, symbolising the Temple of Bubastis,
the Cat-headed Goddess of Ancient Egypt. All know of the thousands
of happy, efficient workers it houses, and of the world-wide fame of
the tobaccos manufactured. But few can have realised to the full the
glamour of a life such as Bernhard Baron's—a man who blended
Russia with America, Spain with Britain, added a touch of Scotland
and ended or, if you will, began with an Eastern Temple called
Arcadia Works.

Next month we are publishing the issues of this firm, in order of
date.

Messrs. Carreras have been good enough to supply us with information
regarding dates of issue, etc. Unfortunately, records are not available for series
issued prior to 1920, though approximate dates can be given in some instances.
For the convenience of readers, we have arranged the series alphabetically, and
not in order of date. For errors and varieties, see " Cigarette Card News,"
October and November, 1933.

. No. in Series Date
Large Small Title of Issue Printers Issued at

24 Actresses and their Pets Oct., '26 Assoc. Photographic Home
Printers, Ltd.

50 A Kodak at the Zoo Sep., '24 W. Pearce Home
50 A Kodak at the Zoo Jan., '25 W. Pearce Home

2nd Series
48 48 Alice in Wonderland June,'30 Chromoworks, Ltd Home
25 25 British Costumes July, '27 H. Stone ' Home

27 British Prime Ministers Oct., '28 • Rotary Photographic Home
25 Christy Comedy Girls June 28 - Van Leer & Co. Export
25 Famous Men Dec., '27 • E. S. & A. Robinson Export

24 Famous Naval Men May, '29 - Rotary Photographic Export
25 Famous Women Apr.,'29 • Rotary Photographic Export
25 Figures of Fiction Apr.,'24 Wass, Pritchard Home
? Flags No Record No Record

Remarks—A series of National flags, made to slip
into buttonholes.

36 36 Fortune Telling July,'26 Chromoworks, Ltd. Home
issue. Playing Cards inset.

36 36 Fortune Telling July,'26 Chromoworks, Ltd. Home
issue. Heads inset.
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SUMMER SLACKNESS,

WE are getting rather tired of the assumption that interest in the
hobby must necessarily evaporate in the summer months. Why
should it? Admittedly only the real dyed-in-the-wool enthu-

siasts will stick to their job on a perfect summer's evening. But in
our climate many, too many, summer evenings are far from perfect;
and in any case there are plenty of odd hours when a little attention
to the collection will not be boring even to the more average collector.
Many of us have bought, exchanged or otherwise acquired more cards
during the winter than we could really deal with at the time. It
seems to us that the summer is an ideal chance to check and consolidate
the \vinter's gains. In particular, why not eliminate those dirty or
defective cards which spoil so many of our best sets? Want lists for
their replacement can be prepared admirably in the odd hours to which
we refer, as well as those for the making-tip of those incomplete series
one always wished to finish, and never had time to deal with. Inci-
dentally, if you intend to buy your wants, your supplier can give much
better attention, when things are quiet, to these often difficult affairs.

The whole scheme of your collection may well come up for review
on some such occasion. Some people, of course, cannot find enjoyment
in a hobby if it has to be pursued to rule; if they collect cards it must
be to no set plan of mounting, selection of subjects, or the like. But
we think that most of us have more pleasure in the systematic selection
and attractive presentation of our collections, even if this is, in our
particular case, an ideal rather than a performance. Now is the time
to lay carefully the plans for transforming the ideal into achievement,
and for carrying out much of the groundwork necessary to bring them
to fruition. Mounting is particularly a subject which calls for much
more attention than many pay to it. Nothing looks worse, if you use
albums, than a collection housed in a number of different types, often
of poor quality and condition. There are now upon the market albums
of really good appearance, which can be obtained in unlimited quan-
tities at prices to suit all purses. The rehousing of a collection in a
range of these will add the attraction of orderly uniformity which
makes all the difference. If commenced now, a sound basis is laid for
the greater activities of the winter.

Much that we have not touched upon in the limited space at our
disposal will suggest itself to the reader. Whatsoever it may be we
hope suggestion will be converted into action, even if it requires
some effort of will to sacrifice an hour or two sometimes to a pursuit
in which interest has temporarily waned. Later benefits will amply
repay you. * •

We ask the indulgence of several readers whose recent letters
remain unanswered. We hope soon to have space for selections from
these.
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THE ENQUIRY CORNER,
C.L.B. will be pleased to answer any queries you may have, and to

give assistance with your problems generally. Correspondents must
write on one side of paper only, and enquiries reach us by the 9th of
the month for answers to be published in the next succeeding issue.

Answers to Correspondents.
PLAYER'S, Regimental Colours and Cap Badges. I am indebted to Mr. E.
Joseph for pointing out a very easy method of distinguishing the two series.
In the earlier issue (thick card, sloping flag pole), the rectangular label on top
of card at back has prominent curved indentations at each side, whereas in the
second series (thinner card, upright flag pole) the sides of frame are of straight
lines only.

NOTES ON CURRENT SERIES
By C. L. PORTER.

N OT so many really new issues this month. The flood of re-issues
continues but as stocks of. remainders of old series in makers'
hands cannot be extensive, we may look forward to many new

series to take their place in the near future. Noted since last month's
" Notes."
RE-ISSUES.

Godfrey Phillips, Ltd. The Cavanders' series, Little Friends,
Reproductions of Celebrated Oil Paintings, Cinema Stars, all small,
and Ancient Egypt, large, are being re-issued with " Sports" Cigarettes.

Carreras, Ltd. Malayan Industries is a re-issue with " Picca-
dilly Junior" Cigarettes. This is a new brand; the original "Picca-
dilly " had no cards. One is glad to see that makers are extending
the number of brands with cards. It all means more new series later on.
NEW ISSUES.

W. A. & A. C. Churchman. The Story of London. This series
of SO small cards is certainly the best of the month : I should place it
very high among all the post-coupon series. Very interesting scenes
with descriptions from London's history, A.D. 43 to the present day.

Three Jovial Golfers in search of the perfect Course. 36 small
cards. This is a sort of descendant of the competition series, Can
you beat bogey at S. Andrews. Mr. Tiger, Mr. Everyman, and Mr.
Rabbit play selected holes at most of the best known courses in the
course of their quest. " Rather caviare to the general " perhaps, but
golfers will eat it.

International Tobacco Co., Ltd. Not having the complete set
when mentioning it last month, and relying upon information which
should have been authoritative (but was not), I was led into error
when describing the new " Summit " issue. To begin with, it has a
name, to wit, Famous Buildings and Monuments of Great Britain, to
which is added Series A, so that continuations appear to be in prospect.
The series is peculiar in that it consists of both large and small cards,
Nos. 1 to 30 small, 31 to SO large. Each card is enclosed in an
envelope of oiled paper, on which is printed a full description of the
edifice depicted on the card.

International Code of Signals. This firm are also issuing with
(Continued on Page 100.)
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NOTES ON MY COLLECTION,
By THOMAS W. LAMONT (Concluded).

And now I wish to refer briefly to a few noteworthy series which
I know personally. I am all admiration for the enterprise of those
firms who issue unusual subjects in the teeth of those utterly unoriginal
selections of subjects already done to unmerciful death! Humorous
subjects appear to acquit themselves best, for there are the excellently
life-like Punch Jokes, from Rothman; the quaint and informative
Eastern Proverbs, from Churchman; and the amusing Saronicks, from
Sarony. Perhaps Raemaker's War Cartoons are too inseparably con-
nected with a subject many wish to forget, and my recollection from
childhood of this series is necessarily vague; but I can add relevantly
the Dickens and Thackeray Studies, and I am certain that Humorous
Peeps into History affords a diversion also. Saronicks, however,
commits the unpardonable offence of placing the rhymes on the reverse
side, when they so essentially belong to the illustrations. In this
connection the recent Typhoo series of Work on the Farm, and the
current one of Wonder Cities of the World, are highly commendable.
Indeed, the idea may yet catch the imagination of the serious collector
to the extent of bringing about a general use of letterpress on the face
side of the card, with additional relevant matter on the reverse, al-
though, of course, this would be less practicable on the small cards.

Recruiting Posters and the various cut-out subjects are also
worthy of reference, as is the useful series of Country Fair issued by
Cope. I liked these latter so much as to secure a duplicate, set for
modelling only, and consider the possibilities of cut-outs inexhaustible,
in respect of making complete large-area models from village, farm,
railway and country subjects.

Wills, too, showed considerable good judgment in issuing the
third series of Cinema Stars as a selection of "stills" from popular
films, in pleasing variation to the stereotyped half-lengths of which
we have had too many; whilst Ringer and Bigg's idea of mounting
their selection in photogravure art frames is most attractive, although
the cards are a trifle smaller than standard size. And the only Con-
tinental cards I have even seen, from a French series, Animaux
Prehistoriques, inspire me to get possession of many, many more.

I could weary the reader with a staid inventory of the cards I
have, or have seen, which may be no more than he himself has seen,
and perhaps of less value—but I prefer to conclude abruptly with the
observation that the hobby is only in its infancy yet, and that general
recommendation to the cigarette firms on the lines I have suggested,
or on lines to individual liking, may result in a fine crop of new
subjects, or of an exhaustive extension of existing ones, of which the
current issue of a further series of Do You Know and the long list
of Gallaher's large issues may be taken as promising examples. I
look forward with confidence and hope to the advent of series of five
hundred and one thousand cards, and to the inauguration of Collecting
Clubs as we have witnessed in philately and in the gramophone world.
Expansion of interest in the Card hobby will inevitably result in better
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and ampler issues of cards, so that the beauty and value of future
issues depend largely upon collectors expressing their views clearly
and jointly. Plebiscite and competition views should be possible in
the near future, and I can imagine no finer or easier vehicle than the
newly launched Cigarette Card News. If we set about the job in the
true pioneering spirit, our children may live to see and enjoy Mid-day
Editions of it!

SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR NEW ISSUES.
By S. F. BRAHAM.

Cigarette Card Feature Writer in " The Bazaar!'

T HE frequent remarks in this journal deploring the lack of origi-
nality shown in the post-coupon era issues of cigarette cards have
impelled me to venture a few suggestions of my own.

I have often been surprised by the lack of attention that the Law,
as a subject, has received. A series illustrating the robes worn by
the various legal functionaries would make a most colourful set, as
would a " Legal Luminaries of To-day " series. Badge sets are always
popular, and a novel note would be struck by " Badges and Head-
dresses of the English Police Forces."

As a change from the usual " Characters from" type of thing,
what about a series of incidents from a well-known work, the whole
to make up a complete synopsis of the story concerned ? As a means
of attracting the attention of the rising generation to good literature,
what could be more desirable, to say nothing of the scope for artistic
treatment such a series would afford.

In these open-air days I have been surprised that no " Hints to
Hikers and Campers" have appeared. That they would have a wide-
spread appeal is beyond question.

As a change from the never-ending succession of " Film Star"
sets, why not look at the production side of the business? "Talkies
in the Making"—how's that for a title? "Famous Scenes from
Famous Films"—there's another one for you.

A recent contributor to these columns talked of the lack of
feminine appeal in cigarette cards. " Salads"—there's a nice seasonable
subject that lends itself to artistic treatment. If you don't believe it,
look at Mrs. Beeton's pictures of salads. " Sweets, Hot and Cold " is
one of the many other culinary subjects that would bear pictorial
representation.

Perhaps the Editor will give me space for a few more ideas next
month. Let him know what you think of these.

NOTES ON CURRENT SERIES. Continued from Page 98.

their new " Nelson" Cigarettes this series of 50 small cards, giving in
colour the flags used in the mercantile marine code. A good and
interesting series. The British American Tobacco Co. issued some-
thing rather similar many years ago, but the series has always been rare
in this country, so that that under notice will be of interest to most
collectors.
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"CRICKETIANA,"
By G. NEVILLE WESTON.

I HAVE for some years been a collector of cricket books and pictures
and a member of the Cricketana Society, a Society formed to assist
the collector of such subjects.

A few years ago a set of cigarette cards, namely, Famous Cricket
Colours (W. A. and A. C. Churchman), a set of twenty-five cards,
was sent to me. This is an interesting set giving the caps and badges
of the various International and County teams, etc., all in their proper
colours. The interest this set gave me enabled me to start a collection
of cigarette cards dealing with cricket, and not only sets dealing with
cricket alone, but other sporting sets containing cricket items.

I first of all collected from friends and my own packets, but
shortly found that I could purchase whole sets and also odds to make
up incomplete sets.

There was an extremely interesting article on "Cigarette Card
History," by Barry Pain, published in Chambers Journal a few years
ago and it should be read by all keen collectors.

There have been a number of very interesting sets issued by W. D.
& H. O. Wills and, in fact, I think their set of Cricketers, issued in
1895 must be the rarest and most valuable set of Cricket Cigarette
Cards issued. Wills issued another Cricket series in 1901. This is
also a valuable set, but contains no information on the back. The
cards are coloured and the set comprises fifty cards.

A third Cricket Series was issued by Wills in 1910; it is also
coloured and comprises fifty cards. The set in my possession com-
prises fifty-two different cards, there being two different cards of both
P. F. Warner and L. C. Braund.

Wills issued two more coloured Cricketer sets in 1928 and 1929,
each limited to fifty cards. They have also issued a set of English
Cricketers (real photographs) limited to twenty-five cards. These, I
believe, were only issued in the Dominions.

Ogden's have issued a number of sets dealing with cricket or
having cricketers amongst them. Their Guinea Gold and Tabs photos
issued upwards of thirty years ago contain many cricketers.

Two of their sets are Cricket 1926 and Australian Test Cricketers
1928-9, the first limited to fifty cards and the second to thirty-six cards.

Godfrey Phillips have issued several interesting sets of cricketers.
There is one of large cards (real photos), numbering, I should imagine,
more than two hundred cards. Another of their sets is Famous
Cricketers, a coloured series of thirty-two cards.

John Player & Sons issued a very good set of cricketers in 1925,
namely, Cricketers—Caricatures by Rip. They are coloured and one
of the best sets I have seen dealing with cricketers. They also issued
a coloured set of cricketers in 1930.

W. A. and A..C. Churchman issued two sets, namely, Men of the
Moment in Sport and Sporting Celebrities (1932), both having a few
cricketers amongst them, the first set containing cartoons by " Mel "
of cricketers. (To be continued.)
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UNNUMBERED SERIES, Continued
NOTE.—This series is intended to be used in conjunction with The Founda-

tion of a Standard Catalogue. It was felt that an amplification of the latter as
regards these unnumbered series would be welcome to collectors.—EDITOR.
JOHN PLAYER & SONS. Fishes Of The World.

*Angler Fish Globe-fish *Sea Bream
*Armed Gurnard *Grayling Sea-Horse
*Barbel John Dory Sea Perch
*Barracuda Lump Fish Sea Scorpion
*Bass *Mackerel *Smooth Hound

Bicher *Opah or King-fish Sting Ray
Blenny Parrot Fish Streaked Gurnard

*Blue Shark Pearly Nautilus *Striped Wrasse
Bream *Perch *Sturgeon

*Carp *Pike *Sword Fish
*Cod-fish *Pilot-fish *Tarpon
Coral Fish Pipe-fish *Tench
Cuttle-fish *Porpoise *Torpedo Fish
Dolphin *Red Mullet *Trout
Electric Eel Remora *Trunk Fish

*Flying Fish *Roach Weever
*Gar-fish *Salmon

* These also formed the Churchman series off. 30 subjects.
ADKINS & SONS.
JOHN PLAYER & SONS. Wild Animals Of The World.

This series was originally issued by Wills about 1904, later by Players, and
later by Adkins.

Alligator Gorilla Lynx
Alpaca Great Ant Eater Mongoose & Cobra
American Bison Grizzly Bear Ocelot
Armadillo Hippopotamus Panther
Bactrian Camel Hyena Polar Bear
Badger Ibex Porcupine
Beaver Indian Elephant Puma
Bighorn Indian Humped Cattle Raccoon
Burchells Zebra Indian Rhinoceros Reindeer
Chamois Indian Wild Boar Sable
Cheeta Jaguar Sea Lion
Crocodile Kangaroo Skunk
Dingo Kudu Tasmanian Devil
Dorcas Gazelle Leopard The Tiger
Flying Squirrel The Lion While Yak
Giraffe Liama Wolf
Gnu Long Eared Jerboa

"CHAMPIONS" AND " FAMOUS SCOTS,"
Mr. F. A. Brown has been kind enough to send two interesting

cards of the current Gallagher series, Champions. These are of
Hammond, the Gloucestershire and England cricketer, and differ
markedly. In one the reproduction is generally somewhat blurred,
and the face of the figure very indistinct. This card also shows an
umpire, who is missing in the second, in which Hammond's outline
is much sharper, and his face better defined. In this card the pavilion
is quite different from the first. The letterpress on back is in heavier
type, and a much deeper shade of red. Mr. Brown states that he has
35 cards of this series in pairs showing differences, and that two
distinct printings of the entire series appear to be in existence. This

(Continued on Page 104)
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" CHAMPIONS " and " FAMOUS SCOTS." Continued from P.102.
seems to be correct; presumably the faults in the printing as exempli-
fied in the first of the cards referred to above (and others, as the
" Lindrum" cards referred to in my " Notes" of March) led to its
withdrawal. I do not know whether all the cards of the first printing
have been issued : a comparison of the two would be interesting, and
I hope to be able to publish a list of the differences shortly, as far as
they go.

There is an amusing error to be seen in No. 40 of Mitchell's
Famous Scots. The great Lord Macaulay, the subject of the card,
is shown reading aloud to a group of children—without a book in his
hand. This error has, of course, been duly corrected.—C.L.P.
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GERMAN CIGARETTE CARDS.
By C. T. GREGORY.

Tentative List continued. No. in Set

OTHER TRADE CARDS.
(Very little known about these)

BARNARD BROS., Regensburg.
Views.

ROBERT BERGER, Possneck-im-Thurm (chocolate).
Scientific Series (Wireless, etc.)

G. & E. BRENNER, Gelsenkirchen (chocolate).
Views and General Interest.

FRANCK, Stuttgart (coffee).
Royal Children.
Olympiade, 1928.
Industries.

ROBERT FRIEDEL, Stuttgart (lemonade tablets).
With the Zeppelin on its World Tour. Series 1. 40

"GRAF" (Culinary preparations).
National Flags.

KAISER, Stuttgart (medicinal tablets).
Our Birds (large).

KLEMM. Chemnitz (coffee).
Film Stars (glossy photos), Series 1.

" MAUXION " (chocolate).
Peasant Costumes.
Peasant Homes.

QUEITA. (coffee).
Sports.

KONNEFELDT, Frankfort (tea).
Comic Animals.

SCHEVER, Furth.
Looking Backwards.

SCHLINCK (cocoa).
General Interest (over 140 series of 5).

SIEGEL (polish).
Europe-America Flight—Zeppelin (Series WE).
Rocketting to the Moon?

STOLLWERCK (chocolate).
German Rhineland. 180
With Hagenback Big Game Hunting (identical with Eckstein issue) 320

TRUMPF, Berlin (chocolate).
With Trumf Round the World. Series A 120
With Trumpf Round the World. Series B 120

WEINER & MERTZ, Mainz.
General Interest.

(To be continued.)

We understand that readers will shortly receive from The London
Cigarette Card Co. Ltd. particulars of drastic reductions in their
Catalogue prices for the summer months. This offer will be open to
registered readers only, and seems likely to be an unique opportunity
as the reductions apply to all series and odd cards listed. This is all
to the good; even if you don't like the paper, disagree with our views
and all the rest of it, you are going to get something for your
subscription!
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THE FOUNDATION OF A STANDARD CATALOGUE
1. BRITISH MANUFACTURERS' ISSUES.

CIGARETTES AND TOBACCO.

MESSRS. CARRERAS, LTD. (Concluded).

ERRATA. The statement in last month's list that we were publishing issues
this month in order of date was a regrettable error. Our intention to print in
alphabetical order was correctly shown in the foreword.

No. in Ser.
Lge. Sm. Title Date of Issue Printers Issued
3b 36 Fortune Telling July, 1926 Chromoworks, Ltd. Home

Heads inset, brown frame
and numerals.

25 25 Famous Escapes Feb. 1926 Chromoworks, Ltd. Home
10 Extra Large Famous Escapes Feb. 1926 Chromoworks, Ltd. Home
12 Famous Soldiers Mar. 1928 « Rotary Photographic Export
48 48 Happy Family June 1925 Chromoworks, Ltd. Home

25 Highwaymen July, 1924 Chromoworks, Ltd. Home
20 25 Horses and Hounds July, 1926 E. W. Savory Home
10 Ex. large Horses and Hounds July, 1926 E. W. Savory Home

27 Malayan Industries Oct., 1929 ' Rotary Photographic Export
24 Malayan Scenes Nov., 1928 ' Rotary Photographic Export

24 Malayan Scenes Oct., 1928 Rotary Photographic Export
50 50 Notable M.P.'s May, 1929 Chromoworks, Ltd. Home

25 Notable Ships Mar., 1929 • Chromoworks, Ltd. Export
24 24 Old Staffordshire

Figures Sep., 1926 E. S. & A. Robinson Home
12 Ex. large ditto. Sep., 1926 E. S. & A. Robinson Home
24 24 Orchids Oct., 1925 E. S. & A. Robinson Home
24 Ex. large Orchids Oct., 1925 E. S. & A. Robinson Home

27 Paramount Stars June 1929 • Rotary Photographic Home
25 Picture Puzzle Series Apr., 1923 W. Pritchard Home

52 Playing Cards Mar., 1930 C. Goodall & Co. Export
Red backs

26 52 Playing Cards and Domi-
noes (Political) May, 1929 Chromoworks, Ltd. Home

Not numbered
26 52 ditto. May, 1929 Chromoworks, Ltd. Numbered
25 25 Races. Historic and

Modern Mar. 1927 Balding & Mansel Home
12 Ex. large ditto. Mar. 1927 Balding & Mansel Home

140 Raemaker's War Cartoons No No record Home
record, believed 1915/16 Variety: Bleute bk.

20 25 Regalia Series July, 1925 Feldman & Lyle Home
10 Ex. large ditto. July, 1925 Feldman & Lyle Home
40 50 School Emblems Oct., 1929 Feldman & Lyle Home
20 Ex. large ditto. Oct., 1929 Feldman & Lyle Home
48 Tapestry Reproductions July 1928 Wass Pritchard & Co. Home
52 52 The Black Cat Greyhound

Racing Game May, 1928 Chromoworks, Ltd. Home
? parts The Black Cat Handy

English French No record Home
Dictionary 1915 Issued in four or more parts

50 50 The Nose Game July, 1927 Chromoworks, Ltd. Home
50 The Science of Boxing Apr., 1920 E. S. & A. Robinson Home
50 ditto. (A) Apr., 1920 E. S. & A. Robinson Brown bk.
50 ditto. (A) Apr., 1920 E. S. & A. Robinson Red bk.
This series was issued at home and abroad, and with two types of back.

The commoner has "Black Cat" at top, and "Carreras, Ltd." at foot of card,
the rarer without " Black Cat" emblem, and with " Carreras, Ltd." at top of
card. The latter exists with brown, and also with red backs (A).
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50 Tools and how to
Use them Mar. 1925 H. Jenkinson Home

80 Types of London No record No record Home
25 Wild Flower Art Series Aug. 1923 Wass Pritchard & Co. Home
50 Women on War Work No record No record Home
27 Views of London Oct., 1929 Rotary Photographic Home
27 Views of the World Oct., 1929 Rotary Photographic Home

RECENT ISSUES.
50 50 Gran'pop Early 1934 Valentines Issued with

Black Cat Cigarettes.
50 Palmistry Early 1934 Chromoworks Issued with

Turf Cigarettes.

Next month : The Issues of Lambert & Butler.

T H E C O L L E C T O R ' S M A G A Z I N E

L E C O L L E C T I O N N E U R
Published monthly in English and French.

DEVOTED TO
BIBLOMANIA, PHILATELY, NUMISMATICS, ANTIQUES,

CURIOS AND HOBBIES OF ALL KINDS.

PUBLISHED BY

INTERNATIONAL PRESS CUPPING SERVICE
552-554 FIRST AVENUE, QUEBEC, CANADA.

AN UNIQUE PUBLICATION!

The only Magazine of its class in Canada. Official Organ
of the Canadian Philatelic Society, a nation-wide organization

recruiting its members from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

Service of current Canadian issues at an advance of 10 per
cent, over face value, plus postage. Orders must be accom-

panied with remittance in International Money Order.

Address all communications to :

RAOUL RENAULT, MANAGING EDITOR, QUEBEC, CANADA.
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NEW LAMPS FROM OLD,

OF the making of new series there is now no end, and of sugges-
tions for the subjects thereof, still less. We have printed some
of these ideas, and others arrive almost by every post. The

matter has been approached in the jocular vein (which covered
excellent notions, properly utilised) and more seriously. A few coming
under the latter are really inspirations, and we hope to see them realised
some day. All our correspondents, however, seem chiefly pre-occupied
by the search for something entirely original and novel. We certainly
don't quarrel with them over this, for the ground covered by cards
cannot be too wide. Adapting the poet, we may claim that he who
collects surveys not merely mankind from China to Peru, but the
created universe so far as man's mind may apprehend it. There is
enough scope for novelty here.

In this search for new ground, though, there is some danger that
that already partly cultivated may be neglected. Cards have been
issued in the past on so many subjects which are of perennial interest.
but in the nature of things many of these activities have changed out
of all recognition since the last relative series was printed.

We have had access to the sales records of the largest dealers in
the world, and sales are the acid test on the popularity of various
subjects among all sorts and conditions of collectors. It is not strange
that railway matters head the list, for there are few who can say
that the paraphernalia of the rail have never made any appeal, at
some period of their lives at any rate. Of course there are railway
issues galore available, but we can say with certitude that there is no
glut, and is ample room for many more. Take the locomotive side of
this activity; since the last excellent "Wills" series, many new types
of engine have appeared. A continuation of this issue, containing
examples of the new " Mikado" type engines of the L.N.E.R., the
" Princess Royal " of the L.M.S., the Diesel railcars, and others, and
earlier engines crowded out of the first series, would be enormously
popular, especially if it was exclusively British. There have been
developments in railway working and practice also, which merit notice,
and for which there is a greedy public.

Aviation is the interest par excellence of the twentieth century,
and the only modern set on the subject is right up in the forefront
of the very best sellers. We refer to Lambert and Butler's " History
of Aviation," but even this is over two years old; since then types of
aircraft have changed, and their associated services (a subject hardly
touched upon) with them. In any case, this set comprises only 25
cards, and 200 would hardly cover the matter—and how they would go.

Natural History, too, has inexhaustible possibilities. Zoology
has perhaps the most popular appeal; here Birds (and Dogs in Player's
issues) have been pretty fully dealt with in recent years. But a really
good series on wild animals would be a certain furore. It is rather
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curious that more animal issues have not been made; in consequence,
such old series as Adkin's " Wild Animals of the World " have a wide
and regular sale, though rather crude by modern standards. There
may be difficulties in the way of photographic cards on this subject,
but they would be the ideal, of course.

Sport of all kinds has a public of its own, which specialises in
these sets, on one game or sport, or many. The field has, in the main,
been adequately covered, and continues to be so in the new issues, but
there is one glaring omission. Lawn Tennis is now perhaps the most
generally played game in this country, and with Britain holding the
Davis Cup, and possessing the world's best singles player, the time is
ripe for a series of outstanding personalities, many of whom were
unknown when the last set appeared.

We should want the whole of this month's number to deal in
detail with all the past series which would bear elaboration : Art,
History, Architecture, Science, the Navy and Army, Mercantile
Marine, Botany, Geology, and many others. Our hope, in which we
believe many of our readers join, is that we shall see a steady flow
of such issues, judiciously interspersed with the novelties which are
so desirable.

THE ENQUIRY CORNER.
C.L.B. will be pleased to answer any queries you may have, and to

give assistance with your problems generally. Correspondents must
write on one side of paper only, and enquiries reach us by the 9th of
the month for answers to be published in the next succeeding issue.

NOTES ON CURRENT SERIES
By C. L. PORTER.

BIG events in the world of summer games succeed each other
without intermission this month and next, and the topical interest
is reflected in the new series observed. All, with a single excep-

tion, deal with sport of one sort or another. There is a very large
public for sets on the3e subjects, apart from the more serious collector,
and they should enjoy great popularity. It is particularly good to see
cricket series again, after a gap of some years.

Carreras, Ltd. A Series of Cricketers. 50 small cards, issued
with " Piccadilly Junior" Cigarettes. These supersede in the packets
of 10 the re-issue of Malayan Industries. This, I understand, was
a mistake, the intention being to re-issue Views of London, which is
now being done in the tins of 30. Very few Malayan Industries were
packed apparently. The series under notice is a tinted photographic
one. well produced. The subjects comprise the Australian team now
touring the country, and a selection of English players, mainly those
who may be expected to appear in one or other of the Tests, also, of
course, Harold Larwood ! Very few are getting into dealers' hands,
and this is a pretty good test of the popularity of a new series.

Gallaher's. Champions, 2nd series. 48 small cards. This
continuation, covering a range of outstanding personalities in all

(Continued on Page 112.)
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A PRACTICAL USE FOR CIGARETTE CARDS.
By A JOURNALIST.

CIGARETTE CARDS are directly responsible for several extra
figures in the pounds column of my bank book; a very definite

reply to those critics of the cigarette card hobby, who usually
prove to be the sort of folk who see no good in anything, and, inciden-
tally, miss half the benefits of life.

However, this is no place for moralising. I want to explain how
the above pleasing miracle came about, and I can sum it up in a single
sentence—by using cigarette cards as a loose-leaf encyclopaedia.

I suppose eight out of ten smokers, on opening a new packet of
cigarettes, give one condescending glance at the "stiffener" and
graciously hand it to the pop-eyed youth hovering eagerly in the near
background. Admitted, not everybody needs encyclopaedic knowledge
but even as a kid I was possessed of an orderly mind and, instead of
gambling recklessly with my cards, as is the wont of youth, I kept
them spotlessly clean in neat batches, each guarded by a rubber band.
And now, am I glad?

Not long ago a new journal for bird lovers appeared on the
market. I decided to try an article on " Beaks for all Uses." That
seemed a suitable subject for its pages, but the question was, where
to find the facts? Suddenly I thought of my cigarette cards. There,
in a neat pack, was the complete set of " Curious Beaks." Just the
thing. The position is. as all who write know, that there is no copy-
right in facts. It would be absolutely wrong to copy down the reading
matter on the backs of cigarette cards, word for word, and pass off
the result as an article of your own creation. But there is no reason
why a writer should not refer to such matter, and use the facts only
to help him in the compilation of what is then a genuine piece of work.

For the writer on Natural History, what better mine of infor-
mation could there be than sets of Abdullah's British Butterflies,
Adkin's Wild Animals of the World, Hignett Bros. Life in Pond and
Stream, and the many other collections dealing comprehensively with
bird, animal, and insect l i fe?

I rather specialise in dog articles, and there again I have four or
five different sets of cards dealing with our canine friends. Major
Drapkin & Co even issued a small set on Dogs and their Treatment at
one time.

" Beautiful Britain" is a subject that is being dealt with unstint-
ingly in the Press nowadays to make people England-minded. The
person who aspires to write on this topic need have no fear of
running short of material, for many sets have been issued with British
scenery as their theme. London, too, has had its share of attention,
for London Views (Goddard & Sons); London Ceremonials (Mitchell
& Sons) ; Views of London (R. & J. Hill) and The Houses of Parlia-
ment and " The Inns of Court (Churchman) are but a few sets taken
at random.

Once I was writing a story wth a naval background, and I
realised, with a feeling of dismay, that my knowledge of details con-
cerning dreadnoughts (which played an important part in the yarn)
was hardly sufficient for the purpose. Once again to the card box,
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and in a few seconds I had in my possession a bunch of facts of
immeasurable value, namely, Will's The World's Dreadnoughts.

Two sets that I am particularly glad to have preserved are
Gallaher's The Great War and Will's Famous Inventions. They
have helped me in many an article. An author writing a story round
a mining district, whether in the far-off Malay States or in more
homely Cornwall, will find reference to Will's Mining (a series of 50)
of the utmost help.

And so I could continue indefinitely, dealing with cards that have
assisted me and other writers in their daily grind. I cannot close
without mentioning that popular scribe, the sporting writer. Just look
at the list he can refer to ! No less than 18 different sets on various
aspects of horse racing, a dozen on cricket and cricketers, eleven on
football, and collections on all kinds of sports down to dirt-track and
greyhound racing.

Notes on Current Issues—continued from page 110

branches of sport, is as good as its predecessor—if not better—and
its catholicity will make a particular appeal to the sporting enthusiast.
The printing is of the same type as the second printing of the first
series. By the way, I understand that the first printing of the said
first series should not have been issued, and I presume that not many
were actually packed, so complete sets are likely to be scarce in years
to come.

Kensitas. Flags of All Nations. Series of 60 silk flags. This
is uniform with the preceding series Flags of the British Empire, and
the title is sufficiently indicative of the subject. In the past silk insets
have not been everybody's money by any means, but there appears to
be considerable interest in this set and its predecessor. Judicious
advertising may have a good deal to do with this, an example which
might well be followed by other makers who are putting up good series.

B. Morris & Sons. How Films are Made. Series of 25 small
cards. This is really original and interesting, covering practically the
whole processes involved in producing a film. Full and intelligible
descriptions of the methods used are printed on the back of each card.
The scenes of the "shots," etc., are reproduced in colour. They are
perhaps, in some cases, the weak spots of the series, as the printing is
a trifle crude. Facilities for this production were granted by the
Gaumont British Corporation, Ltd., at their Shepherd's Bush studios.

Ogden's. Prominent Racehorses of 1933. 50 small cards. A
selection of winners of big races during the season of 1933, reproduced
in colour, .and showing the horses in paddock surroundings. The
racing colours of each owner are depicted in an oval on the left of
each card, expect No. 38, " Raymond," where Sir Abe Bailey's colours
are shown on the right. I am not generally enamoured of coloured
prints of animals, for as ordinarily produced they are apt to look very
much alike. In this case, however, they seem to have been very
carefully prepared from photographs, and each picture succeeds in
conveying the individual character of the horse concerned most
successfully.
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Player's. Cricketers, 1934. A series of 50 small cards. Heads
and shoulders printed in colour, very much after the style of the " Film
Stars" series it supersedes. The subjects are the Australian team,
about thirty English Test and near Test cricketers, and—Jardine and
Larwood! The adhesive back and special album have been dropped,
and the card used is rough surfaced.

PHILLIPS " STAGE AND CINEMA BEAUTIES."
By C.L.B.

THE issue of a second series of Stage and Cinema Beauties must
have caused some confusion to many collectors. The backs of
the cards are exactly similar, and there is no indication that the

recent issue is a second series at all.
I think that a detailed list will be a help in making the two series

clear, and it is accordingly subjoined; it should be noted that the eight
cards marked with an asterisk are the same in both series.

First Series Second Series
1 Dolores Costello Ginger Rogers
2 Lilian Bond Mary Brian
3 Joan Barry Sally Eilers
4 Marjorie King Wynne Gibson

*5 Madeleine Carroll
*6 Enid Stamp Taylor
*7 Lupe Velez
*8 Tallulah Bankhead
9 Joan Crawford, almost full face Joan Crawford, profile, head turned up

10 Noel Francis Jeannette Macdonald
*11 Sidney Fox Janet Gaynor, looking down and facing
12 Janet Gaynor, almost full face to left, light background
13 Evelyn Knapp Irene Dunn
14 Bebe Daniels Elissa Landi
15 Anne Grey Carole Lombard
16 Nancy Carroll, full face Nancy Carroll, smaller, gloved hand

clasping arm
17 Claire Dodd Karen Morley
18 Myrna Loy, full length Myrna Loy, head and shoulders facing

*19 Constance Bennett right
20 Marion Marsh Dolores Del Rio
21 Madge Evans, full length Madge Evans, head and shoulders facing
22 Driscilla Strain Diana Wynyard [left
23 Lil Dag-over Miriam Hopkinson
24 Norma Shearer, full length Norma Shearer, head and shoulders

*25 Lily Damita facing left
26 Lupita Tover Jean Harlow
27 Rose Hobart Lilian Harvey

*28 Lillian Roth
29 Loretta Young Anne Harding
30 Clara Bow. profile Clara Bow. full face
31 Marlene Dietrich, full length Marlene Dietrich, head and shoulders
32 Rochelle Hudson Sari Maritza
33 Anna May Wong Claudette Colbert
34 Anita Page Helen Twelvetrees
35 Kay Francis Mae West

Generally speaking, the first series are printed on cream toned,
the second on bluish white cards.

While the cards marked with an asterisk are generally similar, as
stated, they can be easily distinguished by the tinge of card. In the
second series also, the flesh tints are lighter and pinker than in the first.
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"CRICKETANA,"
By G. NEVILLE WESTON.

Gallaher's published a very interesting set of Famous Cricketers
numbering one hundred cards, and included amongst them is one of
the great W. G. Grace.

R. & J. Hill have issued a number of cricket sets, namely, Cari-
catures of Famous Cricketers, Famous Cricketers and Famous
Cricketers including S.A. Team, comprising fifty, forty and fifty cards
respectively; the first and last have also been issued in series of large
cards. They are quite interesting sets done in brownish colours and
the small card sets. are rare.

J. Milhoff & Co. have issued a very interesting series of large
cards entitled Famous Test Cricketers. The set is limited to twenty-
seven cards and they are real photographs.

J. A. Pattreiouex issued a series of Cricketers limited to seventy-
five cards. They are coloured and difficult to obtain.

Taddy and Co. have issued a number of cards relating to County
Cricketers; the cards are unnumbered and have no information on
the back, and would appear, therefore, to be one of the earliest issues
of cards dealing with cricket. There have been a number of other
sets dealing solely with cricket which I will deal with briefly, namely,
Barratt & Co.'s Australian Cricketers Action Series.

I have only seen one card of this set and do not know how many
cards there are to the set.

Cohen Weenen & Co.'S Cricketers, a set limited to twenty-five
cards.

Major Drapkin & Co.'s Australian and English Test Cricketers,
a series of real photographs limited to forty cards.

Richard Lloyd £ Sons' Famous Cricketers; this set of twenty-five
cards is a puzzle series from which one has to deduce names of famous
cricketers.

B. Morris £ Sons, Ltd.'s Australian Cricketers, a series limited
to twenty-five cards showing not only famous Australian cricketers but
some famous Australian cricket grounds.

Smith's Studio Cigarettes. A series of fifty cards entitled
Cricketers, apparently an old and rare set.

There are a number of sets in addition to those already mentioned,
dealing with sporting subjects containing cricketers, amongst which I
might mention Stephen Mitchell £ Son's series of Old Sporting
Prints. This excellent set of twenty-five rare old coloured prints
contains two interesting cricket items.

Though not strictly "cigarette cards" there have been a number
of interesting sets issued by boys' papers dealing with cricketers, such
as The World's Best Cricketers (Rover); a set of the same name
issued by The Wizard; Famous Cricketers (Boys' Magazine); Famous
Cricketers (Boys' Realm), and other sets far too numerous to mention
in this article.

This publication is I feel sure, much appreciated by all collectors
and should be of great assistance to us all, especially the information
given as to old and rare sets. The series, " The Foundation of a
Standard Catalogue," should be a classic when completed.
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UNNUMBERED SERIES, Continued
NOTE.—This series is intended to be used in conjunction with The Founda-

tion of a Standard Catalogue. It was felt that an amplification of the latter as
regards these unnumbered series would be welcome to collectors.—EDITOR.
OGDEN BRANCH OF THE IMPERIAL TOBACCO Co. LTD. Australian Test Cricketers

1928-9.
(We have dealt . in previous articles with pre-war series. That under

notice is modern, but in view of its subject, the present seems the most suitable
time for its elucidation.)

E. A'Beckett W. R. Hammond L. P. D. O'Connor
W. C. Alexander E. Hendren W. A. Oldfield
L. E G Ames H. L. Hendry W. EL Ponsford
T. V. E. Andrews J. B. Hobbs V. Y. Richardson
D. D. J. Blackie A. Jackson J. Ryder
D. Bradman D. R. Jardine S. J. Staples
A P. F. Chapman C. Kelleway H. Sutcliffe
G. Duckworth A. F. Kippax M. W, Tate
A. P. Freeman H. Larwood J. M. Taylor
G. Geary M. Leyland E. Tyldesley
J. M. Gregory R. McNamee J. C. White
C. V. Grimmett C. P. Mead W. M. Woodfull

KENSITAS- (J. Wix & Co., LTD.) Flags of The British Empire.
We have pleasure in giving a list of this series of silk flags issued with

Kensitas Cigarettes, which is now immediately past current. Two sets can be
collected, the first having "Printed in U.S.A." in small letters at foot, the
second without this inscription.

1. Royal Standard 25 Irish Lights Board
2 Standard of H.M. The Queen 26 Governor-General of N. Ireland
3 Standard of H.R.H, the Prince 27 Irish Free State

of Wales 28 Governor-General of India
4 Standard of H.R.H, the Duke 29 Governor-General of Canada

of York 30 Blue Ensign of Canada
5 Standard of England 31 Blue Ensign of Australia
6 Standard of Scotland 32 Australian Naval Board
7 Standard of Ireland 33 Blue Ensign of New Zealand
8 Standard of Wales 34 Union of South Africa—
9 The Cross of St. George National Flag

10 The Cross of St. Andrew 35 Governor-General of Union of
11 The Cross of St Patrick South Af r i ca
12 Union Flag 36 Federated Malay States Ensign
13 Blue Ensign 37 State of Johore
14 White Ensign 38. State of Kedah
15 Red Ensign 39 State of Kelantan
16 Admiralty Flag 40 State of Negri-Sembilan
17 Royal Air Force 41 State of Pahang
18 Lord Lieutenant's Flag 42 State of Parak
19 Cinque Ports 43 State of Perlis
20 Customs Ensign 44 State of Selangor
21 King's Harbour Master 45 State of Trenganu
22 Port of London Authority 46 National Flag of Brunei
23 Trinitv House, Master's Flag 47 Sarawak Government Flag
24 Commissioner of Northern Lights 48 State Flag of Tonga

(To be continued).

CORRESPONDENCE,
From and including next month's issue, we are giving space to

letters from correspondents (or extracts therefrom) which appear to
be of sufficient general interest. Will our readers please note that
this column is not intended for queries, which will continue to be
dealt with by C.L.B. Communications should be as brief as possible,
and written on one side of the paper only.—Editor.
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GERMAN CIGARETTE CARDS,
By C. T. GREGORY. (Concluded.)

ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS TO TENTATIVE LIST.

NOTE : Corrected items in brackets.
BASMA.

Classical Beauty (statutory photos). Series I 100
HAUS BERGMANN, DRESDEN.

(Beauties of the World. Germany. Book I 100)
Beauties of the World. Other countries. Book II 100)
Caricatures. (By Walter Trier.) Book II 100
Caricatures. (By Walter Trier.) Book III 100

ARNOLD BONINGER, DUISBERG.
(Our Young Navy 72)

BORG
Film Stars and Scenes (photos). Series A . 260
Film Stars and Scenes (photos). Series B 288

CARSTANGER.
Our National Guard SO

CONFREIA, DRESDEN.
Film and Stage Artists (glossy photos). Series 11—145/288 144
Olympia Series I 50

ECKSTEIN (HALPAUS), DRESDEN.
Wonders of Science and Nature 288

GARBATY, BERLIN.
Celebrated Dancers (small photos) 250

G.E.G. TABAKFABRIKEN, HAMBURG.
Trip Round Germany 72

LANDE
National Socialist Rally at Nürnberg, 1933 50

JASMATZI, DRESDEN.
(Elsa Kruger (photos, paper) Series I • 100)
(Elsa Kruger (photos, paper) Series III 200)

LANDEREID, HEIDELBERG.
A Trip Round the World 144

MACEDONIA, DRESDEN.
(Film Stars (photos) 150)
Walking and Wandering round Germany (photos). Alb. I

Hartz district 150
Walking and Wandering round Germany (photos). Alb. II

Rhine district 150
ORIENTA, DRESDEN.

Soldiers of all Nations. Book I 150
Soldiers of all Nations. Book II 150
Soldiers of all Nations. Book III 150

ORIENTALISCHE CO. ("ALVA"), BREMEN.
Flag and Standard Bearers, Nos. 193/398, Alb. II 206

PETER, KOLN.
D.O. X World Trip (sepia photos) Series I 72

"PHANOMEN," BERLIN.
Warships of Nations 100

REINERS, BREMEN.
German Songs and Scenes 60

STEINBOMER.
German Colonies 60

(VERBAND ZIGS.)
German Wars of All Times 240

WALDORF ASTORIA.
(Orders and Medals (German of all times, not only of Great War) 287)

"YRAMOS," DRESDEN.
Inventors and Inventions, Series A 150
Zoo Pictures, Series C 200
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" ZARINI."
Film Stars (small photos) 30

OTHER TRADE CARDS.
THEODOR HILDEBRAND, BERLIN.

(A Fairy Story—" Die Amenie und der Plusterdick ") 12
VOLLRATH—WARMUTH.

The Former German Colonies 60

THE FOUNDATION OF A STANDARD CATALOGUE
1. BRITISH MANUFACTURERS' ISSUES.

MESSRS. LAMBERT & BUTLER,
Branch of The Imperial Tobacco Co., Ltd.

HISTORY OF THE FIRM.
(We are indebted to Messrs. Lambert and Butler for the infor-

mation contained in the following notes.)

THE firm of Lambert and Butler was founded by Charles Lambert
and Charles Butler in the year 1834, and it is, therefore, celebra-
ting its 100th birthday this year. The business was originally

established at 38, John Street, Clerkenwell, and was transferred in
1836 to the present address, where the premises have been gradually
extended from 141 to 148, Drury Lane. It entered the Imperial
Tobacco Company in 1901, when the latter was formed.

Lambert and Butler have always been producers of high class
brands; originally tobacco and snuff manufacturers and cigar mer-
chants, cigarettes were added at a later date. At present they specialise
in Rhodesian tobacco, and tobacco and cigarettes made from leaf
grown in that country are in the forefront of their productions.

It is interesting to note that the grandson of one of the founders
is now manager of this branch of The Imperial Tobacco Company.

Unfortunately, no official records of the series of cards issued by
the firm are available prior to 1922. Particulars of those since that
date are appended this month, and a list of the earlier series is being
prepared and will appear in our next number. We are fortunately in
possession of data which will enable this earlier list to be fully
comprehensive and accurate ; but it may not be possible to give the
dates of issue in every case.

ISSUES OF THE FIRM.
All the following series were printed by Messrs. Mardon, Son & Hall and

comprise small cards only.
No in
Set Title Date of Issue Remarks

25 Motor Cars 24th Oct., 1922
25 Motor Cars, 2nd series 11th June, 1923
50 Motor Cycles 14th Nov., 1923
25 Wonders of Nature 8th Sept., 1924
25 Pirates and Highwaymen 19th Aug., 1925
50 Motor Cars, 3rd Series 12th Mar, 1926
50 Motor Index Marks 10th Dec., 1926
25 British Trees 6th Aug., 1927
25 Rhodesian Series 19th Apr., 1928 With " Rhodian"

Cigarettes
25 Common Fallacies 6th Feb., 1928
25 Motor Car Radiators llth Aug., 1928
25 Hints and Tips for Motorists 17th Mar., 1929
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sample set of the U.K. TOBACCO Co.'s Life at the Whipsnade Zoo.
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No. in-
Set Title Date of Issue Remarks

25 Fauna of Rhodesia 20th Mar., 1929 With " Rhodian"
Cigarettes

25 Interesting Musical Instruments 31st Oct., 1929
25 Garden Life 23rd Apr., 1930
25 Third Rhodesian Series 25th Aug., 1930
50 Footballers 1st Jan., 1931
25 How Motor Cars Work 16th June, 1931
25 A History of Aviation 4th Apr., 1932 Green printing
25 Pirates and Highwaymen 4th Oct., 1932 Re-issue
25 A History of Aviation 28th Dec., 1933 Red-brown

printing
25 Motor Cars 13th Feb., 1934 Current issue.

4th series, though this is not shown on card
(To be continued.)

SUMMER SALE,
Our Readers will by now have received particulars of our special
Summer Offer to registered readers of the " Cigarette Card
News" only. In consequence of this offer, the usual special
Monthly Bargain announcements which appear in this space will
be discontinued until further notice.
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This is a series of 54 small cards, photo studies of a wide range of
specimens at the Zoo. The set is of a type to appeal to everyone; a
good photographic wild animal series was long overdue. The best
issue by this firm for a very long time, 1 think.
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No. 11, Vol. I. AUGUST, 1934. Twopence.

VERBOTEN

FORBIDDEN : packing of cards with cigarettes in Germany after
October 1st. Reason : as given by Herr Hitler, time wasted by
schoolchildren and others in collecting could and should be devoted

to work. Unfortunate German "schoolchildren and others" victims
of the passion for restricting and prohibiting, so rampant everywhere
to-day. Dictators are by no means alone in their indulgence "in this
habit. We should not have to leave our own shores for examples to
prove that popularly elected bodies can be nearly, if not quite, as arbi-
trary in their interference with the individual. We do not suppose
that reformers and uplifters will ever turn their attention to cards
here, but in these matters it is never safe to assume too much. The
reasons given for the German prohibition are specious enough to
arouse the interest of persons who are ever looking for fresh oppor-
tunities of restricting personal liberties.

Schoolmasters in this country do not seem to have found that card
collecting interferes with the work of their pupils. That is if the
number of that profession who actively encourage the hobby is any
criterion. We think it is; schoolboy and girl collectors are to be
found in every elementary, preparatory, secondary and public school
in the land, and from all these hundreds of institutions we have only
had one instance where a master objected to this use of spare time.
Even in this case the objection we found to be based upon the mis-
apprehension that, in some obscure way, his pupils were being
approached to buy cigarettes in order that they might obtain the cards.
Certainly if this or any similar hobby really caused neglect of school
work it would be banned by educational authorities rapidly and com-
pletely. Actually it is found to be a valuable adjunct to the formal
curriculum, particularly as a means of broadening knowledge, and, as
we say, hundreds of masters and mistresses encourage the hobby—
and in many cases utilise cards for demonstration in school hours.

It is a little difficult to follow the reasoning from which the
German decision sprang. German cards cover an enormous range of
subjects with the most characteristic thoroughness, and if we discount
the Cinema Star and other rather more frivolous series, the remainder
form a mass of exceedingly solid information. There is a very distinct
militaristic trend, but we should hardly have thought this would have
been distasteful to the present rulers of the country. The modern
series are largely devoted to glorification of Herr Hitler himself, his
leading supporters. and the events which led up to the establishment
of the Third Reich. The effect of a representative collection of such
cards on the impressionable mind of a schoolboy should be to crystal-
lise his opinions on the soundest Nazi patriotic lines a result which
should have commended itself highly to the leaders of the party, even
if some slight neglect of the three R's. was involved in the process of
collecting.
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From the British collector's point of view the decision is most
irritating, at least to the growing number who are interested in these
cards. It is only quite recently that a fair number of German issues
have been available in this country at prices within the reach of the
average collector. They form a welcome extension to those collections
which already comprise the majority of British series readily obtain-
able, and they really are most entertaining in themselves. We have
heard criticisms of the printing of certain sets, which are justified in
some instances—but our own manufacturers have not always been
guiltless in this respect. The large number of cards in the majority
of the issues has also been objected to by some, but, as this enables
the subject to be dealt with in meticulous detail, it will be a recom-
mendation to many others, particularly those interested in German
Uniforms, History, Aviation and the Army and Navy, all matters on
which there are particularly good series. We are certain that most of
those who have had the chance of seeing and acquiring some of these
cards will be very sorry if the result of the present prohibition is to
permanently stop the issue of new series, and we can only hope that
such prohibition is a phase that will pass.

THE ENQUIRY CORNER,
C.L.B. will be pleased to answer any queries you may have, and to

give assistance with your problems generally. Correspondents must
write on one side of paper only, and enquiries reach us by the 9th of
the month for answers' to be published in the next succeeding issue.

Answers to Correspondents.
F.P. (Hawera, N.Z.)—So far as we can ascertain, it is not the

present intention to issue cards with cigarettes packed by Player's,
Wills, and the other branches of the Imperial Tobacco Company and
sold in New Zealand. Most of the independent manufacturers
(Carreras, Godfrey Phillips, etc.) are now packing cards with their
brands sold in the Dominions.

NOTES ON CURRENT SERIES
By C. L. PORTER.

THE holiday season seems to be influencing the new issue plans
of most manufacturers just now, and there is little of interest in
this direction to record for the past month. I hear advance whis-

pers of two or three series to come in the immediate future, but the
information is not sufficiently definite to publish.

Mr. C. P. Sands draws my attention to the fact that Godfrey
Phillips are issuing an advertisement card in " Grand Cut "' tobacco,
in two colours, and another with " La Galhanu." He also sends a
specimen of a series of 100 issued with the "Adventure," " Wizard,"
etc., group of boys' papers. This is a motor car set in colours," and is
quite well worth collecting, although of an odd small size (approx.
1" by 1*".)
Series seen :

Carreras, Ltd. Film Stars. A series of 72 small cards, issued
(Continued on Page 124.)
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ALBUMS.
By C.L.B.

THE ideal Album, where the back of the card can be readily
I referred to, has yet to be found at a reasonable price There

three types of album on the market to-day, and a few notes on
their merits or demerits, as well as some hints on mounting will not
come amiss, I think. These albums may be classified as under :

(a) The slip in type ;
(b) The corner slot type:
(c) Blank albums.

The Slip In Type. Whilst this type is more expensive than (b)
it cannot be too strongly recommended, as cards are better protected
and far less liable to damage should they ever have to be removed.
Most of these albums now on offer have the openings too small, thus
concealing a large part of the card. One make, however, has the
openings a reasonable size; with this a little more care is needed in
inserting cards, but the extra trouble is more than compensated for
by the resultant display. The frames of the pictures are visible and
their appearance enhanced tenfold.

When mounting cards in the slip in album, a knife (silver or
plated for preference) should be used. Place the knife in opening
with card on top, and slide the card along the knife into the required
position. When removing cards, slide knife behind card, press the
latter gently against the knife blade with finger, and slide out. Other
ways of removing cards necessitate the use of a fork or sharp pointed
pair of scissors; all that is required is to jab the point of the instrument
selected into the face of the card, slide it sufficiently far out to grip
it with your fingers and complete the process. This method appears to
have found widespread favour in the past, but it cannot be really
recommended. The one advantage I can see is that it does not matter
how dirty or greasy your hands may be, you cannot further destroy
the value of the card!

The Corner Slot Type. The chief advantage of this type of album
is that it can be manufactured to sell at a very low price and, therefore,
has a direct appeal to schoolboys and girls and to beginners.

Disadvantages are that cards are very liable to damage whilst
being removed, or even in the process of insertion. This is especially
the case where they are mounted on both sides of the page.

Where openings are provided to enable the backs to be read, I
strongly recommend arranging the cards on one side of the page only,
using the top and bottom slots. When removing cards, insert knife
blade flat under the lengthwise centre of the card, give the knife a
sharp half turn, which will release the card from at least two corner
slots and render it easily removeable by hand. When both sides of
the page are used, the greatest care must be taken in inserting the
cards fitted into the inner slots.

Another point to consider with this type of album is the paper of
which the pages are made. One with a porous paper rather than a
thick stiff manilla should always be selected. The manilla may make
a better looking page, but the chance of damaging cards when inserting
or removing them is considerably increased, and the corners will
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certainly be injured in any case by the pressure of the hard paper.
Blank Albums. This type of album is really an adjunct to the

others. Its primary use is to hold cards of non-standard size by
means of specially prepared corner mounts. There are two sizes of
mounts available—the standard being suitable for large cards and the
"Junior" for small. In many cases, two mounts only at alternate
corners are necessary. The best method of using is to fit the mounts
on the cards, damp the backs (which are gummed) and then affix.
Should you wish to mount the cards on both sides of the pages in
this type of album, you will find it necessary to interleave with any
suitable thin paper, otherwise the corner mounts or cards may catch
each other, and a certain amount of damage be done.

Notes on Current Issues—continued from page 122
with the tins of 30 " Piccadilly Junior" cigarettes. The card is an
elongated oval, this shape being necessary to fit the type of tin used,
and are photographic reproductions, highly glazed. This is a parti-
cularly good series on an overdone subject—it is pretty sure to be
very popular. The usual potted biography of each star is printed on
the backs, .which are gummed. I think this latter is a mistake, as I
did with Player's series which had this feature. The unusual shape
and size of the card are a bit of a drawback, but to those who have
a blank paged album will present no difficulty, as they will mount very
nicely if one Nu-Ace corner mount is used top and bottom. The series
covers a wide range of the stars of the moment, with a good selection
of those of British nationality among them.

W. D. & H. O. Wills. Animalloys. An Un-Natural History
Series. 48 small cards. This is best described by the explanation on
the back of each card. " This card shows a section of a well known
animal, the sections needed to complete the animal appearing on two
other cards. The complete series comprises 16 animals, each in three
sections, and by mixing the sections you can produce a large number
of strange creatures with amusing names." The procedure indicated
will certainly give one a chance of considerable variety in mounting
this series, although the cards are, of course, of the, standard Imperial
size. It would seem that our blank leaved album is again the solution
here : with mounts on alternate corners we could get 5 to 6 complete
animals on a page in the solid block necessary. The search for
originality has certainly produced something novel. The series is, I
understand, packed only with " Woodbine" cigarettes.

Famous British Liners. Series of 30 large, cards. This is no
exception to the very high standard associated with this firm's large
cards. The reproductions in colour are of exceptional merit, and
very full descriptions of each liner are given on backs. A very good
selection, from the point of view of interest, has been made and many
of the most recent motor vessels are included. This is a series no
one should miss—even the hardened opponent of large cards will
covet the set when he sees it, I am sure.

I have made several references in these notes to the uses of the
blank leaved album. I am afraid that in what follows I am poaching
on the ground a colleague has ably covered in this issue. However,
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this is particularly addressed to the new-issue fan : from things heard
and observed I feel certain that in pursuing novelty many manufac-
turers in the near future will depart from the size usually described -
as "standard," or produce series which, although of this size cannot
be conveniently mounted in slip in or slot albums by reason of their
design, vide, Animalloys. The provision of one of these very useful
adjuncts to the hobby (as the blank leaved album undoubtedly is) will,
therefore, be nearly a necessity to the collector who wants all the
new issues going, and is not content to leave such abnormal series
unmounted, a course which, to my mind, deprives them of much of
their interest.
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UNNUMBERED SERIES. Continued
NOTE.—This series is intended to be used in conjunction with The Founda-

tion of a Standard Catalogue. It was felt that an amplification of the latter as
regards these unnumbered series would be welcome to collectors.—EDITOR.

J. DUNCAN & Co., LTD. The Evolution of The Steamship.
The Royal Yacht "Alexandra." H.M.S. "Lord Nelson."

S.S. "Aquitania." S.S. " Lusitania."
S.S. "Archimedes." S.S. "Majestic."
S.S. "Atalanta." S.S. " Massilia."
S.S. "Athenia." S.S. " Media."
S.S. "Balmoral Castle." S.S. " Mooltan."

H.M.S. " Bellerophon." S.S. " Oceanic."
S.S. " Berlin." S.S. " Olympia II."
S.S. " Britannia." S.S. " Olympic."
S.S. "Britannic." S.S. "Orient."

T.S.S. "Caledonia." S.S. "Pacific."
S.S. " Cameronia." S.S. " Persia."
S.S. " Carmania." H.M.S. " Princess Royal."
S.S. "Cassandra." S.S. " Royal William."

.S.S. "Castalia." S.S. "Ruby."
S.S. " Cedric." S.S. " Russia."
S.S. "Clyde." S.S. "Saturnia."
S.S. " Comet." S.S. " Savannah."
S.S. " Great Britain." S.S. " Servia."
S.S. "Great Eastern." S.S. " Sirius."
S.S. " Great Western." H.M.S. " Swift"
S.S. "Inland." S.S. "Terra Nova."
S.S. "James Watt." S.S. " Teviot."
S.S. "Kaiser Wilhelm S.S. "Titanic."

der Grosse." H.M.S. " Vanguard."
S.S. " Letitia."

ERRATA. Player's Fishes of The World. For " Barracuda" read " Barramunda."
(To be continued).

CORRESPONDENCE,
To the Editor of " The Cigarette Card News".

I was very interested in Mr. T. W. Lamont's article in the April
issue of the " C.C.N." Like Mr. Lamont I prefer arranging my col-
lection in the "variety" style . . . who would care for an album of
500 to 1,000 cards filled entirely with film stars! My method is as
follows : album of 400 cards contains—Nelson Series, 50; Inventors,
20; London Ceremonials, 40; Flags and Arms, 50; Time and Money,
50; Naval Dress and Badges, 50; Raemakers War Cartoons, 140.
Another album of 400 cards has : British Empire Series, 50; Fish and
Bait, 50; Arms and Armour, 50; Celebrated Ships, 50; Riders of the
World, 50; Signalling Series, 50; Arms of the Bishopric, 50. My
others are all on similar lines; it would be impossible to state how the
whole of my collection is arranged (the Editor might step in). I have
a collection of over 600 series, which has been seen and admired by
many (I may be a bit too proud of it in the reader's estimation, but,
considering the unique specimens I possess I think I have a right to
be). I keep an index of all the sets and number my albums. The
number of the album is marked on the index beside each set, so that
I have everything at my finger tips. This saves much time when a
friend asks to see a certain series. I know all will not agree with my
ideas, but they should bear in mind that new issues keep appearing,
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and this means re-arranging series to keep them in groups. Continually
moving cards from one album to another, in time damages the cards.
Of course, I think series like Borough Arms, 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th,
County Seats and Arms, 1st, 2nd and 3rd, should follow in their order,
and also real photos should be kept from coloured series, unless they
are hand coloured photos. One of my albums contains the last ten
series by Wills and Player's as issued; the only ones barred are
Homeland Events, as they are uncoloured photos. If the last ten
series are reviewed, it will be seen what I mean by a good variety.

Taunton. A. J. CANNON.
To the Editor of " The Cigarette Card News".

I notice in the July issue of the " C.C.N." that railway subjects
head the list of best sellers in the sales records of leading dealers so I
am going to make a few suggestions for new sets—also in Aviation
which ranks second. There seems to be room for a few more sets in
the Motor direction so I will add some suggestions for additions to
this popular series, about which we hear so much but see so little.
There is sure to be a demand for some of my suggestions as the
subjects play a great part in our daily life, and because there are a
large number of enthusiasts in these subjects. Personally I have an
interest in all.

Here are my selections, grouped under the various headlines.
Railways.—Electric Locomotives of the World, Famous Locomotive
Classes (British), History of Railway Signalling, Types of Railway
Signals (British), ditto (foreign), Electric Signalling, Types of Goods
Wagons (British), ditto (foreign).
Aviation—Famous Pilots, Commercial Aircraft, Airships, Experi-

mental Aircraft, Flying Boats, Aircraft of the R.A.F., Record
Breakers (Pilots), Schneider Trophy 'Pilots and Planes).
Motors—Famous Car Drivers, Land Speed Records (Cars), Motor
Cyclists, Track Records (Cars and Motor Cycles with Drivers).

Catford, S.E. " Cigarette."

CARRERA'S "CRICKETERS."
It has now been found that two series of this subject may be

collected. The first consists of 30 cards only and is described as "A
Series of Cricketers." The second, now in issue, is of 50 cards
entitled "A Series of 50 Cricketers." The players dealt with in this
second issue are the original thirty, with the addition of twenty others,
mainly those who have represented England in the current Tests but
were not included in the first thirty.

C.L.P.

THE COLLECTORS' MISCELLANY,
A bi-monthly journal for collectors of Stamps,

Books, Cigarette Cards, Curios, etc.
YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION—l/6d. Post Free.

Specimen copy sent on request.
PARKS, Printer, Windsor Road (CC),

Saltburn-by-Sea, Yorks, England.
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CARDS AND NATURE STUDY
By " DEVONIAN."

1. British Wild and Country Life.

ENGLISH people have always been noted for their love of the
sights and sounds of the countryside, and even the divorce of the
great majority of our population from the soil has not extin-

guished that affection. It may have languished, somewhat in the dark
days of industrialism during the past century—when so many towns-
men never had the chance of seeing anything beyond the mean streets
in which they lived—but motor transport has changed all that. The
gren fields and open downs, the woodlands, heaths and seashores are
now within easy reach of all but the very poor. Full advantage of
this is taken daily by thousands—but the maximum enjoyment of our
delectable land is reserved for those who understand what it is they
see—to whom birds, animals, trees and flowers have the individual
interest given by a knowledge of species and habits.

Cigarette card collectors are certainly not among the least keen
naturalists. The immense popularity of all series having a bearing
on the subject is sufficient proof of that. The hobby gives its devotees
an opportunity of acquiring a pictorial encyclopaedia of the fauna and
flora of the British Isles, which, while it may have its gaps, will form
quite an adequate work of reference. Specialist knowledge can only be
acquired by intensive study of complex and expensive text books : but
this is not required or desired by the ordinary observer, who will find
his cards will give all that is necessary for the observant enjoyment
of a country holiday. They will certainly save him from the pitfalls
of ignorance. I once heard a fair lady admiring a hen pheasant in
Hyde Park, ask her escort what breed of chicken it was. She should
have referred to Game Birds and Wild Fowl.

All this assumes that our collector is a townsman, which, under
the circumstances of life in this island, he probably will be, but even
if a countryman, cards will fill many blanks in his knowledge. One of
the greatest attractions to the British naturalist is the immense varia-
tion of species from locality to locality, and the writer, who is country
bred, has vivid recollections of annoyance felt in the past, when in a
strange district, at failure to identify some bird or plant. This, of
course, in the days when he knew not cards. In this connection I
should like to place on record my firm conviction that many series give
better means of identification than the plates of the average text book.
This is especially so as regards wild birds : it is a difficult matter to
reproduce in colour the exact shades of plumage on which fidelity to
the original depends. I consider that in such sets as Player's Wild Birds
and Game Birds and Wild Fowl the ideal is more nearly approached
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than in any other form of pictorial representation likely to be easily
accessible to the average person.

, Those collectors who are interested in the study of nature, but
who, up to now, have not systematically acquired the available series
on the subject, might well consider whether the present is not a very
opportune time to remedy this state of affairs. Certainly, if they
propose taking a country holiday in the near future, the brushing up
of knowledge resultant from collating the series they have, and
inspecting those they may acquire, will well repay the trouble.

As some small assistance to the brotherhood, I propose appending
notes on those series which I think should be included in the natur-
alist's card collection. I do not say that everyone should have all of
them; the selection will naturally be decided by individual preference
and interest, though personally I would not omit one. There would
be duplication of specimens in some cards, but this is offset by the
fact that such duplication will be of species, not individuals, and the
different treatment of the same subject adds both to interest and
technical value. Some will omit the large card series—they will do
so to their own loss. I have always found it very difficult to under-
stand the fanatical objection to large cards possessed by so many
collectors; it does seem so unreasonable, doubly so in nature series,
where detail is valuable, and the bigger space of the large card gives
much better scope for its inclusion.

I have included series dealing with aspects of country life which
do not strictly come under the title of this article, but while domestic
animals and farm operations might be excluded from the narrower
interpretation of Nature study, they have a great deal of interest for
many of those whose lives are spent far from daily contact with such
matters, when they have a chance of observing them at first hand.
The ability to name correctly and understand the attributes of different
breeds, or to grasp the import of an operation one may see being
carried out, will certainly not detract from one's appreciation of these
things. Purely as cards, too, they are very well worthy of collection.

The subject may well be sub-divided under three main headings :
Fauna, Flora, and general interest. These again naturally fall under
further sub-division, e.g., Fauna: Animals, Birds, Fish, Reptiles,
Insects. Flora: Trees, Flowers, non-flowering Plants. I am quite
well aware that this is not a strictly scientific tabulation. No one need
trouble to point out, for instance, that non-flowering plants is a mis-
nomer, as all plants flower. I am not writing for the scientific purist,
but for those like myself who approach the subject from a lay point of
view and whose interest lies more in the thing described, than its
meticulous classification. In adopting this method of dealing with
the subject, it will be necessary to refer to the same series under
different headings. To prevent avoidable repetion, I am giving a
brief general description of the set, and the price, when first mentioned
only. A few of the series noted are perhaps dearer than is desirable
to many collectors, but readers of the " Cigarette Card News" should
not overlook the fact that up to the end of September a substantial
discount is offered on their purchases by the London Cigarette Card
Co., Ltd. I do not know how far this is being taken advantage of
by the bulk of readers, but, personally, I think it is a splendid chance
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to buy things one has often coveted, but thought outside one's means—
it will enable me to fill some glaring gaps. For convenience, I have
appended the Catalogue price to each series.

(Unfortunately, pressure on space prevents us commencing our
contributor's detailed notes on series in this number. These will
appear in the September and succeeding issues.—Editor.)

(To be continued.)

THE FOUNDATION OF A STANDARD CATALOGUE
1. BRITISH MANUFACTURERS' ISSUES.

MESSRS. LAMBERT & BUTLER,
Branch of the Imperial Tobacco Co., Ltd.

ISSUES BEFORE 1922.

IN dealing with these old issues, the writer is indebted to Mr. C. H.
Matthews for information given and also for kindly checking the
final proofs. Access to the fine collection of these issues belonging

to the Lady Margaret MacRae has also provided very valuable help
in the compilation of an undoubtedly difficult list.

The list is alphabetically arranged and Messrs. Mardon, Sons &
Hall are the printers of most of the series.
Ref. No. in Title of Date of
No. Set, Series. Issue. Notes.

1 50 Actresses. Old series of black and white photos with
black borders. Issued abroad with "The
Scout" Cigarettes.

2 50 Actresses. Old series of black and white photos with red
borders. Believed to have been issued abroad.

3 50 Actresses. Similar to "2" but tinted hair and flesh, etc.
4 10 Actresses and their Very old series of coloured pictures with auto-

Autographs. graphs at foot. "Series consists of J. Bernard-
Beere, Ellen Farren, Maud Millett, Julian
Neilson, Agnes Huntingdon, Florence St. John,
Madge Kendal, Ellen Terry, Lillie Langtry,
Geraldine Ulman. Wide Card, back similar
to that of Beauties No. 8.

5 10 Actresses and their Similar to "4" but narrower card, Back simi-
Autographs. lar to that of Types of British Army and

Navy . - .
6 40. Admirals. ? 1900-1 Black and white photographs of British

Admirals. Four different sets may be collected
differing in name of brand on back :

(a) "Bird's Eye." (b) "May Blossom."
(c)," Honey Dew." (d) " Viking."

7 25 Beauties. Very old series of coloured pictures similar
to Ogden's and Edwards, Ringer & Bigg. Four
different series may be collected, differing in
name of brand on back:

(a) "Honey Dew." (b) " Log Cabin."
(c) "May Blossom." (d) " Viking."

8 50 Beauties. Red photos with red border. Issued abroad
with " The Scout" Cigarettes. This is pos-
sibly a series of Actresses without name under
photo.

9 6-12? Beauties. Very old series of full length coloured pictures
10 40 Arms of Kings and Numbered series. From William I to Edward

VII.11 25 Aviation. Numbered series.
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12 50 Birds and Eggs. Similar to series issued by Churchman and
Edwards, Ringer & Bigg. Issued before the
War and re-issued about 1923.

13 12 Coronation Robes. 1901-2 Issued about the time of the Coronation
of King Edward VII. Inscribed " Smoke ' May
Blossom' Cigarettes." Name of manufacturer
does not appear on card.

(To be continued.)
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No. 12, Vol I. SEPTEMBER, 1934. Twopence

THE FIRST VOLUME,

WITH this issue the "Cigarette Card News" concludes its first
volume. When the first number appeared last October we had
but little idea of the demand there was likely to be for such a

journal, nor were we at all sure of the lines on which it should be
conducted. In almost any other field of journalism precedents may
be found, by conforming to the general lines of which new departures
may be fairly sure of being in line with their readers' tastes. Not
so with hobby papers, when they are the first of their kind, attempting
to represent and cater for a pastime which was then practically
without literature. We had to guess, and in the main seem to
have guessed pretty well. We are not so complacent as to imagine
we can please all our readers all the time, but complaints have been
singularly few, in fact, almost non existent, so that we are entitled to
believe that nearly all have found something of interest from time to
time. True, one reader, with a forthrightness worthier the age of
Dr. Johnson than this more polite (or insincere) era, wrote us: "I
think your ' Cigarette Card News' rotten," the last word underlined
three times. Unfortunately, on being appealed to, he failed to inform
us why it was "rotten," or how the rottenness should be amended. So
we were left much as we were before.

A number of readers have asked for more : in other words, they
want the paper enlarged, so that more detailed attention can be given
to various subjects. We are thoroughly in agreement with them here,
but this is something entirely dependent upon circulation, as we think
we have mentioned before. The number of copies sold is steadily
expanding, but it is still some way off the figure which would justify
us taking the risk involved in producing a larger paper. Of course,
we might expand by increasing the space allotted to advertising, but
we do not suppose the very small gain in reading matter procurable by
this method would meet the views of our friends. If, however, every
even fairly serious collector subscribed, increased space devoted entirely
to its proper use would be an immediate reality. We know that the
majority of these collectors have not taken the trouble to procure
even a single copy. Such inertia is inherent in human nature, and it
is difficult to overcome, but those of our subscribers who have been
kind enough to express satisfaction with our efforts may do much to
help if they will see that their friends are at least made aware of pur
existence.

One more point: pur most valued subscriptions lapse this month.
We mean those of our friends who backed an untried venture by sub-
scribing for a year before they had seen a copy. Early renewal in
their case will give us the feeling that we have: their confidence and
satisfaction, and provide stimulation for the necessary efforts
and increase these.
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THE ENQUIRY CORNER.
C.L.B. will be pleased to answer any queries you may have, and to

give assistance with your problems generally. Correspondents must
write on one side of paper only, and enquiries reach us by the 9th of
the month for answers to be published in the next succeeding issue.

Answers to Correspondents.
A.J.C. (Taunton)—1 : British Empire Series, Card No. 16 in-

scribed No. 10. 2: There are fifty cards in the set of Birds and
Eggs by Harvey Davey. 3 : Dates not known. 4 : Allied Army
Leaders. I do not know of any errors, but two or more cards have
varying inscriptions, as No. 22—Lt.-General Sir W. R. Robertson
General Sir W. R. Robertson; No. 6—General Joffre, Marshal Joffre.

NOTES ON CURRENT SERIES
By C. L. PORTER.

T HIS month has seen increased activity in the new issue field,
and the decision of Messrs. R. J. Lea, Ltd., and the Ardath
Tobacco Co., Ltd., to issue cards is particularly pleasing. The

number of makers who do not do so is narrowing fast, and I hope in
a few months to be able to chronicle that none remain. All the new
issues are excellently done, something one can almost take for granted
now, I am glad to say. I wish I could be as enthusiastic over the
choice of subjects. I know there is a very large public for Film Stars :
but I do not think that it bears quite the proportion to those who
collect that the percentage of these series to the total of new issues
would lead the unitiated to suppose.

I find on referring to past " Notes" that I am due to make apolo-
gies for two sins of omission and comission. In the July number, by
a slip of the pen, I referred to the new Kensitas series as Flags of All
Nations instead of Flags of The League of Nations; and last month
I stated that Animalloys were packed only in " Woodbine" cigarettes.
This was exactly the wrong way round, as actually they are to be
found in all Wills' usual brands except " Woodbines."

Ardath Tobacco Co., Ltd. Famous Film Stars. Series of 50
small cards. Real photos, tinted, glossy finish. A fine production.
It is good to see that this firm have adopted the standard small sized
card as used by the Imperial Tobacco Co. This series is packed in
" State Express 333 " and Ardath cigarettes. Should be most popular
among the large number who do specialise in Cinema cards.

Carreras, Ltd. The Battle of Waterloo. Metal cut-out figures
(tinfoil on cardboard) of the different arms in the British, German
and French Armies engaged in the battle. 3 British, 2 German and
3 French regiments of infantry, one regiment each of cavalry, field
guns and mortars are represented. The small cards are of infantry
(officers and other ranks) and mortars only. The large cards also
include field guns and cavalry, and in them there are two infantry
figures to a card. There do not appear to be a defined number of
cards to a set, the intention being that a sufficient number of the
different arms should be collected to form a miniature representation
of the battle, according to a plan which is provided. To make a
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realistic picture, a very large proportion of rank and file would be
wanted. I have at present 90 small cards, in the following propor-
tions : 1 officer and 26 men of British, 2 officers and 17 men of German,
and 2 officers and 36 men of French infantry, with 4 mortars. Of
102 large cards, there are 8 field guns, 10 British, 4 German and 15
French cavalrymen with the following foot soldiers : 4 officers and 42
rank and file British, 4 officers and 32 rank and file German, and 4
officers and 44 rank and file French. There do not seem to be any
cavalry officers. The uniforms are historically accurate, I am informed.
I notice that the only British officer shown is of a line regiment, whilst
the men include Footguards and Highlanders. The cavalry are repre-
sented by the Scots Greys. I can see fathers, uncles and brothers
being kept busy providing adequate numbers of the different arms and
ranks. From the purely collecting point of view, a set of small cards
would number 12, and that of large 15. Messrs. Carreras are to be
congratulated on the ingenuity of this series : I can only think of one
improvement, the inclusion of a few artillerymen.

W. A. & A. C. Churchman. Racing Greyhounds. 50 small
cards. An excellent series, really the only one of its kind, as the
Ogden issues were concerned more with other aspects of the sport,
and included only a few dogs. The coloured reproductions of the
animals are beautifully done, and are strikingly lifelike. It should
appeal to many people other than those interested in the sport per se.

R. J. Lea, Ltd. Film Stars. 50 small cards. Yet another!
These are real photos, with a glossy finish, and are a very good job
of their kind: The backs are adhesive, and a free album is provided.
The potted biographies on the backs of the cards are also printed at
the foot of the spaces in the album. The cards are approximately
one-sixteenth of an inch overall smaller than the standard Imperial
size.

Godfrey Phillips, Ltd. Film Favourites. 50 small cards,
standard size. Coloured reproductions, on a silk finish background of
greenish tint. This gives an original appearance to the set, and I
expect it will have a good public.

J. Player & Sons. Wild Birds. 25 large cards on subjects
selected from the small set of the same name. This small set is among
the most popular ever issued, and very deservedly so, for I think it is
quite the best on this particular subject. In fact, it is a pity that the
series cannot consist of the whole 50, for the large cards should be even
more effective than the small.

W A N T E D
Immediate supplies, any quantity.

KENSITAS SILK FLAGS (either series)—Cash, 1/3; Exchange, 1/9 per
100. SUMMIT METAL CARDS—Cash, 1/6; Exchange, 2/- per 100.
FAMOUS SCOTS, CRICKETERS 1934, LEAS & ARDATH FILM STARS, and

all other current series—Cash, 6d.; Exchange, 8d. per 100.
Mint condition only.

THE LONDON CIGARETTE CARD CO. LTD.,
Cambridge House, Cambridge Road, Chiswick, London, W.4.

Telephone : CHIswick 2346.
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UNNUMBERED SERIES. Continued
NOTE.—This series is intended to be used in conjunction with The Founda-

tion of a Standard Catalogue. It was felt that an amplification of the latter as
regards these unnumbered series would be welcome to collectors.—EDITOR.

GODFREY PHILLIPS, LTD. Model Railways. 25 small cards.
No. 2. Model Hoarding. No. 1346. L.M.S. open 10 tn. Goods
No. 9466/0. Parallel Points. Wagon.
No. 10/664/0. Mechanical Turntable. . No. 1006. Goods Depot.
No. 10/611/0. Railway Bridge. No. 60/624. Country Station.
No. 1020. Station Overbridge. No. 1002. Signal Box.
No. 10/674. Level Crossing. No. 60/61. Wayside Station.
No. 62/230/0. Guard's Van. No. 1003. Engine Shed.
No. 61. L.M.S. Bogey Brake, 3rd. No. 1012. Double Road Tunnel
No. 95. L.M.S. Post Office Mail Van. Mouth.
G.W.R. "Vulcan" Loco, and Tender. No. 10/513/0. Crane Truck.
L.M.S. Scale model Locomotive. No. 951. Pickup Apparatus.
No. 10/529/0. Petrol Wagon. No. 60/615. Gantry Signal.
No. 62/520/0. Motor Spirit Wagon. No. 84. Circular Water Tower.
No. 134/33. Loco. Coal Wagon.
GODFREY PHILLIPS, LTD.,
CAVANDERS, School Badges. 25 small cards.
St. Andrew's College, Bradfield. Lancing College.
Brighton College. The Leys School.
The Hospital of The Charterhouse. Llandovery College.
Cheltenham College. Malvern College.
Christ's Hospital. Marlborough College.
Downside School. Mill Hill School.
Dulwich College. Oundle School.
Eastbourne College. Repton School.
The College of The Blessed Mary Rossall School,

of Eton. Rugby School.
Haileybury College. St. Paul's School.
Harrow School. Tonbridge School.
Highgate School. Winchester College.

CORRESPONDENCE,
To the Editor of " The Cigarette Card News".
Sir,

I read with interest the suggestions on the front page of the July
issue of the " C.C.N." with regard to a continuation of the series of
Wills' Railway Locomotives. I fully agree that a further series illus-
trating the recent new types of British locomotives would be most
welcome. It may interest you to know that I have recently put before
several manufacturers an idea for a most interesting series, entitled
" British Locomotives, Past and Present." I have over 2,000 photo-
graphs of early, historical and modern British Railway locomotives
taken over a long period of years, and I had selected a set of 50 of
the more historical and notable, commencing with No. 1, George
Stephenson's famous " Rocket " of 1829, and finishing with No. 50,
illustrating Mr. Stanier's handsome engine, " The Princess Royal ," of
1933. Included are photographs of the following:
Card No. Locomotive Date Rly.
3 F. Trevithick's 8' 6" single " Cornwall " 1847 L.N.W.R.
4 J. Ramsbottom's 7' 6" single " Lady of the

Lake" 1862 L.N.W.R.
7 Mi. Kirtley's "800" class express engine 1870 M.R.
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8 F. W. Webbs first compound, " Experiment " 1882 L.N.W.R.
10 Neilson & Co.'s 7' 0" bogey single, No. 123 1886 Caledon. R.
13 S. W. Johnson's famous bogey singles 1887 M.R.
18 The first passenger engine, 4-6-0 type 1900 N.E.R.
20 F. W. Webb's T 0" compound " Alfred the

Great" 1901 L.N.W.R.
21 H. A. Ivatt's first 4 cyl. "Atlantic" passenger 1902 G.N.R.
23 W. Dean's 4-4-0 engine, " City of Truro" 1903 G.W.R.
29 Geo. Whale's 4-4-0 engine, " Precursor" 1904 L.N.W.R.
34 T. Whitelegg's first " Baltic" type tank engine 1912 L.T. & S.R.
46 Sir H. Fowler's 3 cyl. engine, " Royal Scot " 1927 L.M.S.
47 C. B. Collett's 4 cyl. engine, "King George V" 1927 G.W.R.
48 Introduction of the corridor tender : H. N.

Gresley's 4-6-4 express compound loco. 1930 L.N.E.R.
Of course, space does not allow me to give a list of all the subjects

in the set, but it is sufficient to say that it illustrates and describes the
growth of the British steam railway locomotive from 1829 to 1933.
The series could either be issued as photographs, or copied in the
correct colours of the locomotives. A set such as this, which covers
all the famour and interesting types of locomotives built during a
hundred years of railway progress, I don't think has ever been issued
before, and would be something out of the ordinary. Perhaps readers
of the " C.C.N." will be interested to hear of my suggestion.

Birmingham, 12. A. RICHARDS.
(This would indeed be an excellent series, and we hope to hear

that the idea has been adopted—Editor.)

To the Editor of " The Cigarette Card News."
Sir,

Our Educational and Fascinating Hobby.
I must say that it is surprising to know the number of cigarette

card collectors who have not the least idea why they collect.
A personal friend of mine, for instance, has been collecting on and

off for nearly thirty years, and he has some sets I greatly desire, yet
his only reason for accumulating cards has been the fascination of
same : that was his answer to my question, and it was a surprise to
me, knowing him to be so exact in most of his ways.

What I want to describe is the writing up of one's own collection,
and the easiest way is to tell you how my own is "written up." In
an exercise book, stiff cover, 15" by 8", making pages 1 and 2 the
index, from pages 3-200 I have begun an Encyclopaedia of my own.
Take Wills' Do You Know, 4th series. I write down the page from
top to bottom, 1-50, then take card No. 1 and write in its title, in this
case " the most intelligent animal," and so on to No. 50, "a witch's
broom," and continue on the following pages further sets.

A few weeks ago I was in conversation with a client of mine,
and after concluding our business affairs our chat led us to different
occurrences, and eventually to the Grand National, then shortly to be
run at Aintree. My client asked me if I remembered a certain horse
winning the race in 1908, saying he could not remember the name of
the horse. When I arrived home in the evening my first thought was
to look in my newly formed or forming encyclopaedia, and turn to
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Player's Derby and Grand National Winners, a good set issued in
1933, and there found the number of the card, No. 27, and all the
required details, which I related to my client the next time I saw him.
This is only one instance of many in which I have known my "writing
up " to be of importance to myself in the course of conversation with
my friends, and in my business.

I hope this will be of interest to the readers of " The Cigarette
Card News," and in my finis say " long life to our educational and
fascinating hobby."

Sparkhill, Birmingham. J. C. HARPER-

SOME VARIETIES IN UNFAMILIAR SERIES.
By C. P. SANDS.

Illingworth. Comic Cartoons of Sport, Card No. 2. A rather
interesting error appears on this card; in list of " F.A. Cup Finals" on
back, it is stated that in 1913 Barnsley won the Cup, whereas the actual
winner was Burnley. I have never seen a corrected card. In the
issue of Motor Radiators by the same firm there appears to be two
distinct series; for example, in No. 4 we have (1) reddish-brown body
of car, the name " Darracq " printed in brown; (2) green body of car,
name printed in black. (Note—There is a very wide range of colour
variations in this series, of considerable interest to the specialist
collector. This seems to be due to the use of three-colour process.
There are no distinct series as such. Editor.)

A few errors and varieties in Gallagher's Football Series.
Famous Footballers—brown backs. No. 27—W. A. Ashurst in Notts

County colours.
„ ,. brown backs. No. 27—W. A. Ashurst in West

Bromwich colours.
„ ,, green backs. No. 46—W. Gillespie, large head,

green backs. No. 46—W. Gillespie, small head,
red backs. No. 96—Grimwood, red jersey,

error.
„ „ red backs. No. 96—Grimwood, orange jersey,

corrected.
J. A. Pattrieoux. Footballers. A number of cards (I do not

know whether all) occur with the face flesh-tinted on a more reddish-
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brown background. In these cards the name is printed in blue instead
of dark brown.

(There are two distinct series of these cards : one of 50 which has
flesh tinted faces, and the name in blue; the other, with plain face and
name in black, comprises 100 cards—Editor.)

TRADE CARDS.

F EW collectors can be persuaded to take any interest in trade
cards, yet there are many worth collecting. Many are scarce,
of course, and their prices relatively high, but there are a

number of fairly common series, and among these are some hard to
better among cigarette cards proper. The Goddard issues, for example,
are beautifully done, and an examination of them would convince
many opponents of trade cards that their objection was founded upon
prejudice rather than reason. We have always liked, too, the Mac
Fisheries series, Gallery Pictures, Japanese Colour Prints, and Poster
Pointers. Is there one collector in fifty who has any idea what these
are like?

In the U.S.A., where cigarette cards are non-existent and the trade
variety plentiful, there are a number of collectors specialising in the
latter, but the hobby appears to be in a very unorganised state. Some
of these American cards we have seen are very good, particularly the
Church and White Bird series.

CARDS AND NATURE STUDY,
By " DEVONIAN."

I. BRITISH WILD AND COUNTRY LIFE (continued).

I N the space at my disposal I find it rather difficult to deal really
adequately with the many series which require notice. If the des-
criptions appear somewhat bald, I hope my readers will bear in

mind that these notes are intended rather as an amplified index to
the sets available on the various subjects, rather than a fully expla-
natory treatise on each. If I were to attempt the latter, I should
require a month's space for one series, in some cases. The use and
object of such an index should be to assist the prospective purchaser
to obtain some idea in detail of the matters dealt with in each set,
especially where he is unfamiliar with the series, and thus help in a
selection in line with his particular requirements. So much for
explanation, and now to facts.

BRITISH WILD ANIMALS. Unfortunately for the true nature
lover, the march of progress and the taming of the wild entails the
drastic reduction of the larger wild mammals, and this has proceeded
so far in this country that but few species remain to be described.
The following series contain examples of value.

ADKINS. Wild Animals of the World. This inexpensive set
contains only one British species, but that a very interesting one, the
largest in the country after the deer. This is the Badger, and the
pictorial representation is quite a good one. Perhaps not many of my
readers have seen Master Brock, but they will readily recognise him
from the card if they are ever lucky enough to do so. Price of set
(5O small cards), 8d.

CARRERAS- A Kodak at the Zoo. 1st and 2nd Series, each of
50 small cards; price, 5/- each. These excellent series are photo-
graphic, as the name implies, and the studies include birds as well as
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beasts. The only example of British animals in the first series is No.
50, the Fallow Deer, which most people know as a park dweller,
though I believe there are some wild in the New Forest. In the
second is a fine photo of the true Scottish Wild Cat, now practically
extinct in the wild state. This is No. 8, and the card gives a very
clear idea of the differences between this animal and the domestic
tabby; the latter sometimes runs wild and is then often mistaken for
the true article. The other British animal in this set, the Old English
Park Bull (No. 15) cannot be called wild in the real sense, as even at
Chartley and Chillingham these cattle are behind fences. These
Carrera issues are noteworthy for the helpful directions on the correct
use of a camera, which are given on the back under the description of
the subject depicted. Incidentally, photographic series are a good
example of the value of duplication, to which I have referred above.
They give the better picture of the general appearance of the specimen,
and where one can get a coloured representation of the same subject
the picture is complete.

R, & J. HILL. Zoological Series. Another good photographic
series, of 50 small, or the same number of large cards. Price : small,
7/6; large, 15/-. The photos are of beasts exclusively, and those we
are concerned with at the moment are No. 19, the common Fox, and
No. 50, the Fallow Deer again. Both are very characteristic studies,
and the latter is of a better specimen of the male deer, in some ways,
than the " Kodak " example.

R. LLOYD & SONS. Zoo Series. 25 small cards. Price, 6d.
This is also photographic, and it is very good value for money at
this low price. Birds and animals are included, mostly the latter.
Unfortunately, there is only one British beast, again the Fallow Deer
(No. 12). However, it differs from the others in being a front view,
and in showing the buck, with the antlers in the "velvet " state.

MORRIS & SONS. Whipsnade Zoo. A coloured series of 25 small
cards. 'Price, 5d. Quite interesting; but the colouring and general
treatment are rather too impressionistic for it to be very valuable
from the naturalist's point of view. Here we are only concerned with
No. 19, the inevitable Fallow Deer again; but this particular specimen
is much more reminiscent of the Red Deer in appearance and colour.
Nevertheless, at the few pence asked for it, the set is worth collecting.

PLAYER & SONS. Wild Animals' Heads. 50 small cards, coloured
sketches. Price, 7d. Like all this firm's nature series, this is really
good of its kind. Although only the heads are shown, the colouring
gives an excellent idea of that of the whole animal. The following
cards come under our present heading : No. 3, Badger; 10, Wild White
Bull; 12, Wild Cat; 16, Fallow Deer; 23, Common Fox.

W. D. & H. O. WILLS. Animals and Their Furs. 25 large cards.
Price, 1/3. This is a very fine coloured series, and, being of the large
size, there is space on the backs for very full descriptive matter. The
British specimens are Nos. 5, Ermine. This is, of course, the Stoat in
winter dress, which it only assumes in this country in the north of
Scotland; No. 8, Red (or Common) Fox also in winter coat; No. 12,
Mole; No. 18, Rabbit; No. 23, Squirrel. The Grey Squirrel is shown.
I suppose this attractive but troublesome creature must now be counted
as one of our truly wild animals.

(To be continued.)
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HERE AND THERE,
A clan war raged In Hamilton Sheriff Court yesterday, when a

tartan rug was produced which was alleged to have been stolen from
a motor car at Larkhall. Neither Sheriff Brown, the agents or the
witnesses could locate the clan represented by the tartan. The owner
of the rug maintained the tartan was that of the Macdonald clan.
Mr. Go. Laughlin, agent for the accused, sought to establish the tartan
was that of the Forbes clan, while one of the witnesses, Sergeant
Graham, maintained that the rug was made of Gordon tartan. Finally
the clanship of the tartan was proved beyond all doubt by a series
of cigarette cards which were shown to the Sheriff by a constable.
It was the McNeill clan. (" Bulletin and Scots Pictorial.")

From a correspondent: Collecting cigarette cards seems to be a
proper racket. The other day, in response to the inevitable "Any
cigarette cards, mister?", I was about to hand a youngster a card,
when another lad appeared from nowhere and said angrily, " Don't
give it to him. This is my pitch; He should be across the road! "

THE FOUNDATION OF A STANDARD CATALOGUE
1. BRITISH MANUFACTURERS' ISSUES.

MESSRS. LAMBERT & BUTLER;
Branch of the Imperial Tobacco Co., Ltd.

ISSUES BEFORE 1922 (Concluded).
Ref. No. in Title of Series. , Date of Issue and Notes.
No. Set
14 6 Famous Jockeys. Very old coloured series. No frame line.

Back printed in black.
15 10 Famous Jockeys. Similar to 14 but heavily shaded back-

ground and with frame line. Name also
in frame. Back similar but printed in
brown.

16 25 Flags and Girls of All Export Issue. Similar to Wills' and Player's
Nations. Indian issues. Issued with " Garrick

Mixture."
17 25 Japanese Series. Numbered series, printed by Mardon, Sons

& Hall.
18 20 International Yachts. America v. England, since 1871. Old num-

bered series.
19 25 Motors. 1907-08.
20 25 Naval Portraits. ?1915. Inscribed "A Series of 25."
?.\ 50 Naval Portraits. ?1915. Inscribed "A Series of 50." Num-
22 50 Conundrums and their bers 1-25 being similar to preceding series

Answers. Very old numbered series. Green backs.
23 50 Conundrums and their Similar to preceding series but with blue

Answers. backs.
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Ref. No. in Title of Series. Date of Issue and Notes.
No. Set
24 100 Russo-Japanese Series. Black and white photos, similar to Wills'

series. ?Export series.
25 25 South African War, 1901-2. Chocolate tinted photos of generals,

Series i. etc., with white borders. No frame
around printing (black) on back.

26 25 South African War, As I but brown printing within decorative
Series II frame on back.

27 ? South African War, Narrow card. Small black and white
Series III photos with inscription above and below.

28 ?66 or 100 S. African War. Similar to Wills' Transvaal Series
Series IV

29 ?25 South African War and Black and white photos (sketches of
Boxer Rebellion series generals, statesmen, etc., similar to series

issued by Cadle & Mitchell.)
30 50 The Thames from Lech- Numbered series of 50. Small numerals.

lade to London I
31 50 The Thames from Lech- Large numerals. No. 37 view differs from

lade to London II that in I.
32 50 The Thames from Lech- Plain back.

lade to London III
33 The Mayblossom Calendar. 1900. Three-fold card with calendar inside

together with description of brands and
blends of tobacco.

34 10 or 12 Types of British Coloured series, " Viking Navy Cut" on
Army and Navy I back.

35 10 or 12 Types of British As above but back similar to that of
Army and Navy II Famous Jockeys and printed in brown.

36 10 or 12 Types of British As II but back printed in black.
Army and Navy III

37 25 Waverley Series. Coloured series depicting scenes from
Waverley Novels.

38 25 Winter Sports.
39 25 Wireless Telegraphy.
40 25 Wonders of Nature.
41 25 World's Locomotives. Inscribed "A Series of 25."
42 50 World's Locomotives. Inscribed "A Series of 50." Numbers 1-25

same as in preceding series.
43 25 World's Locomotives. Inscribed "An Additional Series of 25."

Numbered IA to 25A.
VARIETIES. Cards of the following series are known without any printing

on back. These were issued in error.
A History of Aviation. Pirates and Highwaymen.

Wonders of Nature.

COMPETITION SERIES.
44 50 Find Your Way! (a) 1931-2. Address on back given as "Box

No. 152, London."
45 50 Find Your Way! (b) 1932. Full address: "Box No. 152, Drury

Lane, London, W.C.2."
46 50 Find Your Way! (c) 1933. As (b), but with red overprint giving

closing date of competition.

EXPORT SERIES.
50 London Zoo. Real photos.
50 Popular Film Stars. Real photos.
50 Popular Film Stars. Real photos. Shaded border on

back with columns at side.
50 The Royal Family at Real photos.

Home and Abroad.
50 The World of Sport. Real photos.
50 Who's Who in Sport Real photos.

(1926)
50 Merchant Ships of the Similar to Wills' series.

World.
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THE " MODEL RAILWAY CONSTRUCTOR'
The practical Model Railway Journal.

Monthly: 6d.; Post Free, 7|d. Annual Subscription, 7/6.
ERNEST F. CARTER, 15B, WHITEHORSE RD., CROYDON.

T H E C O L L E C T O R ' S M A G A Z I N E

L E C O L L E C T I O N N E U R
Published monthly in English and French.

DEVOTED TO
BIBLIOMANIA, PHILATELY, NUMISMATICS, ANTIQUES,

CURIOS AND HOBBIES OF ALL KINDS.

PUBLISHED BY

INTERNATIONAL PRESS CLIPPING SERVICE
552-554 FIRST AVENUE, QUEBEC, CANADA.

AN UNIQUE PUBLICATION!

The only Magazine of its class in Canada. Official Organ
of the Canadian Philatelic Society, a nation-wide organization

recruiting its members from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

Service of current Canadian issues at an advance of 10 per
cent, over face value, plus postage. Orders must be accom-

panied with remittance in International Money Order.

Address all communications to :

RAOUL, RENAULT, MANAGING EDITOR, QUEBEC, CANADA.
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